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A bstract
The undergoing spread of broadband Internet shows that high-speed services are now 
perceived as a commodity worldwide. Several research programmes have proposed low- 
cost mobility enhancements to the DVB-RCS standard to intercept the market segment 
represented by the increasing number of airlines, land-mobile, and maritime passengers.
This thesis investigates link and network-layer mobility issues related to a multi-beam 
network topology with a particular emphasis on backward-compatible protocol modifi­
cations minimising the impact over the signalling mechanisms of the original DVB-RCS 
normative.
The availability of CPS equipment onboard collective vehicles and their pattern pre­
dictability suggest using position and route information as driving parameters for mo­
bility protocols. Estimations of the terminal residence time within spot-beams are used 
to prioritise ongoing communications over fresh traffic. Their superiority over distance- 
based schemes is demonstrated in congested airborne-railroad scenarios, whilst specific 
solutions are proposed to counteract the sensitivity of the signalling exchange to error 
modelling.
Admission control in wireless networks determines the trade-off between QoS guarantee 
and resource utilisation. A novel scheme for inbound and outbound traffic estimation is 
proposed and compared with several existing static and probabilistic approaches. This 
is proved effective at reducing blocking probabilities without sacrificing much band­
width in resource reservation. The mathematical characterisation of a threshold-based 
queuing mechanism for handover traffic is also presented and its accuracy confirmed 
via simulation results in airborne-railway scenarios.
The integration with terrestrial cellular systems is investigated to ensure connectivity 
in urban centres. A hybrid satellite-terrestrial architecture is envisaged where gap- 
fillers provide service continuity when intra-satellite mobility cannot be guaranteed. It 
is proven that the temporary terrestrial diversion of active connections contributes to 
decrease blocking probabilities and to increase the network utilisation. Because such 
an approach incurs in roaming costs, an optimisation tool is developed that identifies 
the conditions under which vertical handover is preferable.
K ey w ords: Mobile DVB-RCS, Handover, Admission Control, Cap-Filler
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Internet and bandwidth usage continue to grow everyday. Thanks to a massive pene­
tration in the last decade, DSL and cable modem technologies represent a commodity 
for millions of users, and dominate the market for broadband access in urban areas. 
However, the significant cost of deploying such terrestrial infrastructure has actually 
contributed to increase the digital divide between industrialised and developing coun­
tries. In this scenario, satellite systems have emerged as a feasible and cost effective 
solution to provide users that are out of reach of terrestrial networks with broadband 
access to the Internet. In addition, due to their large geographic coverage, inherent 
broadcast capabilities, and fast deployment features, satellites are now seen as an inte­
gral part of the global networking infrastructme [2,3].
The idea of geostationary satellite systems can be dated back to 1945. This is the year 
which saw Sir Arthur C. Clarke exposing his theory about extra-terrestrial relays as 
a means to provide worldwide radio coverage [4]. He first proposed a constellation of 
three geostationary satellites to provide full coverage of the Earth. Orbiting at 35,786 
km above the Equator, a Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellite appears quasi 
stationary to an observer on the Earth due to the matching between the centrifugal force 
of the satellite and the gravitational pull of the Earth. In reality, geostationary networks 
do not provide coverage at extreme latitudes and have longer propagation delays with 
respect to Low Earth Orbit (LEO) constellations (< 2000 km) and Medium Earth Orbit 
(MEO) satellites (between LEO and GEO). Despite this, GEO systems have become
1.1. Motivations and Objectives
dominant in the communications market. The lower complexity and inherent capacity 
to deliver continuous services to a specific region with a single satellite has ensured 
that GEO systems are part of the Internet since its earliest days. Thanks to their 
flexibility, full re-configurability and scalability, GEOs have been used worldwide for 
providing badcbone connectivity to Internet Service Providers (ISPs), intranet solutions 
for geographically dispersed corporations and, more recently, direct-to-user Internet 
access. In the last ten years, the availability of multi-spot-beam coverage and K u/K a 
frequencies has finally paved the way for the introduction of broadband data services.
1.1 M otivations and O bjectives
The emerging satellite broadband access market was driven in the late nineties by a 
short list of players [5]. New infrastructures were introduced in order to decrease the 
service cost per user wliile providing greater bandwidth. In this scenario, the Digital 
Video Broadcasting - Return Channel via Satellite (DVB-RCS) [6] has established itself 
as a multi-vendor supported open standard.
DVB-RCS was initially defined as a fixed broadband return link specification for geosta­
tionary satellites in K u/K a band. Since its standardisation by the European Telecom­
munications Standards Institute (ETSI), it has been adopted globally by a large num­
ber of equipment manufacturers, in an effort to open the market to lower-cost solutions 
than could be possible with proprietary technologies. Despite providing a framework 
for GEO satellite physical and Medium Access Control (MAC) layer solutions that 
have enabled mass production of low-cost equipment, details of some of the algorithm 
implementations have been left open by the standard and their guidelines for imple­
mentation in order to encourage differentiation between operators and manufacturers. 
Unfortunately, such an approach has resulted in lack of interoperabihty amongst dif­
ferent vendors. This is also due to the absence of a built-in management system unlike 
competitors such as the US DOCSIS system [7]. As a consequence, the DVB Technical 
Module has recently approved the release of a call for technologies for DVB-RCS Next 
Generation (DVB-RCS NG) that will look at physical-MAC layer upgrades as well as at 
an extended specification for supporting typical IP-based protocols and applications [8].
1.1. Motivations and Objectives
The undergoing spread of broadband internet for personal and corporate use shows 
that reliable high speed services and applications are now perceived as a commodity by 
millions of users around the world. However, while technologies such as UMTS [9] and 
WIMAX [10] can provide wireless Internet access within urban and suburban areas, 
their deployment is not always cost-effective in rural areas. Satellites are then viewed 
as viable and sometimes the only access providers for users in remote locations with 
no access to the terrestrial infrastructure. Amongst these, the increasing number of 
airlines, land-mobile, and maritime passengers represent a potential source of revenues 
for satellite network operators when undisrupted broadband communication services 
onboard aircraft, high-speed trains and ships can be offered.
Due to the greater availability of bandwidth in Ku/Ka bands, the large coverage of 
geostationary satellites, the technological maturity, and the wide-acceptance enjoyed 
by the DVB-RCS specification, in the last few years both EU and ESA have sponsored 
R&D programmes to introduce mobility capabilities to DVB-RCS in order to provide 
broadband satellite services to collective mobile communities [11-13]. Backward com­
patibility and lightweight adaptations are considered crucial to the commercial viability 
of DVB-RCS in mobile environments and to achieve low-cost service and low-risk ob­
jectives. Thanks to the support of the academic community, industrial partners and 
governments, these research programmes have prepared the ground for the initial devel­
opment and experimentation of a mobile system relying on standardised technologies 
such as DVB-S2 [14] for the forward link and DVB-RCS for the return link. The results 
of this work have been recently released as an updated DVB-RCS normative, named 
DVB-RCS+M to emphasise the newly introduced mobility support [15].
Adaptation of DVB-RCS for mobile environments has necessitated modifications at 
physical, link, and network layers of the protocol stack. A comprehensive study of 
physical-layer issues can be found in [16,17]. Instead, our work was devoted to link- 
layer mobility in vehicular satellite networks, with a particular emphasis on backward- 
compatible terminal-side protocol modifications that correspond to add-on extensions 
at the terminal and network sides. This thesis sets up to investigate all mobility issues 
related to a multi-beam topology such as spot-beam and satellite handovers, connection 
admission control, and interaction with terrestrial cellular systems. In particular, while
1.2. Contributions and Achievements
trying to minimise the impact over the signalling structure and mechanisms of the 
original DVB-RCS standard, our research work focuses on the following components:
1. Investigation of position-based and predictive solutions for spot-beam handover 
(HO) in vehicular satellite networks;
2. Study of Connection Admission Control (CAC) for real-time applications in air­
borne and railway scenarios;
3. Analysis and modelling of handover and admission control for high-speed trains 
in geostationary networks complemented by terrestrial gap-fillers.
1.2 C ontributions and A chievem ents
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• A  lightw eight position -based  sp o t-b eam  handover p ro toco l. After an 
accurate review of the DVB-RCS standard and guidelines for implementations, 
we have proposed a distributed position-based algorithm for handover detection. 
Our scheme can be considered lightweight because it uses a portion of the reserved 
bits in the Monitoring and Control (M_and_C) subfield of the Satellite Access 
Control field (SAC) field in Syncronisation (SYNC) bursts to convey valuable 
mobility information. Such a mechanism permits the Return Channel Satellite 
Terminals (RCSTs) to periodically inform the Network Control Centre (NCC) of 
an upcoming possibility for spot-beam handover. The NCC is in charge of the 
centralised decision phase. An in-depth analysis of the handover timing has been 
carried out with reference to the standard synchronisation mechanisms as well 
various channel conditions. An improved version of the NCC featuring memory 
capabilities has been proposed in order to counteract the intrinsic weakness in 
the handover signalling exchange due to the limited space in SYNC bursts.
• A  sp o t-b eam  handover m echanism  based  on residence tim e  estim a­
tions for in teg ra te d  a irbo rne-ra ilw ay  scenarios. In an effort to leave the
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terminal-side of the handover mechanism as simple as possible, we have proposed 
a new handover decision making algorithm which is based on terminal residence 
time estimations within spot-beams. This information is derived by means of a 
history of previous GPS measurements and geometric considerations as provided 
by RCSTs in their periodic synchronisation updates. A threshold-based queu­
ing scheme has been designed to drive the handover decision at the NCC. This 
prioritises the handover recommendations in accordance with the residual time 
that terminals are expected to spend in the current spot-beam. In this study, 
through an extensive campaign of simulations, we have analysed the opportunity 
of tuning the cut-off threshold according to the actual population composition in 
order to minimise the handover failure rate.
• A n  analy tica l m odel to  evaluate  th e  perfo rm ance of veh icu lar geosta­
tio n a ry  netw orks serv ing  a irc ra ft an d  h igh-speed  tra in s . The product- 
form solution of mono-dimensional Markov chains is commonly used to carry out 
performance analysis in satellite networks under the assumption that the chan­
nel holding time for new and handover connections is the same. However, this 
strategy does not apply to scenarios in which multiple classes of terminals move 
at different velocities sharing the same resources. By re-adapting an iterative ap­
proach developed by A. Gersht in [18] for multi-class connection load control, we 
have derived an approximate mathematical model of our threshold-based queu­
ing scheme to estimate the new connection and handover blocking probabilities 
in integrated airborne-railway scenarios.
• A  p red ic tive  reserva tion -based  connection  adm ission  con tro l for m o­
bile D V B -R C S netw orks. Predictive reservation is a well known problem in 
mobile wireless networks and radio resource management. Recent studies [19-21] 
have clearly established tha t mobility information such as velocity, position, and 
direction play a key role for the implementation of effective admission control poli­
cies. In particular, the influence of active terminals over neighbouring spot-beams 
may prove crucial to guarantee the connection-level Quality of Service (QoS). In 
an effort to increase the overall resource utilisation, we have designed an algo-
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rithm that estimates the incoming and departing traffic towards each spot-beam 
in the service area. The difference represents the amount of resources that are 
effectively set aside for handover purposes. Using some reserved bits in SYNC 
and Common Signalling Channel (CSC) bursts, the terminals provide mobility 
information that is used by the NCC to enforce our admission control strategy. 
Such an approach is compatible with the mechanisms recently defined in [15] for 
mobility management. Simulation analyses confirmed that our solution acts as a 
good trade-off between traditional cut-off schemes and adaptive resource reserva­
tion mechanisms that aim to maximise the QoS of ongoing connections without 
sacrificing large amounts of resources for handover traffic.
•  A n adm ission con tro l an d  handover m anagem ent schem e for h igh-speed  
tra in s  in vehicular g eo s ta tio n ary  sa te llite  system s w ith  te rre s tr ia l gap- 
fillers. Using some analogies between the mobility pattern predictability of LEO 
constellations and collective vehicles such as high-speed trains, we have derived 
an analytical model of DVB-RCS systems complemented by terrestrial gap-fillers. 
Using an iterative approach based on the Erlang fixed-point approximation, we 
have shown that the network performance can be improved in terms of handover 
failure probability and overall resource utilisation with respect to standalone satel­
lite systems. An accurate modelling of the synchronisation mechanisms as well as 
the signalling structure confirmed not only the accuracy of the results obtained 
through the mathematical model but also that topology and mobility information 
can contribute to refine radio resource management when used jointly. We finally 
carried out a cost-driven optimisation to derive the optimal admission control 
policy in our hybrid satellite-terrestrial system.
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The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows:
C hapter 2 explains the fundamentals of the DVB-RCS mobility management. An 
overview of the standard features is presented. The network reference model and agents 
are described. The main issues related to mobility adaptations are presented with a 
particular emphasis on logon procedure and packet-level synchronisation. To this end, 
a thorough description of the forward and return link acquisitions is provided, which 
paves the way for the following performance analysis.
C hapter 3 focuses on handover management. An overview of the main techniques 
available in the literature for satellite and terrestrial networks is provided. A compre­
hensive description of the different phases and strategies is also given. Two algorithms 
based on positioning and mobility information are proposed to address spot-beam han­
dover in vehicular DVB-RCS networks. The signalling limitations due to backward 
compatibility requirements are discussed as well as strength and weaknesses of queuing 
and memory capabilities. Performance analyses of the two schemes are presented under 
several channel and loading conditions. Finally, satellite/ gateway handover issues are 
briefly discussed, with a particular emphasis on two popular IP (Internet Protocol) 
mobility solutions: Mobile IP and dynamic routing [22,23].
C hapter 4 introduces the analysis of connection admission control in vehicular DVB- 
RCS networks. After an overview of the related literature, our predictive reservation 
algorithm is described that aims to preserve the connection-level QoS in airborne scenar­
ios when providing real-time services. An analytical model of vehicular geostationary 
networks is presented for an approximate performance analysis. This is used to derive 
blocking probabilities in integrated airborne-railway scenarios and to provide a refer­
ence for packet-level simulation results. A discussion follows about the applicability of 
the analytical model and how to decrease the resource reservation without significantly 
impacting the QoS of ongoing connections.
C hapter 5 focuses on the integration between satellite and terrestrial networks. After 
a discussion on the opportunity of utilising terrestrial gap-fillers to guarantee satellite
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service continuity in urban areas, an analytical model is derived that analyses the im­
pact of spot terrestrial coverage on the overall satellite system performance. Based on 
the DVB-RCS signalling mechanisms, an inter-segment handover scheme is proposed, 
which entails multi-mode terminals. Position-based handover detection is completed 
here by a signal strength esthnator which is used to identify available terrestrial carriers. 
The network is responsible to negotiate eventual inter-segment handovers in an effort to 
delay and possibly prevent service disruption due to temporary resource unavailability. 
A performance analysis is carried out both at analytical and simulation level under 
different network configurations and admission control policies. A cost-based optimi­
sation tool is also presented that identifies the optimal vertical handover strategy by 
finding the best trade-off between the network performance and the roaming costs.
C hapter 6 concludes this thesis by summarising the major findings and suggesting 
potential areas for future research.
A n n e x  A . l  provides an insight into the simulation platforms used to carry out this 
work. In particular, the architecture of our DVB-RCS packet-level simulator is pre­
sented by focusing on standard-compliant signalling mechanisms and mobility agents. 
The details of the OTcl/C-f-1- implementation are provided at the end of the thesis with 
the objective to give the reader a general understanding of the complexity associated 
with the communication protocols and the considerable effort required to developing 
such a system.
Chapter 2
D V B-R C S M obility Issues A bove 
Physical Layer
2.1 Introduction
DVB-RCS is part of a set of DVB standards published by ETSI which define solutions 
to implement interactive services through digital video broadcast and miicast systems. 
The specification [6] and the guidelines for implementation [16] define a framework 
for physical and MAC layer solutions that have enabled mass production of low-cost 
equipment for the provision of an interaction channel for GEO satellite interactive 
networks. Yet, the details of some of the algorithm implementations are left open to 
encourage differentiation amongst market players.
Since its publication, the DVB-RCS specification has been successfully implemented by 
a large number of equipment manufacturers around the world. The original document, 
approved in 2000, was intended to facilitate the use of RCSTs for individual or collective 
installation (e.g. SMATV) in a domestic environment. The first revision, published 
in 2002, introduced lower-cost terminals and adaptations for use with regenerative 
satellites. A new version of the standard was released in 2004 aiming to integrate the 
DVB-S2 standard [14] for the forward link transmission in order to exploit its power 
and bandwidth efficiency as well as adaptive coding and modulation. Today, DVB-RCS 
is used extensively in SMATV networks to deliver IP content.
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In recent years, mobile collective communities such as passengers of airlines, high-speed 
trains and vessels have undergone a huge growth. This passenger population represents 
a large and attractive market for mobile multimedia service providers that may generate 
substantial revenues. As a result, the problem of how to deliver broadband services 
arose, inducing institutions such as EU and ESA to promote research and development 
programmes [11-13] for a DVB-RCS mobility extension.
The FIFTH (Fast Internet for Fast Train Hosts) project [11] defined a dual segment 
mobile communication system in which the network connectivity is supported by suit­
able wireless terrestrial technologies when the satellite coverage is not available (e.g., 
in tunnels or at railway stations). It aimed to provide passengers in high-speed trains 
with broadband services whose QoS is independent of speed or location. The project 
produced valuable results in terms of system modelling which were confirmed by field 
measurements.
Based on DVB-82 and DVB-RCS normatives, the MOWGLY project [12] produced 
a technical analysis for the extension of these standards to mobile applications. The 
study aimed to define the system architecture for the provision of broadband services to 
mobile communities by maximising the reuse of fixed broadband satellite infrastructure 
via the utilisation of existing satellite capacity and coverage at K u/K a band as well 
as terrestrial gateways. The project completed at the end of 2006 with successful 
demonstrations in airborne, maritime and railway scenarios.
In 2008, the first commercial adaptation of DVB-RCS was deployed by 21Net [24] to 
provide users onboard Thalys trains with high-speed Internet access. This solution 
exploits bidirectional Ku band satellite connectivity complemented by terrestrial gap- 
fillers (based on Wi-Fi or UMTS technology) when the Line Of Sight (LOS) to the 
serving satellite is obstructed (e.g., in tunnels or at train stations). However, single­
beam coverage is still envisaged and mobility management is hmited to the physical 
layer.
These and other studies, carried out with the joint snpport of the academic community, 
industry, and regulatory bodies, have recently resulted in the DVB Forum approving 
a new version of the normative [15]. This was named DVB-RCS-fM to clearly spec­
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ify that it is not intended to be an enhancement of previous DVB-RCS versions for 
fixed applications but an update to include mobility support in maritime, aeronautical, 
railway, and land vehicular scenarios.
Because a comprehensive study of the physical-layer issues associated with the DVB- 
RCS-fM extension can be found in [16,17], the rest of the chapter sets up to investigate 
only link-layer mobility. In outline, this provides:
• A general overview of the DVB-RCS standard.
• A description of the DVB-RCS logon procedure.
• An in-depth analysis of packet level synchronisation issues and their impact on 
handover management.
2.2 D V B -R C S stan d ard
The DVB-RCS normative [6] identifies two major logical channels for the provision of 
geostationary interactive networks: the broadcast channel and the interactive channel. 
The first is unidirectional and is established by the service provider to deliver audio, 
video and data contents. This also carries a sub-set of signalling tables that are used by 
terminals to achieve and maintain synchronisation. On the other hand, the interactive 
channel is bidirectional and consists of a forward interaction path for the provision of 
signalling information from the NCC to each RCST, and a return interaction path. 
This is used by satellite terminals as a means to place logon or capacity requests, to 
provide the network with the necessary feedback to maintain synchronisation, and to 
transmit user data.
2.2.1 Reference Architecture
A simplified mobile satellite interactive network consists of a space segment and a 
ground segment (Fig. 2.1):
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The space segment comprises a geostationary bent-pipe satellite working at Ku or 
Ka band. In accordance with the approach followed in MOWGLY [12], reuse of 
existing satellite systems was considered as a fundamental hypothesis in our work 
in order to minimise the impact of mobile adaptations on existing equipment. 
This, despite regenerative payloads being supported by the standard [25].
The terrestrial segment consists of mobile RCSTs, one or more Gateway (GW) 
stations, and the NCC.
GEO 
Satellite 1
GEO 
Satellite 2
Satellite
.Handover
Inter­
segment
handoygc
Spot-beam
Handover.
GW Feeder
GW Feeder
GW3
Interactive
Network
Adapter
Broadcast
Network
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Service
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Broadcast
Service
Provider
Figure 2.1: Reference Model for Mobile Interactive Network
RCSTs are intended as standard terminals transmitting and receiving over the inter­
active and the broadcast channels but enhanced with mobility support. In our archi­
tecture, whichever the typology of the mobile vehicle (i.e., high-speed train, aircraft 
or maritime vessel), terminals are assumed to be equipped with a single RCST which 
acts as a traffic aggregator. Passengers of collective vehicles connect to the RCST via
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a Local Area Network (LAN). How the bandwidth is shared amongst passengers is 
transparent to the RCST, and is therefore beyond the scope of this work.
W ith reference to Figure 2.1, two different types of gateway can be identified. One acts 
as a feeder station for the forward link; the other as a traffic gateway for the return 
link. This is just for ease of tractability. In reality, as well as in our simulations, both 
functions can be performed by the same entity. Feeders are responsible for transmitting 
DVB-S/S2 compliant signals which carry signalling information, control messages and 
data traffic to user terminals. These are connected to broadcast service providers 
through network adaptors for data format conversion. Traffic gateways are responsible 
for receiving and relaying return signals from RCSTs to the interactive service providers, 
with whom they are connected through network adapters.
The NCC is responsible for monitor and control operations as well as mobility manage­
ment in the DVB-RCS network. This generates all timing, amplitude and frequency 
corrections that are necessary to discipline the terminal activity and minimise service 
disruptions. Such goals are achieved by enforcing a set of radio resource management 
policies that include admission control and handover.
2.2 .2  U p lin k  C ap acity  A llo ca tio n
DVB-RCS implements a Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) scheme on the forward 
link while the return link access is governed by a Multi-Frequency Time-Division Mul­
tiple Access (MF-TDMA). The uplink capacity allocation is governed by a reservation- 
based Demand Assigmnent Multiple Access (DAMA) scheme. The NCC allocates the 
frequency-time slots to individual RCSTs in accordance with their capacity requests. 
These can be a combination of static and dynamic (on-demand) allocations. As such, 
five categories of capacity are supported:
• Continuous Rate Assignment (CRA) is suited for traffic requiring a fixed guar­
anteed rate with minimum delay and jitter. With this category, terminals do not 
need to send further requests during the connection because assigned capacity 
is made available to the terminals for the entire duration of the communication. 
CRA capacity is generally allocated at connection setup time.
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• Rate Based Dynamic Capacity (RBDC) can be used in combination with CRA 
to increase the transmission rate above a given minimum. This is defined for 
variable rate traffic which can tolerate the reservation delay that is inherent to 
demand assignment protocols. Despite being guaranteed, RBDC capacity must 
be explicitly requested by the terminal otherwise it is made available to other 
users.
• Volume Based Dynamic Capacity (VBDC) is only allocated for applications that 
can tolerate high delay and jitter such as browsing or e-mailing. VBDC capacity 
requests are cumulative in the sense that each new request sums with the current 
value stored at the NCC. Also an Absolute Volume Based Dynamic Capacity 
(AVBDC) request exists, which uses a different semantic and is intended to the 
replace previous requests stored at the NCC.
• Free Capacity Assignment (FCA) distributes unused uplink frequency-time slots 
amongst active terminals. No signalling is involved in this process. It must 
be therefore intended as un-requested capacity allocation and terminals have no 
control over it.
RCSTs are allowed to send capacity requests that are a combination of the categories 
above. On the other side, the NCC is responsible for collecting requests and sharing 
the uplink capacity in each frame among the population of active terminals. In the 
simplest scenario, slot assignments are based on the comparison between capacity re­
quests and available resources. However, more complex solutions can be implemented 
when considering predictions regarding volume and type of data, services, and terminal 
mobility. In DVB-RCS, a RCST can send a capacity request to the NCC in two ways:
1. Encapsulating the request into a time slot which is already reserved for the dedi­
cated use of the terminal (e.g., via the SAC field in SYNC or TRF bursts). This 
method is known as piggybacking.
2. Accessing shared or dedicated mini-slots that are advertised by the NCC via the 
Terminal Burst Time Plan (TBTP) table. Mini-slots are shorter than normal 
TRF bursts.
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The TBTP table is periodically used by the NCC to broadcast allocation information to 
the population of terminals. This table contains the list of frequency-time slots which 
are assigned to each active terminal on a frame basis. These can be distributed over 
different frequencies in accordance with the terminal capabilities. In addition, dynamic 
MF-TDMA may be used, in which bandwidth and duration of the slots may vary, as 
shown in Figure 2.2.
 ^ Frequency
Time
Figure 2.2: Frequency-Time Slot Organisation and Capacity Allocation
One should note that RCSTs must synchronise with forward and return links first in 
order to be able to transmit data. This requires the acquisition of timing information 
and frame organisation.
2.3 Packet-L evel Synchronisation
Synchronisation is a key aspect of DVB-RCS as it allows avoidance of packet colli­
sions and disciplines the terminal access over the return link. Therefore, it must be 
maintained throughout the terminal’s period of activity. In general, the RCSTs must 
acquire the forward and return links in order to be able to transmit over the interac­
tive chaimel. The reason is that the DVB-RCS signalling is hierarchical and only the 
orderly reception of a series of specific tables allows terminals to acquire the structure
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of the return link. The forward link acquisition comprises the following steps:
1. P hysical layer synchron isation . This is the first operation that needs to 
be completed by RCSTs when they are switched on. It consists of tuning to 
the start-up transponder and recovering the access Transport Stream (TS). In 
fixed systems, the details about initial access are pre-installed into the terminal 
and never change. As a consequence, specific solutions must be implemented to 
identify and eventually update access information in mobile scenarios.
2. Forw ard  link  location. In general, the forward link consists of several carriers; 
some of which carry data traffic with others used exclusively for signalling. It 
is important to remark that terminals do not process all the data they receive, 
but use Packet Identifiers (PIDs) to filter useful information and discard the rest. 
When tuned on the start-up transport stream, RCSTs scan the Network Infor­
mation Table (NIT) to locate the TS which carries the RCST Map Table (RMT). 
After re-tuning to this new TS, terminals use the Programme Association Table 
(PAT) and the Programme Map Table (PMT) to identify the PIDs associated with 
the forward and return link descriptors. These contain valuable information for 
the successive logon procedure and to identify the transport stream carrying the 
Forward Link Signalling (FLS). After re-tuning to this TS, RCSTs again use PAT 
and PMT tables to locate the Super-frame Composition Table (SCT), the Frame 
Composition Table (FCT), and the Time-slot Composition Table (TCT). These 
provide up-to-date information about the return link structure. The SCT table 
defines the subdivision of the interactive network in super-frames and frames. 
The FCT table describes the further partitioning of frames into time slots and 
the TCT table defines the transmission parameters for each slot. Once all this 
information has been decoded, terminals have acquired a detailed knowledge of 
the return link structure and can therefore start the logon procedure.
3. N etw ork  clock synchron isation . Since a time-division multiple access is used 
to share the return link resources, terminals must be able to synchronise with 
the network clock to minimise guard times and avoid packet collisions. To this 
end, the NCC periodically broadcasts the Network Clock Reference (NCR) so
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that RCSTs know when their bursts are expected at the gateway. Upon the 
reception of correct timing information, terminals derive a synchronous internal 
clock. Satellite ephemeris can be obtained from the Satellite Position Table (SPT) 
to estimate the propagation delay from the terminal to the GEO satellite down 
to the GW station. This is used, together with terminal and satellite positioning 
information, to compute the programmed transmission delay.
In general, signalling tables are not always available at the terminal. In addition, table 
transmissions are not synchronised and may have different repetition rates. PAT and 
PMT tables are the means by which the terminals set their filters to decode specific 
service information. This mechanism is used several times by RCSTs dming their 
activity. It is then likely that these tables will be broadcasted more frequently than 
NIT or RMT tables, which are decoded only during the initial network synchronisation. 
Moreover, since TBTP refers only to the slot allocation in the next scheduled frame, 
its repetition rate is linked to the frame duration. An estimation of the forward link 
acquisition delay is shown in Table 2.1. This considers random physical delays for 
frequency tuning and typical repetition rates for signalling tables. According to our 
estimations, the maximum synchronisation delay may exceed 14 seconds. This is a worst 
case computation, in which terminals are always supposed to wait the entire repetition 
period for each table reception. Of course, this is not always the case, especially if the 
channel is assumed to be error free. However, table losses are likely to occur in faded 
channels and this may result in additional delay.
The correct execution of the previous steps allows terminals to synchronise with the 
forward stream and acquire all the information needed to start the logon procedure. 
The return link acquisition consists of two major steps:
1. Logon p rocedure . Using their knowledge of the return link structure, RCSTs 
locate CSC slots and send their logon requests using a slotted-Aloha random 
access. CSC bursts are only used during this phase of the return link acquisi­
tion and carry some important information such as the terminal MAC address, 
the capability of supporting frequency hopping, dynamic MF-TDMA, ATM, or 
MPEC-2 connectivity. The reader may refer to [6,15] for the complete list of
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Table 2.1: Synchronisation Delay (Worst Case, No Packet Losses)
In s tru c tio n s  from  Sw itch-O N D elay
Tining to start-up TS 
(random value between 0 and 100 ms)
100 ms
Accessing NIT 5 8
Tuning to RMT TS 
(random value between 0 and 100 ms)
100 ms
PAT reception 1 s
PMT reception 1 s
Accessing RMT 5 s
Tuning to FLS TS 
(random value between 0 and 100 ms)
100 ms
PAT reception 1 s
PMT reception 0.5 8
SCT reception 0.02651 s
FCT reception 0.02651 s
TCT reception 0.02651 s
TBTP reception 0.02651 s
TO TA L 13.87953 s (TBTP excluded)
terminal capabilities. Since CSC bursts are transmitted in contention slots, no 
immediate acknowledgements are expected. However, in absence of a reply from 
the NCC ill the form of a logon TIM, after a certain time the RCST assumes 
a collision has occurred and schedules a new transmission using an exponential 
back-off mechanism. In order to avoid channel overloading, the NCC periodically 
broadcasts the CSC repetition rate and the number of logon failures that termi­
nals can tolerate before abandoning the system. Upon safe reception of the CSC 
burst, the NCC proceeds with verifying the availability of logical (e.g.. Logon ID) 
and physical resources (e.g., SYNC and TRF slots). It also verifies whether all
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administrative aspects are satisfied. If all these checks return successfully, then 
a unicast logon TIM is destined for the RCST containing the outcome of the 
logon request as well as standard link descriptors. These will be used to establish 
forward and return communication paths.
2. F ine  synchronisation . This is the procedure that is implemented in DVB-RCS 
to adjust the terminal transmission parameters and achieve tight synchronisation 
with the network. RCSTs send periodic keep-alive messages via dedicated SYNC 
slots. These are used by the NCC to measure errors in transmission parameters 
with respect to the system reference. It then compiles and broadcasts a Correction 
Message Table (CMT) containing timing, frequency and power corrections for all 
active terminals. Upon the reception of a CMT table, each RCST retrieves its own 
values, adjusts the transmission parameters accordingly and waits for the next 
dedicated SYNC slot. The procedure is repeated until the difference between 
two consecutive measurements are below a given tlneshold. When this occurs, 
terminals are allowed to request capacity. In order to preserve transmissions from 
packet collisions, all active RCSTs are required to carry out a synchronisation 
maintenance procedure for the entire duration of the session. The mechanism 
implemented is the same as fine synchronisation and aims to keep transmission 
errors within an acceptable range. A similar procedure, considered optional in 
the specification and named coarse synchronisation, may take place before fine 
synchronisation in an effort to reduce the initial gap between terminal settings 
and system parameters to an acceptable value. As a matter of fact, initial timing 
errors may prove negligible when positioning information is available. Hence, 
coarse synchronisation is commonly skipped and residual errors are handled by 
the NCC.
The overall signalling exchange taldng place during forward and return link acquisitions 
is depicted in Figure 2.3. The sequence of events that permit terminals to establish 
and maintain a bi-directional communication path between the RCST and the GW 
can be divided into four parts. The first refers to the forward link synchronisation 
and the set of signalling tables used by the terminals to acquire timing and return link
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structure information. We show a successful attempt to logon to the network with the 
random CSC burst sent by the RCST and the reply from the NCC in the form of a 
unicast TIM message. A sequence of SYNC bursts and CMT tables is then depicted 
showing the signalling exchange between a RCST and the NCC in order to achieve fine 
synchronisation. Finally, we show the RCST placing a capacity request and starting 
the synchronisation maintenance procedure.
GEO
RCST
a
NCC
Switch on : NIT,
FWD Link Sync: PAT, 
PMT, NCR, SCT, FCT, 
T C R  SPT
- -------------- ---- Logon requestTIM Assignment _ ___________ _ __ _ via CSC burst:Logon ID, SYNC slot Slotted Aloha
CMT table: Frequency, — -----------------^ SYNC burst: Fine
timing, artplitude _____________ _ ___  " Synchronisation
corrections c K i l l  f*^K -ECMT table: ' ---------------- - i3 M UlllSi “flag set: Synccorrections -------- - ------------------- - achieved
' -------- ------ - SYNC burst +
CMT table: Capacity
corrections ^  —---- ---------------------- Request: Sync
TBTP table: maintenance
capacity available
1 r 1r
Figure 2.3: Logon and Fine Synchronisation Signalling Flow
As one may note, the open loop burst synchronisation mechanism just described relies 
heavily on initial positioning information and up-to-date timing information. In fact, 
as explained in Annex-L of the DVB-RCS implementation guidelines [16], the addi­
tional guard times required to enable the initial access to CSC slots in the absence 
of initial location information would exceed the CSC slot length. This can therefore 
be considered a pre-requisite for terminals to be able to transmit in contention slots. 
It is also stated in the specification [6] that the NCR repetition rates are sufficient to
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compensate for the clock drifts tha t may be experienced in commercial aeronautical 
and high-speed train networks. This is a key issue in mobile DVB-RCS as the common 
clock informs RCSTs of their scheduled packet arrival time at the GW. In order to 
program the burst transmission, terminals make use of two important parameters: the 
internal clock and the terminal-gateway propagation delay. In [1], the capability of the 
SYNC/CMT mechanism to correct propagation delay error estimations in the presence 
of mobile RCSTs has been tested. In particular, the availability of GPS measurements 
has been carefully taken into account. In fixed geostationary systems, the propagation 
delay is not time dependant; thus a single GPS measurement taken during installa­
tion is sufficient to maintain burst synchronisation under control. This is not the case 
when high-speed terminals such as aircraft and high-speed trains are considered be­
cause the relative position and the propagation delay between RCSTs and the gateway 
is subject to rapid changes due to terminal motion. Simulation results [1] say that 
the SYNC/CMT correction mechanism is not sufficient, when used alone, to maintain 
packet synchronisation (Fig. 2.4). In particular, if only the initial GPS measurement is 
available, terminals are not able to compute an accurate estimation of the transmission 
time as the correction received via the CMT refers to a previous SYNC period. In 
addition, the error estimation does not provide any prediction of what the propaga­
tion delay might actually be because the terminal mobility pattern may be unknown. 
The obvious consequence is that the gap between computed and actual propagation 
delay (y-axis) constantly increases with time (x-axis) causing disconnection, as shown 
in Figure 2.4.
Analogous problems have been observed when considering the joint utilisation of peri­
odic GPS information and CMT corrections because the error estimation always suffers 
a SYNC period bias. This inevitably affects the accuracy of short period GPS mea­
surements, reasonably the most reliable means to compute the RCST/GW  propagation 
delay. In [1], different solutions are proposed to cope with residual inotion-dependant 
timing errors. In an effort to minimise the impact on current systems, an easy approach 
considers the increase of the guard time between SYNC/TRF slots from 1 /xs to 2-3 
fis at the expense of the frame efficiency. Alternatively, one may decide to decrease 
the SYNC/CMT period. A more costly solution requiring more sophisticated equip-
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Figure 2.4: RCST/GW  Propagation Delay Estimation [1]
ment would be to deploy smaller spot-beams. This would decrease the gap between 
propagation delays at the centre and at the edge of the spot-beam to acceptable levels.
2.4 Sum m ary
This chapter has provided a first analysis of the main issues associated with the DVB- 
RCS mobility adaptation. After a brief survey of recent R&D studies undertaken with 
the support of EU and ESA which had the objective to define a viable solution for 
providing mobile collective vehicles with broadband services via satellite, the DVB- 
RCS standard was introduced. A detailed description of the reference architecture was 
presented as well as the main ideas related to the DVB-RCS capacity management. 
Exhaustive descriptions of the logon and synclrronisation procedures were given, in 
an effort to highlight potential problems in terms of signalling and timing related to 
mobility support.
Chapter 3
H andover M anagem ent
Mobility management in wireless networks is conventionally classified into two compo­
nents: location management and handover management [26].
L ocation  m anagem ent is a two-stage process that enables the system to discover 
the current terminal point of attachment to the network. In the first stage, known as 
location registration (or update), a mobile terminal notifies the system of its up-to-date 
location. Such notifications can be periodic or on-demand following specific events 
(e.g., the terminal moves to a different cell). The second stage is named call delivery. 
This entails a set of queries to the network to determine routes and paths towards the 
terminal current location so that a communication link can be established. Location 
information is usually stored in databases, independently of the specific network pro­
tocols that are utilised. As a result, many of the authentication and localisation issues 
related to this process can be applied to both terrestrial and satellite networks without 
significant modifications.
H andover (or handofF) m anagem en t allows for an active connection to remain 
alive while the terminal roams around the service coverage and changes its point of 
attachment to the network. Due to the specific limitations of satellite systems, not 
only in terms of power and bandwidth, but also because of the longer propagation 
delay and the larger coverage area with respect to wireless terrestrial infrastructure, 
handover algorithms in satellite and terrestrial networks must inevitably differ.
24
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The new DVB-RCS+M standard is designed to provide mobility support in LOS and 
NLOS (via the integration with terrestrial gap-fillers) scenarios. This applies to the 
ability of the system to locate a mobile terminal, establishing connections regardless of 
its actual position, and maintain the communication active while the terminal roams 
around the satellite footprint, independent of the fact that direct sight of the satellite 
may be temporary obstructed [15]. In outline, this chapter provides:
• A detailed description of the handover process. An exhaustive classification is 
presented in accordance to the scope, signalling mechanisms and performance 
parameters associated with the procedure. The objective is to provide the reader 
with a full understanding of the main issues related to the handover process and 
how these can be applied to the DVB-RCS scenario.
• An in depth analysis of spot-beam handover in DVB-RCS networks. Two dijfferent 
solutions based on position and mobility pattern information are proposed that 
aim to maximise the user-perceived QoS.
• A discussion about the main issues related to satellite/CW  handover.
3.1 H andover Schem es
As defined in [27], handover is the process by which an active Mobile Node (MN) 
changes its point of attachment to the network, or when such a change is attempted. 
When a handover occurs it should not impact sessions in progress and be completely 
seamless to the mobile user. This may not be straightforward for demanding applica­
tions (e.g., real time or streaming). As a consequence, the network may provide features 
to minimise packet losses or delay during handover in order to keep alive any active 
sessions at the expense of increased complexity. In contrast, seamless mobility does not 
seem impractical for less demanding applications like emailing or web browsing.
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3 .1 .1  H a n d o v e r  S co p e
In general, every wireless network is organised in service regions, whose extension can 
vary greatly according to the type of network, and can reach several hundred kilo­
metres for geostationary coverage. In order to maximise the system capacity through 
frequency reuse, the satellite footprint of DVB-RCS systems is usually organised in 
spot-beams, also named cells. This results in better frequency utilisation through the 
use of identical frequencies in non-adjacent spot-beams, whicli are geographically sep­
arated to minimise co-channel interference [28]. In mobile satellite systems, two types 
of roaming are identified for RCSTs: intra-domain (intra-segment) and inter-domain 
(inter-segment) roaming (Fig. 3.1). One should note that in the following the terms 
domain and segment (satellite or terrestrial) will be considered as interchangeable. As 
a consequence of intra-domain mobility, two types of handover may take place: spot- 
beam and satellite/CW  handover. Conversely, inter-domain mobility involves the use of 
gap-filler technology to ensure service continuity when the LOS to the serving satellite 
is obstructed.
Spot-beam
Handover
Gap-Filler
Handover
Satellite/GW
Handover
hiter-Domain
Mobility
Figure 3.1: Terminal Mobility and Handover Scope 
3 .1 .2  H a n d o v e r  P h a s e s
Handover is a three-stage process that involves the following steps [29]:
1. Information gathering and initiation.
2. Decision.
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3. Execution.
During the in fo rm ation  g a th erin g  phase, the position of the terminals within the cov­
erage and/or link quality measurements are periodically collected and processed [30,31]. 
Any of this information can be used as a trigger for the handover procedure. However, 
since link quality can be affected by channel conditions (i.e., rain fade, interference), a 
reliable handover detection mechanism should never disregard position information [30]. 
Handover can be initiated either by a RCST or by the NCC. In the first case we have a 
distributed detection, where the mobile node is responsible for detecting when a han­
dover recoimnendation must be generated. The alternative is a centralised approach, 
which sees the NCC polling active terminals to obtain the information it needs to make 
handover decisions.
Once generated, the handover recommendation is made available to the handover 
decision algorithm as an input parameter. Handover strategies can be classified ac­
cording to the entity that is in charge of initiating the procedure and has the control 
over the handover decision. This can either be the user terminal or the network. Before 
any decision is taken, the algorithm typically performs a number of tasks associated 
with the higher layers, in particular with regard to resource management. The number 
and type of these tasks depends on the strategy that has been adopted. For example, 
in centralised schemes, the availability of resources in the target spot-beam/satellite is 
verified so that service-level continuity can be ensured. In addition, the handover deci­
sion may be delayed in an effort to better control interference levels or balance the load 
between spot-beams. The controlling scheme has an important role in performing a 
successful handover and defines when the HO decision is made, the type of information 
used for the decision and how this is collected. It is possible to identify four different 
controlling schemes (Fig. 3.2):
1. M obile C ontro lled  H andover (M C H O ). In MCHO, the mobile node is com­
pletely in control of the handover procedure. As a result, it must monitor the 
quality of both the current and candidate forward links as well as the interfer­
ence level and decides whether to initiate a HO. MCHO represents the highest 
degree of handover decentralisation. The main advantages of this strategy are the
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short decision time and the low signalling load. However, the increased terminal 
complexity and lack of information about the signal quality of other users may 
undermine the decision reliability.
2. N etw ork  C on tro lled  H andover (N C H O ). In NCHO, the network makes a 
handover decision after measuring the quality of both old and new return links. 
This approach entails low terminal complexity and low signalling exchange. How­
ever, the handover initiation is slower with respect to MCHO or assisted strate­
gies. In addition, the procedure presents a moderate reliability since the handover 
decision is based only on return link measurements.
3. M obile A ssisted  H andover (M A H O ). In MAHO, the network controls the 
handover decision process, but terminal measurements represent an important 
input parameter. The system makes link quality measmements on both old and 
target return links whereas terminal estimations of forward link quality are pe­
riodically (or following a specific query) reported to the network. To be imple­
mented, MAHO strategies necessitate high signalling exchange between network 
and terminals that have a moderate complexity. This generates highly reliable 
decisions despite relatively long handover initiation delay.
4. N etw ork  A ssisted  H andover (N A H O ). In NAHO, the roles of the network 
and mobile terminals are inverted. The terminal makes the handover decision, 
after measuring the quality of the forward links and analysing the reports about 
return links periodically received from the network. As in MAHO, the degree of 
reliability that is achieved is very high. However, high terminal complexity and 
high signalling load are considered two major disadvantages when adopting this 
scheme. In addition, the handover detection is in general slower than MCHO and 
NCHO, but faster than MAHO.
The last stage of the handover procedure is the execu tion  (Fig. 3.3). This consists of 
establishing new signalling and traffic connections and comprises changes to physical 
and logical resources as well as event synchronisation.
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Figure 3.2: Handover Controlling Scheme
The connection  estab lish ing  schem e defines how to perform the handover signalling 
exchange between the mobile terminal and the network. In particular, the signalling 
path can be selected from two options: backward and forward handover. In the former 
case, the exchange of handover messages occurs via the old link. Of course, this results 
in fast signalling exchange activation. However, the mobile terminal may faU out of 
the current spot-beam before the new link becomes available in the target spot-beam 
and the ongoing connection may be forced to terminate. The alternative implies that 
the signalling exchange occurs over the new link. As one might expect, this strategy 
increases the reliability of the procedure, which is nevertheless slowed down due to the 
additional delay for establishing a new link in the target spot-beam.
The connection  tra n s fe r  schem e deals with transferring ongoing communications 
from the old link to the new one. Three different strategies can be identified that differ 
in the way handover signalling information flows between the mobile terminal and the 
network [32]:
H a rd  handover. In this case, new and old traffic links do not work simultane­
ously. Such schemes, known as ” break-before-make^^ strategies, imply the release 
of the old link before the new link is established. Handover dm ation depends on 
the duration of the signalling exchange and the physical tuning delay. A short 
pause in communication is registered during the procedure, thus this type of 
handover is not considered seamless.
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• Soft handover. During a soft handover, the connection is maintained via the 
old link until the new link is firmly established. These schemes are therefore 
known as ” make-before-break” strategies. Two different implementations can be 
identified [32]. If the traffic exchange occurs only via one of the links, we refer to 
it as switched diversity. On the other side, when the traffic exchange takes place 
via the old and the new links simultaneously, we refer to combined diversity.
•  Signalling d iversity . This approach is conceptually similar to soft handover, 
with the difference that the signalling exchange occurs simultaneously via the old 
and the new links [33]. Instead, the user traffic is only transmitted over the old 
link until the new traffic link is estabhshed. When this occurs, the connection is 
transferred and the old channel is released. The main advantage of soft handover 
and signalling diversity strategies is the absence of service interruption. Never­
theless, extra usage of radio resources is necessary to maintain both links active 
and make the handover procedure seamless.
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Figure 3.3: Handover Execution Phase
3 .1 .3  P erform ance and F u n ction a l A sp ec ts
Handover is a complex procedure with a critical impact on user-perceived quality of 
service and network resource management. From the user point of view, premature
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connection terminations, queuing delay, and blocking of a new connection are common 
examples of degradations. In particular, it is well known that from the user perspective 
it is less desirable to have an ongoing connection terminated than a new connection 
blocked. On the other side, revenue maximisation by improving the network utilisation 
is a main objective that is pursued by service providers. Prom their point of view, 
degradation is related to inefficient use of resources.
Aforementioned considerations make the choice of a suitable resource management 
policy a primary concern when designing new handover procedures. In the following, 
some of the main parameters commonly used to assess the quality of a handover strategy 
are summarised:
• H andover Failure P ro b ab ility  (H F P ): namely the probability that an active 
connection is dropped during a handover.
• H O Time-Off. This is the time difference between the instant the RCST receives 
the handover command and the time this is able to send the first packet via 
the new link. During this time interval, the RCST is disconnected from the 
communication link.
• N ew  C onnection  B locking P ro b a b ility  (N B P): namely the probability of a 
new call being rejected by the system when the terminal first tries to access the 
network.
• H andover O verhead. This is the additional information introduced into the 
signalling exchange for handover purposes.
A major issue when managing mobility in wireless networks is to select a suitable 
strategy that maximises the system performance and at the same time minimises the 
handover failure probability and the new connection blocking probability. Different 
priorities can be given for fresh and handover traffic management by implementing 
specific policies and a different trade-off must be identified in each handover scheme.
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3 .1 .4  H andover S tra teg ies
The selection of a suitable policy in radio resource management can ensure channel 
availability in the target spot-beam during handover. As a result, the channel allocation 
strategy and the level of handover guarantee are of primary concern when processing 
handover requests [28]. In general, there is no optimal strategy for all scenarios. Any 
approach implies different requirements, tlins the selection of the most suitable scheme 
is always driven by the scenario envisaged. Moreover, corresponding levels of terminal 
and network complexity should be carefully taken into acconnt when selecting amongst 
different procedures. In this section, we classify handover schemes according to two 
criteria:
• Resource allocation strategies.
• Priority level of handover strategies.
We refer to resource  a lloca tion  s tra teg ies  as the mechanisms by which a given 
radio spectrum is divided into a set of disjoint and non-interfering channels and how 
these are shared between active terminals. The aim of resource allocation schemes is 
to minimise the interference between adjacent channels so that received radio signals 
maintain an acceptable quality. Several techniques are available to divide the available 
bandwidth into channels such as frequency division, time division and code division 
[34]. In frequency-division, the spectrum is partitioned in separate frequency bands. 
Similarly, an individual carrier can be time-partitioned. These intervals, known as time 
slots, are used in time-division schemes. Finally, different orthogonal codes can be used 
to separate channels in code-division schemes. Aforementioned techniques can be used 
independently or combined together to improve the spectrum usage. In the following, 
we will refer to radio resources with the generic term channels, regardless of their actual 
composition, which is technology-dependant.
H andover p rio ritis in g  schem es [35] refer to the way handover requests are han­
dled with respect to fresh traffic in order to reduce the handover failure rate. These 
mechanisms differ from non-prioritised strategies [35], in which new connections and
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handover traffic are treated equally with the result that the user-perceived QoS becomes 
unacceptable due to an increase in the handover failure rate.
3.1.4.1 R esource allocation
Various resource allocation strategies can be used to assign a channel to a connection. 
In general, handovers can be seen as connection transfers towards another service area. 
As a result, they require a new chaimel allocation. According to the selected resource 
allocation strategy (Fig. 3.4), handover schemes can be classified as follows [28]:
• F ixed  C hannel A llocation  [36]. In this scheme, each spot-beam is permanently 
assigned a set of channels according to the frequency reuse distance. As a result, 
if no resources are available at handover time, the connection is dropped. The 
main advantage of this approach is the simple implementation deriving from an 
a-priori channel distribution. However, this results in poor performance when 
dealing with traffic variations.
• D ynam ic C hannel A llocation  [29]. In this scheme, network resources are 
grouped together in a central pool, from where they are removed once assigned. 
Channel allocation is based on frequency reuse conditions. In particular, any con­
nection can be assigned any channel, regardless of the terminal’s current location 
within the service area, as long as the reuse distance is satisfied. There is no 1:1 
correspondence between channels and cells as in fixed channel allocation. This 
scheme can therefore react better to traffic variations and unbalanced conditions.
• A dap tive  D ynam ic C hannel A llocation  [37]. This scheme is an extension of 
the dynamic channel allocation described above which uses the notion of guard 
channels (GCs) [35]. In the simplest case, admission strategies with guard chan­
nels reserve a given amount of resources for handover purposes. We observe that 
an excessive channel reservation may result in a high blocking probability for new 
connections, while a low reservation may result in an unacceptable number of 
handover failures. Adaptive dynamic channel reservation aims to find the op­
timal number of guard channels by using information about user population in
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neighbouring cells.
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Figure 3.4: Resource Allocation Strategies 
3.1.4.2 P rio ritisa tio n  m echanism s
Handover prioritising schemes consider tha t dropping an ongoing connection is an event 
far more undesirable than rejecting a new admission request. Despite actual prioriti­
sation occurring in different ways, all schemes attain a lower handover failure rate at 
the expense of an increase in new connection probability. As a result, a trade-off must 
always be achieved between high resource utilisation and handover traffic QoS guaran­
tee [38]. Based on the target level of prioritisation, handover schemes can be classified 
as follows:
1. Non-prioritised handover schemes.
2. Prioritised handover schemes.
In n o n -p rio ritised  schem es [35,38], new connections and handover traffic are treated 
equally. As a consequence, the failure rate of new admission and handover requests is 
the same. This results in higher resource utilisation with respect to prioritising strate­
gies, but it is very problematic from the user perspective since there is no guarantee 
that the connection is maintained active while the terminal is in motion. Some of the 
most popular non-prioritised handover mechanisms are (Fig. 3.5):
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• Fully  S hared  Schem e [39]. This scheme aims to maximise the overall resource 
utilisation by sharing all available channels between new and handover connec­
tions. It deals with a single class of traffic,
• C om plete  S haring  Schem e [40]. Similar to the fully shared scheme, complete 
sharing allows active terminals to equally access all available radio resources. As 
a result, high resource utilisation can be acliieved. The main difference with 
the previous strategy is the support of multiple classes of traffic, which refer to 
different type and/or bandwidth requirements.
• C om plete  P a rtitio n in g  Schem e [40]. This scheme aims to improve the control 
over new connection and handover blocking rates in multi-class traffic scenarios 
by dividing the available bandwidth into separate sub-pools. This is achieved at 
the expense of the overall system resource utilisation since an unexpected drop 
in one of the traffic streams may result in wasted capacity allocation, hi order 
to overcome this problem, dynamic partition boundaries can be introduced [41], 
which better adapt to traffic fluctuations.
It is not micominon to find hybrid solutions trying to maximise the strength of one or 
more of the aforementioned strategies. An example is provided by [42], where complete 
sharing and complete partitioning schemes are combined together to support voice and 
data traffic. In this scheme, the available bandwidth is divided into three sub-pools: 
the first two are legitimately assigned to voice and data connections, whilst the third 
sub-pool is utilised by any of the two classes when necessity arises.
Non-Prioritised
Handover
Fully Shared 
Scheme
Complete Sharing 
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Complete
Partitioning Scheme
Figure 3.5: Non-Prioritised Handover Schemes
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P rio ritis in g  schem es aim to decrease the high handover failure rate that results from 
treating equally new connections and handover traffic. Of course, this has an impact 
on the amount of fresh traffic which is admitted into the network [36], but strongly 
contributes to improve the QoS perceived by users. Handover prioritising mechanisms 
can be classified as follows:
• Guard channel strategies.
• Handover queuing strategies.
• Channel reservation strategies.
G u ard  channel schem es [35] reserve a portion of the system capacity for handover 
purposes, while the rest is shared between new connection requests and handover traffic 
(Fig. 3.6). As one might expect, this reduces the likelihood of forcing a connection to 
terminate during handover, but may also reduce the overall system utilisation due to the 
limited availability of channels for new connections. The number of guard channels is 
therefore an important design parameter that needs to be carefully tuned to maximise 
the trade-off between new connection and handover blocking probabilities. Several 
policies have been proposed in the literature that can be either classified as static 
(or fixed) or dynamic. In the former case [35], the load threshold above which new 
connection requests are rejected is a fixed parameter, independent of the current status 
of the network and the actual traffic distribution. Instead, in dynamic schemes [43], 
the number of guard channels is continuously adjusted according to several parameters 
such as terminal mobility, total system capacity, and current load.
Guard Cliamiel 
Schemes
Static (Fixed) Guaid 
Chamiei strategies
Dynamic Guard 
Channel str ategies
Figure 3,6: Guard Channel Strategies
H andover w ith  queuing  [44] is a prioritisation mechanism exploiting the overlapping 
area between adjacent cells to queue handover requests that cannot be immediately
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served (Fig. 3.7). With respect to previous strategies, queuing schemes allow us to 
defer handover decisions for the time interval which is necessary for mobile terminals 
to cross the overlapping area. The obvious advantage is that a channel may become 
available in this period of time and be re-assigned to the incoming terminal with con­
sequent reduction of the handover failure rate. Several queuing policies are available 
in the literature, which prioritise handover requests on the basis of the received signal 
strength [45] or mobility information [44]. In [45], the authors define time-dependant 
priorities according to a history of power measurements and propose to serve first the 
terminal whose signal degradation rate is the highest in an effort to avoid it going below 
the receiver threshold, thus forcing the connection to terminate. Two mobility-based 
prioritisation disciplines are described in [44]: First In First Out (FIFO) and Last Use­
ful Instant (LUI). In FIFO, the network assigns priorities to pending handover requests 
according to their arrival times. In particular, if an idle channel exists when the sys­
tem first processes the request, then the connection is immediately handed over to the 
target spot-beam. If this is not the case, the handover request is queued. Successively, 
when resources become available (because some connections have been terminated or 
handed over to a different spot-beam) the request with the longest waiting time in the 
queue is first served. It is worth noting tha t the terminal residence time within a cell 
may depend on various factors such as velocity and trajectory. As a result, terminals 
that first enter the overlapping area are not always the first to leave it. This means that 
an accurate prediction of the mobility pattern is desirable and may be used to make 
the handover decision more effective. The complexity of FIFO discipline is very low 
since the network only needs to maintain a list of requests as they arrive. This is suit­
able for scenarios where mobility is highly predictable as in LEO networks. Contrary 
to FIFO, the aim of the LUI policy is to serve the terminal with the shortest resid­
ual residence time within the overlapping area first. This may require either periodic 
mobility updates from the terminal or a probabilistic approach, under the assumption 
that the mobility pattern is predictable with a certain level of confidence. In the first 
case, a positioning system such as GPS may be used to extract the mobility pattern 
via a set of successive measurements. Conversely, the second scenario can be applied to 
LEO networks, where the velocity of the terminal is usually considered negligible with
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respect to the speed of satellites.
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Figure 3.7: Handover Queuing Strategies
C hannel reserva tion  s tra teg ies  (Fig. 3.8) deal with resource reservation in cells 
that mobile terminals are expected to visit. Several schemes have been proposed in 
the literature that differ in the degree of handover prioritisation [46,47], the number of 
cells in which reservation is performed [20,21,48-50] and the time of such a reservation 
[46,47,49]. Guaranteed handover [46] is a solution developed for LEO scenarios in which 
a new connection is admitted only if sufficient bandwidth can be reserved in the first two 
spot-beams that the terminal is expected to visit. After the first handover, a reservation 
request is immediately issued to the following spot-beam along the terminal route. The 
main advantage of this strategy is the very low connection dropping probability, but 
the new connection admission is extremely high. A less aggressive strategy is proposed 
in [47], which delays channel locking until the residual residence time within a spot- 
beam becomes less than a given time threshold. This depends on the quality of service 
which is guaranteed by the network. Such an approach, known as elastic channel 
locking, attains improved resource utilisation while maintaining strict control over the 
handover failure probability.
Prioritised handover schemes can also be classified according to the amount of re­
sources that are reserved to minimise handover failure rate. In [50], equal reservation 
in all neighbouring spot-beams is proposed, regardless of terminal mobility. Despite 
this approach guaranteeing low level of forced terminations in scenarios where there is 
high uncertainty about terminal mobility, new connection blocking rate may produce 
unacceptable values. A more sophisticated approach is proposed by Levine in [21]. His
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shadow cluster concept is used for predictive resource reservation. In particular, infor­
mation about terminal’s position and velocity, connection holding time, and bandwidth 
requirements are shared in neighbouring spot-beams. It is therefore possible to predict 
the load level in different areas of the coverage and reserve resources accordingly, in an 
effort to provide admitted users with adequate support. Terminal’s position and mo­
bility information can be used to refine this approach and reduce the number of cells 
in which resource reservation takes place. In [20], the author defines the cell visiting 
probability function as a combination of directional probability and connection survival 
probability. Here, the first factor relates to the speed of the terminal and the network 
topology, while the second is based on connection lifetime distribution. In [48], the 
authors use a probabilistic approach to determine the amount of resources that need 
to be reserved in each of the cells that the terminal is expected to visit in order to 
guarantee a target connection dropping probability. Another method to increase re­
source utilisation is to use path projections and velocity information to predict the 
handover time. In [49], the authors propose to use real-time position measurements 
(i.e., via GPS) to extrapolate the mobility pattern of terminals and delay the reser­
vation request transmission until the distance from the spot-beam edge goes below a 
given threshold.
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Reservation in 
one cell only
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Figure 3.8: Channel Reservation Strategies
In the following sections, details of our work on handover management in DVB-RCS 
networks are introduced. Our solutions are specifically tailored to fit the signalling 
mechanisms defined in the DVB-RCS normative and the guidelines for implementa­
tion [6,16]. In particular, we make use of some reserved bits in standard MAC mes-
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sages to convey valuable mobility information that is used to drive the radio resource 
management phase.
3.2 Spot-b eam  H andover in D V B -R C S System s
Spot-beam handover refers to the release of the communication link in the current 
spot-beam and the acquisition of a new link in the target spot-beam. Due to the large 
area covered by an individual GEO satellite, this is likely to be the most common type 
of handover experienced in mobile DVB-RCS networks. In addition, since both spot- 
beams are served by the same satellite, no other satellite is involved in the handover 
process. A unique point of attachment to the Internet is considered, which does not 
change following a handover. The main consequence is that such a procedure does not 
imply IP mobility management so address reconfiguration is not required for collective 
terminals and onboard users.
In a mobile vehicular network with multiple spot-beams, DVB-RCS adaptations must 
deal with two important issues: initial logon and spot-beam handover [1,51-53].
In a fixed DVB-RCS system, each RCST is equipped at installation with a population 
ID and a start-up transport stream ID. These parameters are then utilised by the 
RCST at power up to identify the start-up TS and the FLS TS that corresponds to its 
population ID. As one might expect, this procedure needs to be modified in a mobile 
network where multiple spot-beams are considered as the aforementioned parameters 
may be subjected to change. The solution proposed in Annex-L of DVB-RCS guidelines 
for implementation [16] entails providing mobile RCST with a spot-beam coverage map 
and a start-up transport stream ID for each spot-beam. It is necessary that RGSTs are 
supplied with initial location information in order to select the appropriate spot-beam 
during the logon procedure. In addition, population IDs should not be linked with 
spot-beam IDs. After the initial logon, burst synchronisation takes place as explained 
in section-2.3.
It is important to note that the applicability and performance of any HO mechanism 
is closely related to issues such as channel organisation, propagation delay, terminal
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capabilities, population size and diversity, transmission directionality, and mobility 
within the underlying communication network [51]. In particular, while developing a 
feasible HO solution for mobile DVB-RCS, two aspects must be carefully taken into 
account:
• The additional load that the handover signalHiig may create on the limited uplink 
and downlink capacity.
• Backward compatibility with respect to the existing DVB-RCS normative. A 
lightweight solution is of particular interest if we approach mobility issues from 
the manufacturer point of view, which aims to minimise the impact on terminals 
and networks already deployed.
In the following sections, two handover schemes are discussed, which differ in terms of 
the information that is used by the NCC to prioritise handover recommendations. After 
a brief overview of the multi-beam system architecture in section-3.2.1, the applicabil­
ity of a position-based mechanism for handover detection is discussed in section-3.2.2. 
The technical implementation of a distance-based prioritisation scheme is successively 
described, and the results from a simulation study are analysed. A residence time-based 
prioritisation mechanism is also described in section-3.2.3 together with the correspond­
ing simulation results. Some concluding remarks are finally provided in section-3.2.4.
3.2 .1  S y stem  D escr ip tio n
The logical presentation of the ardiitecture considered in our study is given in Figure 
3.9. We assume that the DVB-RCS network is composed of evenly-dispersed, equally- 
dimensioned spot-beams with overlapping areas. In particular, the network topology 
of the evaluation scenario comprises two 600-km-radius spot-beams tha t are located on 
5° and 15° longitudes and 0° latitude.
The GEO satellite nadir point is on 10° longitude. An individual GW is located on 10° 
longitude and 0° latitude and serves both spot-beams by acting as the exclusive point 
of attachment to the global Internet.
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Figure 3.9: Multi-Beam Topology for Spot-Beam Handover
Each terminal is equipped with an individual RCST for access to the DVB-RCS net­
work. Within the aircraft, end-user devices are connected to the satellite terminal via 
a local area network. Since the RCST only handles the aggregate traffic generated by 
passengers, it is beyond the scope of this work to define the QoS guaranteed to each 
end-user.
3 .2 .2  P osition -b ased  H andover M an agem en t
As already discussed in section-3.1.4.2, many handover mechanisms proposed in the 
literature make use of channel conditions to identify the most suitable cell in order to 
ensure service continuity to the mobile terminal. Several studies also exist proposing 
the use of position information during HO in terrestrial mobile networks. While these 
studies always show improved HO performance, it is a common view that equipping 
each mobile terminal with an autonomous position detection mechanism may be dif­
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ficult to commercially justify in certain scenarios. We explained in section-2.3 that 
position information at the RCST may favour logon with short CSC slots and facilitate 
synchronisation maintenance. In addition, GPS equipment is commonly available in 
most vehicular networks. Therefore, it seems reasonable to further exploit the presence 
of GPS information in the design of a reliable handover mechanism.
The DVB-RCS specification defines the Management Information Base (MIB) objects 
for terminal information to be transferred from RCSTs to the NCC via SNMP mes­
sages [6], However, these messages introduce some additional demand on the already- 
limited uplink capacity. Defever [30] first proposed using SYNC bursts for HO-related 
signalling, exploiting the fact that SYNC slots are the common means that are used by 
the NCC to correct timing-frequency-power transmission parameters. This represented 
a milestone for the DVB-RCS mobility extension as the idea of utilising SYNC bursts 
allows no additional signalling to be introduced. It should be noted, however, that the 
SYNC burst definition provided in [6] does not have sufficient space to carry detailed 
GPS location information^. More specifically, the only available space is within the 
16-bit M_and_C subfield of the SAC field in SYNC bursts (Table 3.1). The M_and_C 
subfield is defined to convey monitoring and control messages to the NCC. This mes­
sage space [0x0003-0x7FFF] is reserved in the last publicly available DVB-RCS speci­
fication [6].
Table 3.1: Structure of the M_and_C Message
M_and_C M essage value M eaning
0x0000 No Message
0x0001 Fine Synchronisation Achieved
0x0002 Log-off Request
0x0003  - 0x7FFF R eserved
0x8000 - OxFFFF Echo Reply
^At the time of writing this thesis, a draft version of the DVB-RCS+M standard is undergoing 
editing revision at ETSI before being publicly released. This new release will provide the capability of 
conveying latitude/longitude measurements.
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In our studies, we have firstly analysed a mechanism whereby the RCST uses SYNC 
bursts to indicate:
• H O  need.
• T arget sp o t-b eam  ID .
• A measure of u rgency  associated with the HO need. This depends on the dis­
tan ce  between the terminal and the candidate spot-beam centre.
Because the link quality can be affected by the environmental conditions (i.e., rain fade), 
a handover detector based on the received signal strength may be misleading [30]. We 
have therefore considered a mobile-assisted mechanism with the RCST monitoring its 
own position for detecting possible handovers and the NCC making the decision. To 
this end, it is assumed that the RCST is equipped with the information regarding the 
centre positions and radii of all spot-beams in the network. This information is not 
expected to change often, and can be loaded at the time of installation and updated 
whenever required.
3.2.2.1 Technical Im p lem en ta tio n
The RCST-side of our handover mechanism can be explained with reference to the 
NS2-based DVB-RCS simulator described in Annex A.I. Figure 3.10 shows the mutual 
interactions amongst three entities embedded into each RCST node: position manager, 
GPS equipment and handover detector. The position manager operates in both OTcl 
and C-f-f domains, and is in charge of updating the position of all terminal nodes. 
Latitude and longitude are periodically updated (with a configurable period) according 
to a pre-deterinined mobility model. Because of the time-scale involved in synchroni­
sation and handover procedures, a position update period of 10 ms is considered in our 
study. This permits us to maintain under control the number of events to be processed 
by the simulator. When the timer associated with position update expires, terminal 
positions are traced in an effort to maintain the consistency between OTcl and C-(—j- 
doinain. A GPS reader is embedded into each node that periodically extracts altitude.
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latitude, and longitude values. Up-to-date information is then made available to the 
MAC layer for further processing (i.e., position management). The RCSTMac class 
verifies that the terminal effectively resides in the expected spot-beam. If this is not 
the case, the RCST immediately stops transmitting and releases forward and return 
channels in order to minimise the interference for other terminals.
Every 2 s
E very 10 m s
P o s i t i o n
U p d a t e
Update 
current 
Longitude and 
Latitude R elease Keep
all channels working
H O  d e t e c t o r
I S  i n  b e a m ?
Finds the  c lo sest beam  
centre and  com pares it 
with current beam  id
If HO is de tected  specific 
SYNC attributes a re  populated
Figure 3.10: Position Management at RCST node
The HOManager class is an external object with the complete vision of the network 
topology and terminal positions. Details of the operations associated with handover 
detection are presented in Figure 3.11. The HOManager class periodically (i.e., every 2 
seconds) uses GPS measurements and coordinates of all spot-beam centres to identify 
the closest beam. In particular, the RCST distance from each spot-beam centre is 
calculated and the spot-beam ID with its centre the closest to the RCST compared with 
the current spot-beam ID. If they differ, then the HOManager specifies this spot-beam 
as the target spot-beam and computes the urgency indicator. This is defined as the ratio 
of the RCST distance to the target beam centre and the RCST distance to the current 
beam centre. The importance of the urgency indicator is twofold. Not only does it 
inform the NCC about the urgency associated with this HO operation, but it can also be 
used as a hysteresis parameter to discard handover recommendations that do not exceed 
a threshold value. This approach aims to reduce the number of spot-beam handovers 
for those RCSTs that shuttle over short distances between neighbouring spot-beams.
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One should note that, in order to alleviate the need for a floating representation in the 
already-limited M_and_C subfield of SYNC bursts, the urgency indicator is quantised. 
As a result of positive handover detection, a new event is scheduled, which is responsible 
for populating the M_and_C subfield of the next SYNC burst before this is transmitted 
to the NCC. In particular, the handover flag is set whereas the target spot-beam ID 
and the urgency indicator are specified (Fig. 3.12).
wake up
yes
no
Exit
HO_need_ := false;
Urgency indicator := fioor(10(d/dcurr)); HO_need_ := true;
Schedule wake up; Sleep;
Compute distance, dj, to each spot-beam centre; dcurr : distance to current spot-beam centre
Figure 3.11: HOManager Process
The NCC is responsible for the handover decision and execution. In accordance with 
the standard, each SYNC burst reception contributes to the preparation of the next 
CMT table in line. However, SYNC bursts with the HO flag set also trigger the 
handover decision phase. It is important to note that the NCC may decide to delay 
the HO decision in accordance with the current status of the network (e.g., traffic load 
or interference level), if the received HO urgency indicator is low enough. In addition, 
since SYNC slots are periodic, we assume that each new SYNC burst reception from the 
same RCST is used by the NCC to update the previous urgency indicator. If the NCC
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SYNC burst arrival from RCSTMac
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HO n e e d
fa lse
Exit
H O _ n ee d _  := fa lse ;
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write d e s t  sp o tb ea m  ID; 
write u rg en cy  indicator; 
s e t  H O _ n eed  bit;
Figure 3.12: HO Signalling at RCST
decides in favour of the handover, a TIM message is generated containing a number of 
standard DVB-RCS descriptors. These are:
S ate llite  Forw ard Link descriptor, which fully describes the new forward link 
transport stream.
S ate llite  R e tu rn  Link descriptor. This is used to indicate the new super-frame 
ID for the RCST in the target spot-beam.
Logon In itia lise  descriptor, which defines the new Logon ID and Group ID for 
the RCST.
Forw ard In te ra c tio n  P a th  descriptor. This is used by the RCST to set up 
PIDs filters in the new forward link.
R e tu rn  In te ra c tio n  P a th  descriptor, which contains the new VPI/VCI values 
for ATM connectivity in the new return link.
SY N C A ssign descriptor. This contains the super-frame counter and repeat 
period for the new SYNC slot assigned to the RCST on the new return link.
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Figure 3.13 shows a simplified diagram for the HO-related process at the NCCAgent 
class in our simulator. As one might expect, the NCCAgent maintains a set of registers 
for each spot-beam in each GW. These registers contain all RCST-related information. 
As previously mentioned, the entire handover process is triggered by SYNC burst ar­
rivals. One bit is used in M_and_C field to indicate if the SYNC burst contains a HO 
need. If this is the case, the NCCAgent retrieves the terminal details from the serving 
uplink. When the RCST details are found, the NCCAgent tries to allocate a logon ID 
and a SYNC slot for the RCST in the target spot-beam uplink. If both are available, 
the NCCAgent transfers the RCST details from the source spot-beam, Uplinkj, to the 
target spot-beam, Uplink^. This is followed by the generation of a uni-cast TIM table 
containing the previously described link descriptors. The TIM table is completed with 
the TIM-TableJD, and the RCST’s MAC address before it is transferred to the GW 
object for transmission. The handover process terminates with the NCCAgent schedul­
ing the switching of the forward traffic for the RCST from one spot-beam downlink to 
another. This results in an appropriate change of the packet classifiers in the GW node 
so that IP datagrams destined to the RCST are rightly forwarded to the new down­
link. Since physical synchronisation to the new forward fink signalling service takes 
approximately half of the round trip time, this is also the forward traffic switching 
delay.
We emphasise the importance of specifying the exact signalling mechanisms to evaluate 
the effectiveness of a handover procedure because the handover message exchanges take 
place near the spot-beam edge, in an area (i.e., the overlapping area) characterised by 
degraded channel conditions. Such accuracy in specifying table composition is therefore 
justified by the fact that the actual Packet Error Rate (PER) is strictly related to the 
table lengths. In particular, the longer the message is, the higher is the probability 
that it may be corrupted during transmission. Of course, this is valid for the uplink as 
well as the downlink. However, for the sake of simplicity, we always assume the same 
PER in both directions.
The simplicity of our approach represents at the same time its strength and its weak­
ness. The strength is the complete backward compatibility, ensured by the fact that 
existing signalling mechanisms are not affected during handover operation. However,
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the loss of TIM messages on the forward link may pose a problem. As one may expect, 
RCSTs react to such a loss by assuming that the SYNC burst has never reached the 
NCC or that it has been discarded due to a low urgency value. As a result, a new 
handover recommendation is sent in the SYNC burst that follows the next HO detec­
tion process. However, the NCCAgent ignores the new handover recommendation if 
the RCST details have already been transferred from the current uplink to the target 
uplink. This behaviour necessarily needs to be modified. In Figure 3.13, the procedure 
depicted in light blue is called memoriless implementation as the NCCAgent class has 
no memory of its past handover decisions. Instead, the procedure depicted in light 
yellow characterises the behaviour of the NCCAgent with memory. The difference re­
sides in the fact that whenever the RCST registration cannot be found in the source 
uplinlc, an attempt is made to retrieve it from the target uplink, with the result that the 
handover process is less sensitive to TIM losses on the forward link. This approach is 
expected to improve handover performance, but at the expense of increased complexity 
of the NCCAgent.
The overall handover signalling exchange is summarised in Figure 3.14. Upon successful 
reception of the TIM message, the RCST node disconnects from the channels in the 
source spot-beam, and re-tunes to the target forward channel. In this scenario, the 
handover time-off is defined as the time interval between the TIM message reception 
and the transmission of the first SYNC burst via the new uplink. This consists of three 
steps:
• Physical-layer synch ron isa tion  to the new forward link. In our simulator, 
this event is associated with random carrier and frame synchronisation delays 
and modelled as a uniformly distributed random process with 50 and 100 msec 
minimum and maximum values.
• R e tu rn  link acquisition. In order to be able to transmit data traffic on the 
new return link, the RCST must first receive FAT and PMT tables on the forward 
channel. This is necessary to extract the FID values associated with the SCT, 
FCT, and TCT tables and to acquire the uplink frame organisation.
• SY N C  slo t assignm ent. Once the return link organisation is acquired, the
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Figure 3.13: NCC-side Handover Decision and Execution
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RCST uses the SYNCAssign descriptor to identify the first SYNC slot assigned 
to the RCST in the new uplink. This is deduced from the super-frame counter, 
the frame number, and the slot number listed in the descriptor. The repeat period 
parameter is used to schedule successive SYNC slots.
NCC
T im eUnicast TIM containing 
HO response and link 
descriptors
CMT
SYNC message 
(HO flag ON) SYNC message
RCST
HO detected T im e
PHYsynchronization FLS synchronization: PAT, PMT, SCT, FCT, TCT Wait for SYNC
Figure 3.14: Handover Signalling Exchange
Of interest is the fact that RCSTs can receive data traffic before the return link acqui­
sition. This is possible thanks to the Forward Interaction Path descriptor which allows 
RCSTs to set up FID filters on the forward link.
3.2.2.2 Evaluation Scenario
Figure 3.15 shows the structure of forward and return links in the evaluation scenario. 
One uplink segment is defined in each spot-beam on the return path. The forward path 
contains three transport streams in each spot-beam that are compliant with the DVB- 
S2 standard [14]. The start-up transport stream carries the NIT table only. The RMT 
transport stream carries PAT, PMT, and RMT tables. Finally, the FLS Transport 
Stream carries PAT, PMT, SCT, FCT, TCT, TBTP tables as well e l s  data traffic.
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Figure 3.15: Channel Organisation in the Evaluation Scenario
The same number of terminals is considered in each spot-beam. RCSTs are initially 
created in clusters that are located between —1.76° and -f 1.76° in latitude. Terminals’ 
initial locations are evenly dispersed in latitude. However, these are uniformly selected 
in longitude within the ranges [8.5°, 9.5°] and [10.5°, 11.5°] in the west and the east spot- 
beams, respectively. The mobility scenario dictates that western-originated RCSTs 
move towards the east spot-beam at 1200 km /h and vice-versa (aeronautical scenario). 
Upon crossing the boundary of the opposite cluster, the visiting RCST continues into 
the spot-beam for a random distance before switching direction. Back in the originating 
cluster, each RCST progresses into the spot-beam before switching direction. The 
described mobility scenario creates spot-beam handover attempts at randomised times, 
evenly dispersed in latitude, and randomly dispersed in direction (Fig. 3.16). The 
number of terminals in each spot-beam is limited to 10. This value has been chosen to 
set a limit on the initial load in each spot-beam and avoid traffic overload. In addition, 
each run of simulations continues for 60,000 seconds, for a total of 24 runs that are 
used to increase the statistical reliability of the results.
In order to provide a complete characterisation of the performance level that can be 
achieved with this scheme, two different error modules are considered:
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1. B ernoulli packet error distribution. This module models MPEG-TS (on the 
forward link) and ATM cell (on the return link) losses as Bernoulli distributed 
events. For each packet transmission Xi, a uniformly-distributed number R N  
between 0 and 1 is generated and compared with the configurable PER value to 
decide whether the packet must be considered corrupted. In formulas:
Xi = (3.1)1 (corrupted packet), if R N  < P E R  
— 1 (correct packet), if RN > P E R
2. T w oS ta te  E rro r  M odel. As suggested by the name, this module alternates 
two states, FADE and L05, whose durations are exponentially distributed. In 
FADE state the PER is assumed to be 100%, whereas in LOS state the channel 
is error-free. The average duration of the FADE state is assumed as 1 second 
whereas the average LOS duration is a simulation variable. As such, the overall 
PER on the channel is defined as follows:
P E R - Average FADE Duration (3.2)Average FADE Duration -f- Average LOS Duration 
With respect to the Bernoulli error model, this module implements time-based 
error state transitions. In particular, transitions to the next error state occur at
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the end of the duration of the current state.
Table 3.2 shows the DVB-RCS settings assumed in the simulator.
Table 3.2: Reference Configuration of the DVB-RCS Simulator
B ro ad cast P erio d s (s) T im eou t V alues (s)
NCR (0.2651) NCR (3)
NIT (5) TBTP (10)
RMT (5) CSC Response (0.636)
PAT (1) SYNC Response (0.636)
PMT (0.5) CSC C hannel
SCT (0.02651) CSC Max Losses (3 times)
FCT (0.02651) CSC Max Retries (5 times)
TCT (0.02651) CSC Max Backoff (1 sec)
TBTP (0.02651) SY N C slo ts
CMT (1) SYNC Period (1.0604 s)
G u ard  T im es (ps) SYNC Max Tides (6)
CSC (15) Achieve Threshold (0.001 s)
TRF/SYNC (1) SYNC Max Losses (3)
3.2.2.3 S im ulation  R esu lts  an d  A nalyses
The handover failure rates achieved via the described NCC implementations are pre­
sented in Table 3.3 for various PER values. Statistics are obtained from the analysis of 
the event trace file, which registers the number of RCSTs falling off the current spot- 
beam before completing the handover procedure as well as the number of handover 
requests effectively sent by the terminals. Since the generation of HO recommenda­
tions is a periodic event, only the first SYNC containing handover-related information 
is taken into account, whereas duplicates are discarded. The handover failure rate 
(HER) in our simulator is therefore defined as follows:
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HFR = Number of HOs failed (Out of beam events) Number of HO Requests (3.3)
For the sake of completeness, the corresponding 95% confidence intervals are specified 
in Table 3.3 together with the average rates, whereas a graphical representation of the 
results is given in Figure 3.17 to facilitate a qualitative analysis. Several observations 
can be made with regard to the effectiveness of the two NCC implementations. The 
first is that both solutions perform well when packet losses are evenly distributed on the 
radio channel and the PER value remains below 10” .^ In these conditions, the handover 
failure rate is approximately zero when the NCC with memory is selected, but it can also 
be maintained below 1.4% by implementing the memoriless solution. Positive effects 
of memory availability become noticeable when the PER value is increased to 0.05. In 
these conditions, the extra complexity introduced at the NCC allows a decrease of the 
handover failure rate from 5% to 0.1%.
Table 3.3: Handover Failure Rates for Position-Based Prioritisation
E rro r
M odel
H andover Failure  R a tes  
(Confidence In terva l)
PER -  0.001 PER =  0.01
Memoriless NCC BernoulliTwoState
0-0017 (0.0011) 
0.0035 (0.0008)
0.011 (0.0028) 
0.0682 (0.0034)
NCC with Memory BernoulliTwoState
0(0)
0.0033 (0.0009)
0(0)
0.0656 (0.0037)
PER -  0.05 PER =  0.1
Memoriless NCC BernoulliTwoState
0.045 (0.0056) 
0.0903 (0.0040)
0.372 (0.0128)
NCC with Memory BernoulliTwoState
0.0005 (0.0006) 
0.0773 (0.0036)
0.347 (0.0126)
It is interesting to note the magnitude achieved in the failure rate when the PER 
approaches 0.1. As one might expect, an increase in table losses is registered that
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Figure 3.17: Handover Failure Rates (Position-Based Prioritisation)
affects the signalling exchange to the extent that a sizeable number of RCSTs fall off 
the current spot-beam before completing handover operations successfully.
The second important observation regarding the simulations is that the failure rate 
measurements are sensitive to the packet error modelling. In fact, occurrence of errors 
in bursts has a greater effect on the signalling exchange since an entire set of tables may 
become corrupted. The overall handover signalling exchange duration may therefore be 
extended because, as we have already described in previous sections, link acquisition is 
a sequential procedure. One may assume that atmospheric fading in aeronautical and 
railway scenarios is generally less than 1 second. However, long-lasting fading may be 
created either by terrestrial obstacles in railroad scenarios or by aircraft manoeuvring, 
where the line of sight to the serving satellite may be self-obstructed. This choice has 
some consequences. In particular, an increase in the number of disconnections has been 
noted while increasing the PER value. A set of timers is implemented in our simulator 
that reacts to multiple signalling table losses by disconnecting the terminal from all 
channels. Unfortunately, re-logon attempts during long fades are more likely to fail
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with the consequence that the number of handover attempts is reduced. Failure rate 
results with PER =  0.05 should therefore not be taken with great confidence, while 
results corresponding to PER =  0.1 are not even presented for the TwoStateErrorModel. 
The reason resides in the fact that such a degraded channel condition makes it very- 
hard for the RCST to logon and maintain the connection active for a time interval 
sufficient to place a handover request.
The third and final consideration regarding the comparison between memoriless imple­
mentation and NCC with memory is that no performance improvement is registered 
when considering the TwoStateErrorModel. This proves that TIM losses on the forward 
link do not represent the major cause of handover failure for such a model.
Figure 3.18 shows the percentage of return link handover time-off measurements ex­
ceeding 2 seconds. W ith reference to Figure 3.14, this is defined as:
HO Time-Off Delay =  First SYNC Burst Time — TIM Reception Time (3.4)
The main parameters affecting this value are the broadcast periods that must be con­
sidered every time a signalling table is lost. These are summarised in Table 3.2. It is 
interesting to note that handover operations generally last longer when packet errors are 
Bernoulli distributed. Indeed, this is not surprising as with the TwoStateErrorModel, 
table losses occur in bursts rather than individually, but with a lower periodicity. Since 
any PAT, PMT, SCT, FCT, and TCT losses contribute to increase the handover du­
ration, this proves to be a more favourable condition.
It should be noted that, according to our assumption, a RCST needs PAT and PMT 
receptions to extract the PID values of SCT, FCT and TCT tables in order to complete 
the return link acquisition. This increases the return link handover delay by an addi­
tional 1.5 seconds in the worst case if no packet loss occurs (Tab. 3.2). Such a delay 
may be saved by using system-wide (i.e., valid across all spot-beams) PID values for 
these tables. Finally, forward handover delay for IP and non-IP traffic can be defined 
separately [1]. Thanks to the Forward Interaction Path descriptor contained in the 
TIM message, the RCST can start receiving IP datagrams as soon as the forward link
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Figure 3.18: Percentage of Return Link Handover Delays Exceeding 2 Sec
physical synchronisation is complete. However, the RCST must receive PAT and PMT 
tables in the new forward link prior to receiving MPEG packetised elementary streams.
3.2 .3  R esid en ce  T im e-b ased  H andover M anagem ent
The residence time-based handover management scheme represents the natural evolu­
tion of the previously described distance-based prioritisation when aiming to improve 
the handover success rate in highly loaded scenarios. The same assumptions with re­
spect to the terminal capabilities and equipment are still valid as in the previous case. 
In addition, we assume that each RCST is able to derive its velocity vector from a 
recent history of GPS position measurements. As a result, coordinates of the intersec­
tion point between the circular spot-beam coverage and the projected trajectory can 
be predicted. This allows estimating the terminal residual residence time within the 
current serving spot-beam (Fig. 3.19).
In this study, the handover-related information is re-arranged within the M_and_C
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Figure 3.19: Crossing Point Estimation
subfield of the SYNC burst to accommodate the residence time estimations of the 
RCST within the overlapping area. In particular:
• The handover flag is not considered mandatory. For the sake of clarity, the one 
bit field is maintained in the simulator to trigger specific processing. However, in 
practical implementations this space may be re-allocated to increase the accuracy 
of the residence time representation.
• The target spot-beam ID coding is unmodified^.
• The distance-based urgency indicator is replaced here by the terminal-estimated 
residual residence time within the current spot-beam.
Following a careful analysis of the spot-beam topology and coverage extension, we have 
decided to express the residence time estimation in terms of seconds. Indeed, a more 
accurate representation would affect the already limited space available in the M_and_C 
without introducing appreciable improvements in terms of handover performance. Our 
residence time estimations rely on some geometrical assumptions (circular spot-beams.
^Two options can be considered to carry the list of candidate spot-beam IDs: the M_and_C sub-field 
or the Mobility_Control_Message recently introduced into the DVB-RCS-fM standard.
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straight trajectories). However, these fit reasonably well with the mobility pattern of 
collective vehicles such as aircraft and high-speed trains, characterised by large radii of 
curvature and almost constant velocities [54]. In addition, it is believed that the short 
repetition period of SYNC bursts (Tab. 3.2) makes the system capable of handling 
residual timing errors as well as abrupt changes in velocity and/or direction.
3.2.3.1 Technical Im p lem en ta tio n
The handover detection occurs at the RCST according to the procedure described in 
Figure 3.11. The only difference resides in the way the urgency indicator is computed 
to express a measure of the remaining time that the terminal is expected to spend in 
the serving spot-beam. Details of the modified HOManager operations are presented 
in Figure 3.20. Here, the urgency indicator is calculated as the ratio of the distance 
to the predicted spot-beam crossing point to the current velocity. As for the distance- 
based urgency indicator, the value is quantised to alleviate the need for a floating 
representation.
The HOManager class acknowledges the handover detection by populating the SAC 
field as described in Figure 3.21. Successively, the SYNC burst is returned to the 
RCSTMac class which fills the address field before delivering the message to lower layers 
for transmission. The NCC-side of the handover procedure presents a few differences 
with respect to the approach described in section-3.2.2. As in the previous case, SYNC 
bursts carrying HO-related information are intercepted by the NCCAgent class, which 
is responsible for prioritising handover recommendations and serving the RCST in the 
most critical conditions. To this end, two mechanisms are defined (Fig. 3.22):
1. A tim e  th resh o ld  is introduced as a cut-off filter for handover requests that are 
not considered urgent. Upon arrival of a HO-SYNC burst (i.e., a SYNC burst 
carrying handover information), the target spot-beam ID and the residence time 
estimation (RTE) are extracted. The RTE is analysed and the handover request 
is discarded if it results higher than a pre-determined tlrreshold.
2. A queuing  m echanism , which prioritises the handover requests according to 
the predicted residence time within the current spot-beam. The highest priority
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wake up
yes
no
HO_need_ := false;
Exit
Schedule wake up; Sleep;
Compute distance, dj, 
to each spot-beam centre; 
dcurr : distance to current spot-beam centre
Vrcst : current velocity of the terminal 
dcross : distance to the spot-beam edge 
according to the predicted trajectory 
Urgency indicator := floor(dcross/Vrcst)): HO_need_ := true;
Figure 3.20: Modified HOManager Process
is assigned to the terminal which is expected to cross the beam boundary the 
soonest. As shown in Figure 3.22, terminals whose RTE is below the threshold, 
effectively enter the handover procedure and their recommendations are inserted 
into the queuing mechanism.
It is interesting to note that the queue contents are dynamically updated at every 
SYNC reception in order to refiect the most recent estimations. This results in the 
NCC having the capability of managing abrupt changes in velocity and/or direction 
as well as disconnections. This is due to the fact that any changes in the mobility 
pattern result in a different time-to-handover value, thus in a different position within 
the prioritisation hierarchy.
The rationale behind the threshold-based queuing mechanism can be described with 
reference to the scenario depicted in Figure 3.23. In a typical vehicular GEO network, it
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Figure 3.21: Modified HO Signalling at RCST 
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residence time estimation, RTE
Figure 3.22: Handover Request Processing at the NCC
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is reasonable to expect that a large number of terminals move along several trajectories 
at different velocities in the wide overlapping area between adjacent spot-beams. A 
position-based handover scheme such as that described in section-3.2.2 may perform 
poorly in this scenario since it is designed to process handover requests on a first-come- 
ffrst-served basis. This is due to the fact that some terminals may benefit from an 
unfair advantage only depending on their initial position and distance from the spot- 
beam edge. Our solution to prevent such a behaviour is therefore to use a measure of the 
actual mobility pattern as a prioritisation criterion. In particular, the time threshold 
represents an efficient means for the NCC to discard handover recommendations from 
terminals that are considered too slow and/or too far from the spot-beam edge and 
assign resources to terminals in critical conditions.
Threshold 
= 240s
HO-SYNC / HO-SYNC/ HO-SYNC
RCSTs
Time Time
remaining remaining
= 220s
Time 
remaining 
= 120s = 120s
Figure 3.23: Request Prioritisation Mechanism
3.2.3.2 Evaluation Scenario
The same network topology as in section-3.2.1 is maintained in this study, with two 600 
km radius spot-beams and an overlapping area which is approximately 80 km wide on 
the equator line. With respect to the uplink configuration, three carriers are considered 
(Tab. 3.4). Two CSC slots are allocated in one of the carriers to permit initial slotted-
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Aloha random access, whereas an individual SYNC slot is reserved for synchronisation 
maintenance, which is assigned to RCSTs for dedicated use in a round-robin fashion. 
The total number of terminals that can be simultaneously supported by the system is 
limited by the number of SYNC slots allocated per super-frame. In our simulations, 
super-frames and frames have the same duration, and the SYNC repetition period is 
set at 40 super-frames. When connected, each terminal is statically assigned a single 
TRF slot to transmit user traffic (Constant Rate Assignment). The overall capacity 
available in the uplink is limited to 19 TRF slots.
Table 3.4: Uplink Configuration
CSC CSC
SYNC TRF TRF TRF TRF TRF TRF TRF TRF TRF
TRF TRF TRF TRF TRF TRF TRF TRF TRF TRF
Two classes of mobile terminals are defined, which move at different velocities. These 
are aircraft and high-speed trains, moving at 1200 km /h and 355 km /h, respectively. 
In order to provide fair terms of comparison, the same mobility scenario is considered 
as in section-3.2.2.2. As a result, mobile RCSTs shuttle between adjacent spot-beams 
maintaining constant velocity and creating handover events that are randomised in 
time, evenly dispersed in latitude, and randomly dispersed in direction. This behaviour 
is simulated for 25,000 seconds (the duration of each simulation), and for a total of 10 
runs, which are used to increase the statistical reliability of the results (95% confidence 
interval). The main assumptions regarding the DVB-RCS signalling mechanisms are 
maintained unmodified. The reader can therefore refer to Table 3.2 for details about 
the simulator settings.
3.2.3.3 Simulation R esults and Analyses
In order to emphasise the effects of the residence time-based prioritisation, the perfor­
mance analysis of this handover scheme is carried out in a highly populated vehicular 
network. In particular, the behaviour of the handover failure rate, defined in equation
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(3.2), is considered with respect to the congestion level. This is maintained in the range 
[78.9%, 84%, 89.5%]. In addition, both the Bernoulli model and the TwoStateError- 
Module are considered to assess the sensitivity of the proposed mechanism to channel 
conditions.
Results from three different experiments are now discussed, which analyse different 
aspects of the handover mechanism. The first test aims to show the importance of our 
time threshold in scenarios where terminals moving at different velocities share the same 
resources. Figure 3.24 shows the handover failure rate as a function of the proportion 
between aircraft and high-speed trains for two different threshold values. As a reference, 
results obtained through the position-based handover scheme described in section-3.2.2 
are also presented. Several simulations have been carried out at different congestion 
levels. However, for illustrative purposes, the number of active RCSTs is maintained 
constant in order to maintain the average resource utilisation in the uplink equal to 
89.5%. For the sake of clarity, one should note that, in Figure 3.24, a train/aircraft 
proportion equal to 0% corresponds to a population of terminals entirely made up of 
aircraft. Nevertheless, when the proportion equals 100%, a pure railway scenario is 
considered. In this first experiment, packet errors are assumed to be evenly distributed 
over the radio channel according to the Bernoulli module with PER =  10“ .^ It is 
interesting to note that all curves present a decreasing behaviour with increase of the 
percentage of trains. This is the reasonable consequence of a longer residence time 
within each spot-beam that results in an overall decrease of the number of handover 
events. The importance of tuning the time threshold according to the actual population 
composition becomes evident when aiming to maximise the effects of prioritisation. 
Indeed, one may observe that the cut-off queuing strategy implemented at the NCC 
is particularly effective when the time threshold approaches the time necessary for 
the fastest class of terminals to cross the overlapping area. To this end, let Ti = 
240 seconds and T2 =  812 seconds be different time thresholds for aeronautical and 
railway scenarios, respectively. From the comparison of the curves corresponding to 
these threshold values, it is evident that faster terminals necessitate some prioritisation 
in order to minimise the number of handover failures. In particular, T± ensures the 
best performance, unless the proportion between trains and aircraft is above 90%,
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with an average 7% improvement with respect to merely position-based schemes [51]. 
Nevertheless, a higher threshold permits us to further decrease the handover failure rate 
in railway scenarios, due to an increase in the number of queued HO recommendations.
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Figure 3.24: Handover Failure Rate and Population Distribution
The following experiments aim to emphasise the effect of different packet error distri­
butions on handover failure rate. In order to avoid deviations due to the population 
composition, these are conducted only in aeronautical scenarios (worst case). Thus, T\ 
is assumed as the time threshold for the queuing mechanism. Results of the compari­
son between the position-based and the residence time-based schemes are presented in 
Figure 3.25. Here, the improvement Delta in terms of handover failure rate obtained 
via the modified version of the NCC decision process is plotted with respect to the PER 
value. Errors are still assumed to be Bernoulli distributed, whereas distinct curves refer 
to different levels of congestion. Several conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of 
simulation data:
1. The effectiveness of the residence time-based prioritisation increases with increas-
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ing the traffic load. In particular, the handover failure rate decreases by approx­
imately 6.4% when the channel occupancy equals 89.5%, dropping from 27.3% 
to 20.9% with respect to the position-based scheme. This behaviour is confirmed 
for lighter congestion levels. In particular, 4.8% and 4,1% increases in handover 
success rate are registered when the uplink resource utilisation approaches 84% 
and 78.9%, respectively.
2. The performance of our scheme is affected by the packet error rate. In fact, 
the memoriless design is chosen for the NCC to avoid increasing further the 
complexity of the system. The main consequence of this choice is the large number 
of HO-TIM (i.e., uni-cast TIM messages containing the HO command) losses at 
high PERs. Due to lack of recovery mechanisms, successive eventual HO-SYNCs 
are ignored by the NCC. Such a behaviom- inevitably leads to handover failures, 
as confirmed by the decreasing behaviours of the curves in Figure 3.25.
The sensitivity of the scheme to the TwoStateErrorModule is the subject of the last 
experiment. As in the previous case, the average duration of the exponentially dis­
tributed FADE duration is set to 1 second. Instead, the packet error rate, defined 
as in equation (3.3), is variable in the range [0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.03]. By comparing 
the curves in Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.27, one should note the opposite trend of the 
handover failure rate with respect to the packet error rate, when the congestion level 
is maintained constant at 89.5%. The curves tend to rise when increasing the PER for 
Bernoulli distributed packet errors, while they decrease when the TwoStateErrorMod­
ule is considered. As explained in section-3.2.2.3, such a behaviour is strictly related to 
disconnection events, which are exacerbated by long fade durations. In addition, when 
disconnections occur within the overlapping area between adjacent spot-beams, mobile 
RCSTs have less opportunities to re-access the network before leaving the originating 
service area. This is due to two reasons: the short residual time before crossing the 
spot-beam boundary and the higher priority which is reserved to handovers with re­
spect to logon requests. In these conditions, re-establishing an interrupted connection 
is difficult because logical and physical resources are likely to be re-allocated to queued 
handover requests, with consequent reduction in the number of handover failures. The
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sensitivity of the handover failure rate to the congestion level is shown in Figure 3.28. 
In this case, the average durations of FADE and LOS states are set at 1 second and 999 
seconds, respectively. Of interest is the fact that higher handover failure rates are reg­
istered when errors are distributed according to the TwoStateErrorModule rather than 
the Bernoulli model. This confirms the results presented in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.17 
for the position-based handover decision mechanism. One can see that the two han­
dover schemes, despite different prioritisation mechanisms, achieve similar results when 
the network load is below 52.6%. Nevertheless, if the network is sufficiently loaded, the 
capability of the residence time-based scheme to prioritise handover recommendations 
according to more detailed mobility information makes this solution more effective, as 
confirmed by the curves in Figure 3.28.
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3.2.4 Conclusions
In this section, we have analysed spot-beam handover issues in vehicular DVB-RCS 
networks. In order to deal with link layer mobility, two different implementations have 
been proposed, whose complexity has been kept intentionally low in an effort to provide 
lightweight, backward-compatible solutions. In both cases, a portion of the M_and_C 
subfield of the SAC field has been proposed to convey valuable mobility information.
The first handover algorithm has been introduced in section-3.2.2. This entails a dis­
tributed position-based detection and a centralised decision mechanism. Two NCC im­
plementations of increasing complexity have been described, with and without memory 
capabilities. Simulation results have shown that, for lightly-loaded airborne scenarios, 
when packet errors are uniformly distributed, the NCC design with memory can provide 
handover failure rate as low as 0.11% even when PER is as high as 0.05. However, with
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packet errors occurring in bursts, the handover failure rate is as high as 6% for PER of 
10“ ,^ regardless of the NCC design. We have shown that, if PER can be maintained 
below 10~^, almost 99.7% of handover attempts are successful, independently of the 
error burstiness. In our measurements, the average return link handover delay is 1.2 
seconds, with peaks of more than 2 seconds. In general, burst-generated packet errors 
contribute to reduce the handover delay with respect to uniform distribution.
In the second study, a threshold-based queuing mechanism for handover request priori­
tisation has been proposed. This utilises terminal residence time estimations in current 
spot-beams to identify the most critical requests and effectively assign resources. Via 
an extensive campaign of simulations, we have shown that accurate mobility informa­
tion can be used to refine the resource assignment and improve the handover success 
rate with respect to position-based mechanisms in congested networks. In particular, 
through the joint utilisation of a time threshold and a queuing mechanism, the NCC
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is capable of discarding handover recommendations from RCSTs that are too far from 
the spot-beam edge or too slow. Packet level simulations indicate that the handover 
failure rate increases with increasing the offered traffic and decreases with increasing 
the PER. Moreover, when the cut-off time threshold is correctly tuned, the residence 
time-based handover scheme is also capable of managing handover operations in joint 
railway-aeronautical scenarios. As in the previous case, this handover scheme is sensi­
tive to error modelling, providing higher HO failure rates under same load conditions 
when packet errors occur in bursts rather than being uniformly distributed.
3.3 S a te llite /G W  H andover
In the previous sections, we have investigated possible solutions for intra-satellite mo­
bility in DVB-RCS systems. It should be noted that the DVB-RCS specification only
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covers physical and link layers of the network stack. Mobility within the footprint of 
an individual satellite can be usually managed within the gateway that provides the 
interconnection between the satellite and the terrestrial network. However, handover 
between different satellite footprints may require a network-layer handover between 
different gateways. Satellite handover involves the transfer of a connection from one 
satellite to another, and this procedure is strictly dependant on the system architecture 
considered. If we assume, as in section-3.2, that the NCC, the traffic gateway, and the 
feeder are co-located in one of the Earth stations, three major cases can be identified:
1. S ate llite  handover w ith o u t gatew ay change (Fig. 3.29). This configuration 
represents the simplest scenario because it does not imply IP mobility. Since the 
point of attachment to the terrestrial network is maintained, the same consid­
erations as for spot-beam handover are valid. In particular, the communication 
endpoints are not affected by the satellite change, thus only link-layer mobility 
needs to be addressed.
GEO Satellite 1 GEO Satellite 2
GW \
The Internet
Figure 3.29: Satellite Handover without GW Handover
2. Sate llite  handover w ith  gatew ay change (Fig. 3.30). This scenario takes
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place when different satellites are served by different Earth stations. This kind 
of satellite handover entails a change in the point of access to the terrestrial 
network, with consequent impact at IP level. In this scenario, there is no dif­
ference between satellite handover and GW handover. Thus, both terms can be 
used interchangeably. One might notice that a satellite/GW handover always in­
volves a beam handover. However, the difference to spot-beam handover, which 
is seamless at IP layer, is that TCP connections and UDP port bindings must be 
preserved when moving from one IP sub-network to another.
GEO Satellite I GEO Satellite 2
GW I GW2
The Internet
Figure 3.30: Satellite Handover with GW Handover
3. G atew ay handover w ith o u t sa te llite  change (Fig. 3.31). In this scenario, an 
individual satellite is served by two different Earth stations. A gateway handover 
entails a change in the point of attachment to the terrestrial network. As a result, 
IP-layer mobility support must be taken into account.
Different approaches can be followed to minimise the service disruption during a layer-3 
handover. A common solution is to use network-layer mobility protocols. Under this 
terminology, we refer to Mobile IPv4 [22] and Mobile IPv6 [55]. Such protocols ensure
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end-to-end connectivity at the expense of additional overhead and increased complexity 
in both mobile terminals and GW. Alternatively, one may consider the implementation 
(as in the now discontinued Connexion By Boeing (CBB) system [56]) of dynamic 
routing via the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [23]. This solution entails updating 
the routing tables in all involved routers to ensure that mobile terminals can be reached, 
instead of changing their IP addresses. The main advantage of BGP with respect to 
Mobile IP is that tunnelling is not necessary, thus saving overhead and facilitating 
security support. However, a remarkable convergence time in the order of minutes [57] 
makes this solution impractical to support real-time applications. One should note that 
the mobile terminal may also be simply allocated a new IP address (e.g., via a DHCP 
server) when visiting a foreign sub-network. Such a procedure does not entail mobility 
support. However, any change of IP address breaks all active TCP connections and 
UDP port bindings between the mobile terminal and the correspondent node, thus 
making this solution impracticable.
GEO Satellite
GW 1
The Internet
GW2
Figure 3.31: GW Handover without Satellite Handover
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3.3 .1  M ob ile  IP
Mobile IP is a routing protocol that allows mobile nodes (hosts or routers) to roam 
around different sub-networks transparently. The most common version of the protocol, 
named Mobile IPv4 [22], is based on three basic elements:
1. The H om e A gent (H A). This is a special router in charge of intercepting and 
tunnelling all IP datagrams addressed to the mobile terminal when it is away 
from home. To this end, current location information must be maintained for 
each registered node.
2. The Foreign A gent (FA). This is a router on the visited network providing 
routing services to the mobile node while registered. As a result, it de-tunnels 
and delivers locally datagrams from HA and also serves as a default router for 
registered nodes.
3. The C are-of A ddress (C oA ), This is the termination point of the tunnel to­
wards a mobile node when it is away from home. Two types of addresses are 
available:
• FA Care-of Address: namely the IP address of the FA with which the MN 
is temporary registered when visiting a foreign network.
• Co-located Care-of Address: namely an externally obtained local address 
(e.g., via a DHCP server) compatible with the visited sub-network associated 
with one of the node interfaces.
The protocol operation can be summarised in a few steps:
• Routers acting as HAs and/or FAs periodically transmit specific service adver­
tisements. By receiving these messages, a mobile node is able to detect what 
networks are reachable.
• If a mobile node is determined to be located in a foreign network, it obtains a 
Care-of Address. The mobile node may decide to register with a FA (if available)
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and successively notify the HA that an IP tunnel has to be established between 
HA and FA. Conversely, a tunnel between HA and the mobile node is established 
in case of Co-located Care-of Address.
• At this stage, the HA intercepts and tunnels all packets towards the mobile node’s 
home address using the Care-of Address as the destination address. At the tunnel 
endpoint, IP datagrams are decapsulated and locally delivered to the mobile node.
• On the reverse link, standard IP routing mechanisms can be implemented and 
the mobile node can use its home address as the source of IP datagrams. Alter­
natively, if the local router operates ingress filtering based on the source address, 
reverse tunnelling can be used.
Unlike with IPv4, mobility is an integrated feature of IPv6 [58], In the following, the 
main differences introduced with this new version of the Internet Protocol are briefly 
summarised:
• Expanded addressing capabilities (from 32 bits to 128 bits). This permits to 
address a greater number of nodes and support more addressing hierarchies. In 
addition, specific solutions like the anycast address and the scope field ease HA 
discovery and multicast support, respectively.
• Header simplification. Basic packet processing is reduced and simplified in IPv6. 
This is achieved by dropping some fields and introducing new mechanisms such 
as extension headers and options to improve the protocol flexibility,
• Flow labelling. Such a mechanism permits to introduce QoS management at 
network layer. In particular, a sender is able to label a particular data flow 
towards a node to request special handling by routers along the route.
• Security capabilities. New extensions to support authentication, data integrity 
and confidentiality are introduced.
Thanks to these new features, IPv6-compliant nodes do not need the deployment of 
special routers as FA to operate away from home [55]. This is not the only advantage
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with respect to Mobile IPv4. In fact, mobile nodes can acquire more than one Co A from 
different sub-networks as a result of stateless (via router advertisements) or stateful (via 
a DHCPv6 server) auto-configuration. While away from home, a mobile node registers 
one of its CoA with the HA through a procedure called binding. This association 
is achieved by the two entities via the exchange of a Binding Update and a Binding 
ACK message. Two modes are available for the mobile node to communicate with a 
correspondent node:
1. via reverse tunnelling. This option, inherited from Mobile IPv4, does not require 
IPv6 compatibility from the correspondent node since forward and return traffic 
both pass through the HA.
2. via routing optimisation. In this case, correspondent registration must be exe­
cuted before sending IP datagrams to an IPv6 node. When the correspondent 
node is ready to transmit, its binding cache is checked for a registered CoA. If a 
valid entry is found, datagrams are directly forwarded to the CoA using a type-2 
routing header to make the address change seamless to upper layers. Similarly, a 
mobile node uses a home address destination option to protect its packets from 
ingress filtering. As one may guess, this medianism permits minimising the con­
gestion in the home network and home agent thus preserving the traffic from HA 
failures.
While providing a fast and reliable means to achieve seamless IP mobility, especially 
when pre-registration techniques [59] are considered, the fundamental problem with 
Mobile IP is the extra tunnelling and de-tunnelling cost for each IP datagram.
3 .3 .2  IP  M ob ility  in  D V B -R C S  N etw orks
IP-layer mobility solutions are designed to operate independent of the underlying link- 
layer technologies. However, the impact of link-layer handover duration on the perfor­
mance of IP-level switching cannot be overlooked. In the worst case, the DVB-RCS 
disconnect/connect delay may take tens of seconds (Tab. 2.1). Major components of 
the worst-case delay are the lengthy logon sequence and antenna tracking. Link-layer
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handover between satellites with overlapping footprints may take much shorter times 
using an individual NCC for the whole interactive network and using electronic track­
ing antennas. In this case, link-layer satellite handover can be viewed at the NCC 
as a handover procedure from one spot-beam of a gateway to a spot-beam of another 
gateway. As shown in [60], the role of the NCC is to coordinate the operations between 
the CWs. In particular, a set of SNMP messages is used to inform the source and the 
target gateways of an upcoming handover and to maintain the synchronisation amongst 
all of the involved entities.
Mobile IP and dynamic routing are two popular solutions aimed at minimising service 
disruption caused by IP mobility. To be implemented, Mobile IP requires the deploy­
ment and management of HA and FA (in Mobile IPv4 only). It also requires signalling 
exchange over the satellite linlc, traffic tunnelling, and possibly high-capacity backhaul 
links since all traffic towards mobile nodes pass through the HA. As a result, such a 
mechanism is exposed to HA failures, but ensures fast and reliable handovers. With 
the deployment of IPv6, mobility management may be simplified due to the absence of 
FA and use of routing optimisation.
Dynamic routing is considered a simpler alternative to Mobile IP due to an easy imple­
mentation through standard routing protocols. BCP was operational until 2006 within 
the CBB framework. It required deployment and management of distributed infras­
tructure (i.e., BCP route servers) worldwide for path announcement. W ith respect to 
Mobile IP, additional signalling and overhead due to tunnelling were unnecessary. How­
ever, the protocol convergence time to obtain complete route updates was estimated 
to be in the order of minutes, de facto dominating the link-layer handover delay and 
making this solution impractical to support real-time applications
3.4 Sum m ary
In this chapter we have investigated handover management issues in DVB-RCS systems. 
An exhaustive classification of handover schemes has been provided, with a particular 
emphasis on the definition of scope, phases, performance, and functional aspects asso­
ciated with such handover mechanisms. Most popular strategies for resource allocation
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and prioritisation mechanisms have been reviewed in order to provide the necessary 
background knowledge to analysing issues related to DVB-RCS spot-beam handover. 
A first fully backward-compatible scheme has been proposed to detect and prioritise 
handover requests based on position information. Such a strategy achieves an average
1.2 seconds handover delay. It has been shown that this scheme is sensitive to error 
modelling and a lightweight memory extension in the NCC permits to minimise han­
dover failures due to TIM losses. We have also presented a second scheme aimed to 
maximise the handover success rate at high loading. This strategy, based on terminal 
residence time estimations within spot-beams, has proved successful at decreasing the 
handover failure rate both in aeronautical and railway scenarios thanks to the imple­
mentation of a threshold-based queuing discipline at the NCC. Finally, a brief overview 
of satellite/CW  handover issues has been provided.
Chapter 4
C onnection A dm ission Control
Radio channels are a scarce and valuable resource in satellite communications. Strict 
control must therefore be maintained at all times over frequency-time slots, transmis­
sion parameters and network access, in order to ensure the appropriate QoS. This is 
mainly determined, both at terminal and network level, via three factors: network plan­
ning, interface design, and radio resource management. In particular, radio resource 
management functions can be divided into three groups [61]. The first set encompasses 
schemes such as channel allocation, scheduling, and transmission rate control. The sec­
ond group deals with power control. Finally, the third group comprises CAC, handover 
management, and resource reservation.
Following a detailed description of several handover techniques for DVB-RCS networks 
in chapter 3, our efforts in this chapter are devoted to the analysis of admission control 
and resource reservation mechanisms. In outline, this chapter provides:
• A survey of popular connection admission control schemes and resource reserva­
tion strategies. These can be classified in accordance to the degree of centralisa­
tion, the amount (or type) of available information, the number of traffic classes, 
their proactivity (or reactivity).
# An in depth analysis of connection admission control in vehicular DVB-RCS net­
works. We present the analytical model of a cut-off access scheme implement­
ing our tlrreshold-based queuing mechanism described in section-3.2.3. This is
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analysed in joint aeronautical-terrestrial scenarios and results are compared with 
packet-level simulations.
A predictive resource reservation mechanism is discussed for connection admission 
control in airborne scenarios. This is analysed via packet-level simulations and 
compared to popular schemes proposed in the literature.
4.1 C lassification o f CAC Schem es
Connection admission control can be defined as the set of policies whose enforcement 
determines whether an incoming connection can be granted access to the network. GAG 
is a broadly investigated subject in wireline networks, where it is used as an efficient 
means for maintaining congestion and QoS level under control. However, peculiarities 
of wireless systems such as interference, channel impairments, limited bandwidth and 
handover requirements, make admission control a more sophisticated problem in mobile 
satellite networks. As shown in Figure 4.1, the GAG module generally takes into account 
various factors when making a decision.
Fresh
Loading and 
other infonnation
Traffic
CAC
Handover
Accepted 
Connection 
 ►
Traffic Rejected 
Connection
Figure 4.1: Gonnection Admission Gontrol Module
In the simplest case, only the load level in the local cell is considered. However, the 
network operator may wish to exploit additional information in order to maximise both
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the resource utilisation and the user experience.
CAC schemes can be classified according to several parameters such as the degree of 
centralisation, the amount (or type) of information driving the decision phase, the 
number of traffic classes, and their proactivity (or reactivity). In terrestrial wireless 
networks, where small cells are deployed, distributed policies are commonly enforced, 
due to their simple and reliable implementation. However, in scenarios characterised 
by high terminal mobility or large coverage areas as in multi-spot-beam geostationary 
systems, a centralised approach may be more efficient, despite the increased complexity. 
An important design parameter is the quantity of information that is used as an input 
to the decision maker. In this regard, CAC schemes may consider loading, traffic, 
and mobility information. This may refer to the entire service area (global scope), a 
restricted portion of the coverage such as a cluster of cells (semi-local scope), or just the 
spot-beam from which the connection originates. Of course, the signalling mformation 
exchanged amongst network entities increases with increasing the number of cells under 
control of the same CAC module. In the last decade, admission control policies have 
evolved from single-class trafiic to support multimedia services. It is interesting to note 
that resource availability in uplink and downlink may be different. This is the case 
for mobile DVB-RCS, where data information is multiplexed over a single high-power 
carrier for the entire user community on the forward link. Because the power-limited 
return link often represents the network bottleneck, one may consider designing different 
policies in the two directions. CAC schemes can finally be differentiated according 
to the decision time. In proactive strategies, the decision maker exploits previously 
gathered information to predict the future status of the network, and prevents potential 
congestion. Therefore, this approach ensures a better QoS for active connections with 
respect to measurement-based mechanisms.
In [61], a comprehensive classification of the main objectives that can be pursued by 
enforcing specific admission policies is provided. These are:
1. QoS G uaran tee .
2. R evenue M axim isation .
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3. S erv ice /C lass  P rio ritisa tio n .
4. Fairness Level.
In the first group, we identify at least four different parameters that may be used to 
drive the admission decision. For example, CAC is essential to guarantee that the sig­
nal quality of active terminals is maintained acceptable in interference-limited systems. 
In [62], an incoming connection is admitted only if its signal to interference ratio (SIR) 
is greater than a given threshold. Similarly, the number of users or the total power 
received at the base station [63] can be used as an admission criterion in terrestrial 
systems. The connection dropping probability (i.e., the probability that a connection 
is terminated during one of several handovers) can be reduced by statically reserving 
some resources exclusively for handover purposes [35]. Alternatively, the fractional 
guard chaimel policy [64] admits new connections with a certain probability that de­
pends on the congestion level. This contributes to the minimisation of the blocking 
rate at high loading. Information about congestion in current and neighbouring spot- 
beams [65] may also be exploited to adjust the number of channels that are reserved for 
handover traffic. As previously discussed, [50] and [21] propose reservation strategies 
in neighbouring cells with the objective to minimise the handover failure probability. 
Packet-level parameters such as the packet dropping rate [66], the packet delay or the 
delay jitter [67] can be used as admission criteria in packet-oriented networks. For ex­
ample, the QoS of active video sessions is periodically verified in [66], and a new terminal 
is granted access to the system only if the video quality of existing communications can 
be acceptably maintained. The transmission rate is another important parameter that 
needs network control in order to ensure adequate QoS provisioning. The system may 
use specific techniques to estimate the effective bandwidth requirements of terminals 
for variable rate applications, thus avoiding peak rate-based channel allocations. An 
indicative example for DVB-RCS networks is provided in [68]. Here, the authors use a 
Gaussian approximation to estimate excess bandwidth requirements for dynamic rate 
sources. Alternatively, the system may force bandwidth reconfiguration in order to free 
the resources necessary to accommodate new connections. In [69], mobility informa­
tion is used to predict the arrival of handover traffic. However, whenever resources are
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needed in excess of reserved handover channels, the system may force active sources to 
progressively reduce their transmission rates up to a minimum level, which is specified 
at connection setup time by the terminals and is supposed to guarantee an acceptable 
QoS.
Resource utilisation represents a main influence on revenues for network operators. 
Conversely, the intrinsic QoS degradation which is registered when the congestion level 
increases (e.g., increase in dropping rate), can be modelled as a penalty that affects the 
system performance. A revenue function can therefore be defined that is the combina­
tion of rewards (due to network utilisation) and penalties (due to QoS degradation). 
A typical example is presented in [70], where multiple classes are defined with different 
rate requirements. It is shown that the revenue can be optimised by assigning different 
priorities to each traffic class in accordance with their delay tolerance.
In multi-service networks, one may decide to prioritise certain applications and/or 
traffic classes by enforcing different admission policies. In [71], sources are first classified 
according to the traffic they generate (i.e., voice, data). Successively, new connections 
and handover traffic are distinguished within each class. In this scheme, different CAC 
policies are enforced for each class and sub-class in order to guarantee the expected 
QoS for each data stream.
A popular research subject is represented by the attempts to share fairly the network 
resources amongst multiple classes of traffic. A significant example of such approach 
is presented in [72]. Here, several classes are defined, and each of these is virtually 
allocated the same amount of network resource. However, it may happen that during 
congestion the demand for a certain service exceeds its pre-determined soft limit. As 
a result, a lower priority is assigned to the admission request, which is rejected in an 
effort to minimise the impact on other classes.
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4.2 CAC Perform ance E valuation in V ehicular D V B -R C S  
N etw orks
A simulation analysis of our threshold-based queuing mechanism for spot-beam han­
dover has been presented in section-3.2.2, Here, the same approach is integrated into 
a simple cut-off admission control strategy [35] for vehicular DVB-RCS networks. In 
particular, it is assumed that two classes of terminals (high-speed trains and aircraft) 
share uplink resources, and compete for slot allocation.
An analytical model is derived in section-4.2.1, which approximates the system perfor­
mance using a recursive approach. This is followed by a comparison with simulation 
results, and a discussion about the reliability of the model.
4 .2 .1  A n a ly tica l F orm ulation
In our model, a multi-beam single-satellite network is envisaged, where all spot-beams 
have the same size. An individual GW acts as the only point of attachment between the 
DVB-RCS system and the global Internet. For the sake of simplicity, uplink resources 
are distributed equally amongst all spot-beams, which experience the same connection 
arrival rates. RCSTs mounted aboard high-speed trains and aircraft are considered as 
on-off traffic sources that are allowed to transmit only at constant rate (1 TRF slot per 
terminal per super-frame).
In the following, we refer to a single guard channel strategy [35] as the admission control 
scheme. Mono-dimensional Markovian analysis, which yields a product-form solution 
when fresh traffic and handover connections have the same channel holding time, is a 
cormnon approach to derive blocking probabilities in single-service networks. However, 
to the best of our knowledge, such a solution is not suited for scenarios in which 
two sets of terminals move at different velocities due to the different holding times. 
Hence, we partially reuse the recursive approach first proposed by A. Gersht in [18] 
to estimate blocking probabilities in multi-class networks. This scheme assumes K  
different classes of connections each of which may require different amomit of bandwidth 
mfc. Connection requests arrive according to Poisson processes with rates A& (A;—1, 2, ...,
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K ), while connection holding times are generally distributed with mean values ~  {k=l,
2, A) having rational Laplace transformations (e.g., exponential, hyper-exponential, 
or Erlang random variables). Estimations of the blocking probabilities when the system 
is in steady-state are derived recursively [18] as recalled in section-4.2.1.1. One should 
note that the original model permits to define different blocking thresholds for multiple 
classes of traffic. In our scenario, four traffic contributions (i.e.. A: =  4) can be identified 
that are associated with fresh and handover traffic generated by trains and aircraft, 
respectively. However, since we are only interested in analysing the effects of different 
velocities rather than specific traffic requirements, both types of terminals are statically 
assigned a single TRF slot per superframe, (m^ =  1, for A; =  1,..., 4). As a result, traffic 
thresholds are only used as guard channels to distinguish between fresh and handover 
traffic.
Let C  be the capacity available in the uplink of each spot-beam. This is expressed
Iin terms of TRF slots. Let also G be the number of TRF slots reserved for handover |
purposes. In our study, circular spot-beam footprints are approximated by rectangular
areas (with sides D km and 2L km) in order to simplify the geometry of the network 
(Fig. 4.2). Terminals are assumed to move within this reduced portion of the coverage 
along straight trajectories. Thus, the channel holding time thoid in each spot-beam for 
a generic connection can be derived as [73]:
fjiold ~  mill [treg) ^ 'wn.] (4.1) ;
where tres is the time interval spent by a terminal within a generic spot-beam and i
tun is the unencumbered connection duration. This is assumed to be an exponentially 
distributed random variable with mean value 4.
In the following, the index i (i.e., generic terminal) is used to simplify the notation when
there is no need for distinction between aircraft (i.e., i = a) and high-speed trains (i.e.,
i = t). Let Tmax.i be the journey duration to travel from one beam boundary to another ;
(i.e., D km) at velocity In order to derive the expectation of the handover
probability must be carefully taken into account. It is also important to note that the
initial position within the spot-beam may affect the handover probability estimation.
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Figure 4.2: System Geometry and Mobility Scenario
We therefore distinguish between connection handovers in the originating spot-beam 
(i.e., Por,i) and in a transit spot-beam (i.e., Ptr,i)- To this end, let H  and t f  he the 
random variables denoting the duration of a generic connection and the residence time 
within the spot-beam where the connection was initiated, respectively. If the RCSTs 
are initially located within clusters whose distance from the spot-beam edge spans 
uniformly in the range km and move along straight trajectories
as shown in Figure 4.2, is also uniformly distributed in the range %7Inax,%] -
Por,i can therefore be estimated as:
Por,i = Pr[H > tf] = -  jc,i J2^max,i (4.2)
Due to the memoriless property of the exponential distribution, the probability of the 
(i +  (i >  1), handover request is independent of t / ,  as shown in [48]:
Pr[H > t j  + > t f  + (j -  l)Tn,ax,i] =
Pr[H > t f  +
Pr[H > t f  + {j -  1)T„ 
As a result, we let:
= e
(4.3)
Ptr (4.4)
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In [74], Del Re showed tha t for Poisson-distributed connection arrivals and exponential 
durations, the expectation of thoid can be calculated as ^(1 — P/io), where P^o is the 
handover probability. As a result, after some algebraic manipulations, we obtain the 
average channel holding time for the generic connection within the originating spot- 
beam (i.e., E  ) and transit spot-beams (i.e., E  ):
E [(% ] = i  (1 -  P^,) = i  ( l  -  (4.5)
In our study, we maintain the assumptions in [18] with regard to the arrival rates 
for new connections and handover traffic. These are modelled as independent Poisson 
processes with averages and A/^ .^ We also assume that the handover traffic is 
related to the new connection arrival rate by:
A/i,i =  A„,î(l -  NBP)Por^i -\- -  HFP)Ptr,i (4.7)
where NBP  and HFP denote the new connection blocking probability and the handover 
failure probabilities. In order to characterise the activity of high-speed trains and 
aircraft via a single parameter, the channel holding time thoid is assumed to be an 
exponentially-distributed random variable, whose mean value T  ig approximated as 
[74]:
A , . , i ( l - g F P )
A„,i (1 -  N B P )  +  Afe,i (1 -  H F P )
4.2.1.1 T he  R ecursive A lgo rithm
t-ho■'hold
(4.8)
The number of TRF slots allocated for user transmissions (i.e., V) is assumed to be a 
discrete random variable, whose probability mass function (i.e., f y  (æ)) is approximated
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recursively via the algorithm presented in [18]. For the sake of clarity, the sequence of 
operations to calculate the blocking probabilities is sunnnarised as follows:
1. Set NBP = HFP = 0, f v  (0) =  1, and f v  (x) =  0 for æ <  0.
2. Approximate fy  (x) for æ =  1, 2,..., C using the following formula [18]:
fv = J E  ^ fv  (x -  1) 0/c (x -  1)
^fe=i,2 (a;) =  1 for 0 <  æ < C — G, 0 otherwise (fresh traffic)where
(4.9)
(x) =  1 for 0 <  æ < C, 0 otherwise (handover traffic)
In equation (4.9), C and G denote the total capacity in each spot-beam and the 
number of guard channels, respectively. Four contributions can be identified that 
are associated with fresh (^ =  1,2) and handover {k =  3,4) traffic from aircraft 
and high-speed trains, respectively.
c3. Normalise f y  (æ) such that ^  f y { x )  = 1.
æ=0
4. Derive the new connection blocking probability (i.e., NBP) as:
N B P  =  1 — fv (x — 1) Onew {x — 1)3=0 (4.10)
where 6new (x) = 1 for 0 < x  < C — G, 0 otherwise
Since radio resources are shared amongst all terminals, a simplified notation is 
introduced in equation (4.10), which only distinguishes between fresh traffic and 
handover connections. As a result, 9new and 6ho are used in the following, regard­
less of the type of terminal.
5. Derive the probability that all TRF slots are busy (i.e., BP) as:
B P  =  1 — E  A  (3; — 1) Oho (a: — 1)
3 = 0  (4.11)
where Oho (x) =  1 for 0 < a: <  (7, 0 otherwise
The blocking probability defined in equation (4.11) does not take into account the 
peculiarities of our threshold-based queuing mechanism. To this end, we have extended 
the approach followed in [74] for single-type terminals to support multiple classes. The 
maximum queuing time tqueue,i for a generic terminal is defined as an exponentially
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distributed random variable with mean value Let also and denote* *
the probability that a generic connection is still active at the end of the queuing area, 
and the probability that no channels are released before the maximum queuing time 
expires, respectively. Since the channel holding time thold,i and the maximum queuing 
time tqueue,i are both exponentially distributed random variables, we obtain [44]:
pacttve ^  P r [ t h o l d , i  > tqueue,i] =
Jo Jo Mi +  M?
Similarly, can be calculated as the probability that neither active trains nor
aircraft release a channel before the maximum queuing time expires:
PO O  ^pbusy ^  ^
Jo , .
POO  _ Q (4.13)
=  u 9  /  e - (C J ’a / * .+ c n » + ; .? ) t *  ^ ----------------f t ---------------_
40 OPafia E P tf i t  "t-
where CPa and CPt are the estimated portions of resources tha t are utilised by aircraft 
and trains, respectively {Pa + Pt = 1). Such values are updated at the beginning of 
each iteration using the latest predictions about blocking probabilities. The handover 
failure probability (i.e., HFP) is therefore calculated as:
H F P  = B P   ^p.pactivepbusy'^ (4 ,14)
where P{ is the probability that the queued handover request originates from an aircraft 
or a train. One should note that the residence time of handover requests within the 
queue, that is the basis of our prioritisation mechanism as described in section-3.2.3, 
can be adjusted by modifying f i f .  NBP  and HFP are derived recursively via equations 
(4.10) and (4.14). The loop terminates when the sum of differences between values 
calculated at two consecutive steps is below a given confidence threshold (i.e., 1 0 “ *^ ).
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4 .2 .2  E v a lu a tio n  S cen a rio
In analysing the performance of our connection admission control scheme, a simple 
network topology is considered that consists of an individual GEO satellite and an 
array of five spot-beams. Spot-beam centres are equally spaced in longitude between 
5° and 45°, whereas latitude is 0° for all 600 km-radius spot-beams (Fig. 4.3). We 
consider the NCC being co-located with the terrestrial gateway, in a central position 
with respect to the network topology at 25° longitude and 0° latitude.
GEO Satellite
Aircraft
VZZZZZZZXi^
High-Speed
Train
The Internet
Figure 4.3; Network Topology
The same uplink configuration as in section-3.2.3.2 is considered, with three carriers 
and a total of 19 TRF slots (i.e., C = 19). Our cut-off admission control strategy 
implements a single-guard channel policy (i.e., G — 1 ) for handover management. 
During congestion, handover recommendations are stored in a queuing system, which 
prioritises the terminal with the shortest residual residence time within the current 
spot-beam (see section 3.2.3.1 for further details). RCSTs use AAL5 segmentation and 
reassembly with one ATM/TRF slot profile. Packet transmissions are subjected to a 
packet error rate of 1 0 “  ^ in both directions. One should note that terminals whose 
CSC bursts are rejected by the network immediately ceeise any activity and abandon 
the system. The admission control can therefore be classified as a pure loss strategy,
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in which new connections are either admitted or immediately blocked.
The mobility scenario is described with respect to Figure 4.2. Two classes of RCST 
objects are defined, which move with different velocities: high-speed trains (i.e., Vt = 
355 km/h) and aircraft (i.e., Va ~  1200 km/h). When created, the terminals have 
equal probabilities of heading west or east along straight trajectories. Their initial 
coordinates are such that the longitude value is uniformly distributed between 
and Similarly, the latitude is randomly chosen in the range [-L, L] degrees.
4.2.3 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the new connection blocking probability and the handover failure prob­
ability are evaluated through the analytical model presented in section-4.2.1.1. These 
values are validated by comparison with the results generated via our DVB-RCS packet- 
level simulator. One should note that statistics are gathered only from the central 
beam, in order to avoid border effects deriving from the mobility model and the limited 
number of spot-beams.
The following assumptions stand with reference to the simulation scenario:
• The new connection arrival rates for high-speed trains and aircraft are modelled 
as independent Poisson processes. In particular, fresh traffic generated by high­
speed trains is maintained constant with an average arrival rate equal to Xn,t. 
Instead, the average arrival rate Xn,a of new connections from aircraft is variable.
• The unencumbered connection duration is modelled as an exponentially-distributed
1
nal (aircraft or high-speed train) that generates the traffic.
random variable with mean value X. This is independent from the type of termi-
Tlie maximum queuing time for handover recommendations is also assumed to be 
an exponentially-distributed random variable. This is not true for simulations, 
where the queuing time is bounded by the threshold value. Two separate cases 
are analysed, which consider different average values (or time thresholds, in case 
of simulations). In the first scenario, is equal to 446 seconds, whereas Ma
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equals 132 seconds. One should note that this is not a casual choice, but the 
time necessary for high-speed trains and aircraft to cover a distance that is equal 
to half the overlapping area («  88 km), respectively. Indeed, we aim to analyse 
the handover performance when the fastest terminals are not prioritised and the 
system operates as a merely position-based scheme with queuing capabilities. In 
the second scenario, we set the same time threshold for both types of terminals 
(i.e., =  264 seconds). This means that handover recommendations from
M t Ma
aircraft are queued as soon as they enter the overlapping area. On the contrary, 
mobility updates from high-speed trains are discarded as long as the predicted 
residual residence time falls below the fixed threshold.
The main system assumptions are sunnnarised in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: System Assumptions for Residence-Time Based Prioritisation
X n , t  (connections/hour) X n ,a  (connections/hour)
3.49 [0 - 15.85]
(seconds)
M*
^  (seconds)
446, 264 132, 264
fjb  ^ (hours)
1.5
The comparison between simulation results and analytical calculations are carried out 
in terms of connection blocking probability and handover failure probability. Figure
4.4 and Figure 4.5 show our estimations with respect to the offered load. In both cases, 
a good fit between simulations and analytical results can be seen. However, this is 
particularly evident for low and medium loading. Figure 4.4 shows that there is only 
a small the gap between theoretical results and simulations. This is a consequence of 
the low sensitivity of our connection admission control strategy to different queuing 
policies. In particular, the effects of prioritisation over NBP  are mitigated by the 
presence of guard channels. The dependence of HFP on loading is depicted in Figure 
4.5. Here, the performance improvement introduced with our threshold-based queuing
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mechanism is more evident, and confirms the results already discussed in 3.2.3.3. By 
limiting the queuing time of train-generated handover recommendations, we actually 
reduce the number of mobility updates per terminal that are processed at the NCC. This 
increases the chances of aircraft handing over with respect to position-based schemes. 
At the same time, the combination of wide overlapping areas and long residence times 
partially compensate the prioritisation mechanism. Thus, the handover performance 
of high-speed trains should be only slightly penalised in real systems.
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Figure 4.4: New Connection Blocking Probability - Comparison between Analytical 
Predictions and Simulation Results {AiiTh = Queuing Threshold for Aircraft, Train^/i 
— Queuing Threshold for High-Speed Trains)
As a final remark, we analyse the discrepancy between analytical calculations and 
simulation results when increasing the offered load. This is reasonably due to the 
exponential approximation of channel holding time and maximum queuing time as 
well as the assumptions regarding the handover trafhc distribution. In particular, as 
shown in [75,76], the Poissonian assumption about the arrival rate of handover traffic 
is only true when there is no blocking in the network. High congestion and high
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new connection blocking probability make the behaviour of the handover arrival rate 
smooth, thus disrupting the Poissonian approximation and increasing the gap between 
analytical and simulation results.
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4 .2 .4  C onclusions
In section-4.2.1, we have presented a mathematical model that permits us to analyse 
the impact of the DVB-RCS spot-beam handover scheme described in section-3.2.3 on a 
fixed guard channel-based CAC strategy. This HO strategy relies on distributed GPS- 
based handover detection and centralised decision. RCSTs periodically convey detailed 
information about their mobility pattern to the NCC, which uses residual residence time 
estimations within the current spot-beam to prioritise handover recommendations. In 
the evaluation scenario, we have considered RCSTs mounted onboard high-speed trains 
and aircraft, thus moving at very different velocities. These terminals share the radio 
resources of the DVB-RCS uplink.
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Our analytical model relies on the iterative algorithm first proposed by A. Gersht [18] 
to derive new connection blocking probability and handover failure probability in multi­
class wireless networks. We have shown, via the comparison with NS-generated results 
that our mathematical model provides an accurate estimation of the new connection 
blocking probability for the entire loading range considered. A good fit between ana­
lytical estimations and simulation results for handover failure probability has also been 
demonstrated, especially at low-medium load. In fact, our assumptions about traffic 
distribution have been affected only for the results at high traffic arrival rates, where 
an increased discrepancy between theory and simulation has been observed.
4.3 P red ictive R eservation  and CAC in A irborne Scenar­
ios
In this section, a novel connection admission control strategy for mobile DVB-RCS in 
airborne scenarios is presented. Our scheme relies on arriving and departing traffic 
estimations from adjacent spot-beams to minimise the amount of resources reserved for 
handover purposes.
As in previous cases, we rely on GPS-derived position information to predict the re­
maining time before handovers take place. Such valuable estimation is periodically 
encapsulated into signalling bursts and conveyed to the network. Upon reception of 
an admission request, the NCC uses its knowledge of the mobility of the terminals 
to reserve the necessary number of TRF bursts in each spot-beam and minimise the 
handover failure rate. In order to guarantee lightness and backward compatibility, the 
scheme has been designed such that the parameters driving the decision phase fit into 
the limited reserved bits of CSC bursts and the SAC field of SYNC bursts. As a result, 
no additional signalling is introduced onto the DVB-RCS return channel [6].
The remainder of this section is organised as follows. Section-4.3.1 recalls the main is­
sues related to resource reservation that we aimed to address with our research. Some 
popular strategies based on mobility predictions are briefly discussed before introducing 
our new approach. Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 provide the details of the terminal-side and
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NCC-side technical implementations, respectively. We show how the input parameters 
for our CAC policy are derived, transmitted, and used by the NCC to estimate the 
amount of traffic roaming around the satellite network. The main assumptions regard­
ing the system and the geometry of the network are discussed in section-4.3.4, whilst 
simulation results are analysed and compared with other strategies in section-4.3.5. 
Finally, section-4.3.6 reports our conclusions.
4 .3 .1  Traffic and M o b ility  P red ic tio n
The service area of satellite networks (and in general of any wireless network) is often 
divided in spot-beams (or cells). This approach ensures coverage continuity and at the 
same time permits exploitation of frequency reuse as a means of increasing the system 
capacity. The main consequence is that specific policies must be enforced to regulate 
the radio resource access and avoid packet collisions. Such effects are exacerbated in 
wireless mobile networks. In fact, as already discussed in chapter 3, mobile terminals are 
free to roam around the network and may get close to the boundary between adjacent 
cells.
Resource reservation is a popular research topic that investigates how to maximise 
the performance of ongoing connections at the expense of fresh traffic. In section- 
3.1.4.2, an extensive description of the widely adopted family of handover schemes 
known as guard channel was given. Due to their intrinsic inability to handle traffic 
fluctuations, fixed cut-off mechanisms gradually evolved into adaptive solutions, which 
vary the number of handover channels according to traffic information [50,65,77,78]. 
In [50], new connections are admitted only if the desired amount of bandwidth can be 
allocated in the current spot-beam and at least the minimum acceptable bandwidth 
is reserved in neighbouring spot-beams. When no assumptions can be made about 
the route of the terminal, a conservative approach is proposed that reserves the same 
amomit of resources in all spot-beams. Conversely, if the path is predictable, less 
aggressive strategies are suggested in terms of scope and reserved bandwidth. In [65], 
active terminals contribute to increase the number of handover channels in proportion 
to the desired capacity. A pool of channels, whose size depends directly on the number
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of active connections, is maintained in each spot-beam and used to limit the amount of 
fresh traffic admitted into the network. A more complex solution is proposed in [77], 
where statistics about mobility pattern are collected by the system to predict the cell 
which is most likely to be visited by the moving terminal. The main advantage of 
this strategy is the adaptability to changes in traffic patterns (e.g., from peak hour to 
normal hour), obtained at the expense of high computational costs necessary to build 
the movement matrix. In [78], the authors extend this scheme to the ideal case where 
perfect knowledge of traffic mobility is assumed. By combining information about cell 
coverage, road topology, and terminal’s position, they developed a model that entirely 
describes connection arrivals and departures. As a result, resources for handover traffic 
are dynamically reserved and released in a fashion that minimises both the reservation 
bandwidth and duration. Recent trends in radio resource management [19,21,79] are 
to exploit mobility information such as velocity, position and direction to drive the 
admission control phase. We have already discussed the importance of the shadow 
cluster concept [21] to confine the reservation area to a limited set of cells according 
to mobility estimations. In [79], a cell visiting probability estimator is defined that 
uses velocity, direction and distance to neighbouring spot-beam centres to predict the 
handover likelihood. Bandwidth is therefore reserved in just one spot-beam at a time in 
accordance with the visiting probability. W ith respect to [78], unexpected handovers 
are handled by borrowing bandwidth from existing rate-adaptive connections in the 
same cell.
A study on the probabilistic influence of active terminals over connections in neigh­
bouring spot-beams was carried out by Hou and Fang in [19] to identify an effective 
strategy which preserves the QoS of ongoing connections during handovers. In par­
ticular, they defined the concept of influence curves as depending on the time spent 
by a connection within a cell, the velocity of the terminal, and its direction. These 
parameters characterise the influence exerted by each connection at a given time on 
adjacent cells. In return, the total influence of active connections on each single spot- 
beam is also derived, and can be used to estimate the number of guard channels for 
handover purposes. Unfortunately, in scenarios characterised by high mobility and fre­
quent handovers, such a conservative approach may represent a primary drawback for
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the deployment of this solution due to the considerable number of guard channels. The 
informed reader will also acknowledge that identifying the best trade-off between new 
admissions, handover, and channel utilisation is a complex task and requires mediation 
between QoS expectations and revenue maximisation.
In the following, we try  to overcome this problem by redefining the influence curves, 
not only to calculate the incoming traffic towards each spot-beam, but also to estimate 
the amount of resources that are likely to be soon released in an effort to minimise 
the number of guard channels. The aim of our formulation is to provide a flexible 
means to decrease the handover failure rate and meet stringent QoS requirements whilst 
maintaining the new connection blocking rate and the average resource utilisation under 
control.
4 .3 .2  T erm inal-side E n h an cem en ts
As in previous cases, RCSTs are assumed to be equipped with a GPS receiver. Since 
switch-on, mobile terminals periodically identify their position with respect to the satel­
lite coverage & spot-beam map. In order to simplify the mobility model, all spot-beams 
are assumed to be circular, wliile RCSTs follow straight trajectories and move at almost 
constant speed from one spot-beam to another.
Figure 4.6 depicts the exchange of mobility information between mobile RCSTs and 
the NCC. In our strategy, terminals attach a mobility update message to their CSC 
bursts whenever they make an attempt to logon to the network. This message, coded 
using a portion of the 18 reserved bits of the CSC burst [6], is stored at the NCC. It 
contains:
• The can d id a te  sp o t-b eam  ID  (i.e., S B j d ).
• An estimation of the res idual residence tim e  within the candidate spot-beam 
(i.e., Tj-esidence)'
Successively, if the terminal is admitted into the network, mobility updates are period­
ically conveyed via SYNC bursts using the reserved bits in the M_and_C field. Such an
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approach is similar to the HO-SYNC message described in section-3.2.3, with the differ­
ence that target spot-beam ID and remaining time to handoff values are generated by 
RCSTs throughout the connection duration and not only within the overlapping area. 
This entails some extra processing at the terminal and NCC sides, but ensures com­
plete backward-compatibility with respect to the current DVB-RCS normative because 
it does not introduce any modification to the signalling exchange mechanism.
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response and i 
link descriptors/
Time
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Figure 4.6: Signalling Exchange Associated with Mobility Updates 
4 .3 .3  N C C -sid e  E n h an cem en ts
The resource reservation mechanism driving our connection admission control scheme 
necessitates estimations of the traffic roaming around the satellite network. To this 
end, the NCC maintains a mobility database of logged terminals. For each RCST, a set 
of five parameters is monitored:
• C u rre n t sp o t-b eam  ID .
• R esidual residence tim e  within the current spot-beam (as estimated by a 
history of successive position information and velocity).
• T arge t sp o t-b eam  ID.
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• A llocated  capacity  (in terms of TRF slots).
• C onnection  se t-u p  tim e  (i.e., Tgetup)-
Entries associated with logged terminals are periodically refreshed with the mobility 
information contained in the M_and_C sub-field at each SYNC reception. However, for 
this to occur, the logon procedure must first be completed successfully. This requires 
the NCC to accomplish a pre-defined set of tasks as follows:
1. Process the contents of the CSC burst and extract Tresidence from the mobility 
update message. Test the availability of a Logon ID in the candidate uplink.
2. Allocate a periodic SYNC slot for synchronisation maintenance.
3. Estimate the inbound traffic.
4. Estimate the outbound traffic.
5. Enforce the connection admission control policy.
We have already discussed the importance of the first two steps in section-3.2.2.1. In 
particular. Logon IDs are used within the DVB-RCS domain as a unique identifier. 
Because of the limited size of this field (i.e., 16 bits), it may occur that this logical 
resource is not available in the candidate spot-beam. Similarly, periodic SYNC slot 
allocations are a requisite for ensuring synchronisation maintenance and packet collision 
avoidance. In the following sub-sections, we provide the implementation details of our 
traffic estimators as well as the basis of the proposed decision maker.
4.3.3.1 In b o u n d  Traffic E s tim a tio n
In order to provide an accurate inbound traffic estimation, the NCC must first scan its 
mobility database in search of all terminals heading to (S'B/p whose predicted residence 
time is shorter than Tresidence- This set of terminals, referred to as denotes those 
RCSTs that might be affected by the admission of a new connection if they remain 
active to the extent that a handover is required. As such, some resources are reserved
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in the candidate spot-beam to preserve their QoS. For each active connection, the 
amount of bandwidth set aside for handover purposes in the target spot-beam depends 
on the probability Pexcess that the connection will still be active after a handover (i.e., 
excess lifetime probability). This is defined as:
roo
Pexcess~ P^^Tlifetime^Presidence]— I f  (t)dt (4.15)
where Tufetime is a random variable for the connection duration, and denotes 
the instant in the future that the i-th RCST is expected to hand over to the target 
spot-beam. This is estimated according to Tsetup and Tresidence- Instead, f{ t)  is the 
connection lifetime probability density function. This approach aims to minimise the 
amount of reserved resources for those connections that are likely to be released sponta­
neously before they require a handover. In particular, a threshold probability is defined 
(i.e., Thiniound)-, below which the reservation is limited to a portion of the bandwidth 
currently assigned to the terminal in proportion to Pexcess- On the contrary, if Pexcess 
exceeds Thinbound^ the entire capacity allocated for the terminal (i.e., Cap) is reserved 
in the target spot-beam for the incoming connection. Our incoming traffic estimator 
acts as shown in Figure 4.7.
In particular, Inboundrcst represents the cardinality of 12^^, whereas Tcum is a cumu­
lative variable that is used by the NCC to estimate the average delay (i.e., Avdeiay) 
before terminals from neighbouring spot-beams require a handover. This is calculated 
as the ratio of Tcum to Inboundrcst-
4.3.3.2 Outbound Traffic Estim ation
The outbound traffic estimation represents a critical step in our mechanism that is 
used to reduce the number of guard channels in each spot-beam. This is carried out 
by re-applying the same criteria exposed above for inbound traffic estimations. In 
particular, a prediction of the future congestion level in the candidate spot-beam is 
made, which takes into account the amount of resources that are likely to be released 
before terminals belonging to cross the beam boundary. Despite radio channel
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Figure 4.7: Inbound Traffic Estimation Algorithm
conditions representing a potential cause for disconnections, in the following we have 
assumed a low packet error rate (i.e., 10“ ^) in order to maintain the NCC implemen­
tation as simple as possible and avoid unnecessary processing. The reader may refer to 
section-3.2.2.3 for a thorough analysis of NCC implementations with memory.
Let Fend be the probability that an active connection terminates before Avdelay expires:
r^end
Pend“  ^^\^lifetime'^Avdelay]~ I f  (t)dtJo (4.16)
where Aend denotes the instant in the future that the RCSTs belonging to finest aban­
don adjacent spot-beams to enter the spot-beam that should host the new connection. 
The calculation of Aend is based on Tgetup and Av delay values. In accordance with 
the previous case, we define and Thoutbound as the set of mobile terminals cur­
rently residing in the candidate spot-beam and the threshold probability for departing 
terminals, respectively. The outbound traffic estimator is conservative in the sense 
that departing RCSTs are entirely counted only if they are expected to both leave the 
spot-beam and terminate their communications soon. Otherwise, only a portion of the 
allocated capacity is considered.
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The purpose of arbitrarily selected thresholds such as Thinbound and Thoutbound is to 
prioritise handover traffic over new connections and to avoid scenarios in which incom­
ing traffic and departing traffic are either under or overestimated. Our outbound traffic 
estimator acts as shown in Figure 4.8.
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For each  RCST e
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no
yes
yesno
yes
Exit
Extract S B iq and I re s /d e n c e
Outboundtnmc+= Cap OutbOUndtramc + =  C a p  * Pend
Figure 4.8: Outbound Traffic Estimation Algorithm 
4.3.3.3 A dm ission C on tro l Policy
The NCC calculates the amount of resources for handover support (i.e., Ares) by sub­
tracting the outbound traffic estimation from the inbound traffic estimation. This is 
rounded to the closest integer due to the discrete nature of frequency-time slots. The 
system verifies its capacity to support a new terminal (i.e., Capavail) by taking into 
account the number of unassigned TRF slots (i.e., Capfree)-, Ares, and the bandwidth 
requested by the new connection (i.e., Capreq)- As shown in Figure 4.9, if Capavail 
is positive or equal to 0, the new connection is admitted into the DVB-RCS network, 
and a unicast TIM message is generated containing usual descriptors for forward and 
return links. On the contrary, if Capavail is strictly negative, a Logon-Denied descriptor 
is attached to the TIM message, which instructs the RCST to abandon the network.
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Figure 4.9: Resource Reservation and CAC Algorithm 
4 .3 .4  E valu ation  Scenario
Our resource reservation and admission control mechanism for mobile DVB-RCS net­
works has been tested via the packet-level simulator described in Annex A.I.
In our experiments, we consider a 2-D network topology, with 600 km-radius spot-beams 
deployed according to a 7-cell compact pattern (Fig. 4.10). The cluster made of the 
central spot-beam and its 6 neighbouring spot-beams is administered by an individual 
NCC, co-located with the terrestrial gateway at 0° latitude and 15° longitude (Fig. 
4.11).
Because a detailed packet-level description of the entire network would be excessively 
resource and time consuming, we have confined our analysis to the central spot-beam 
only. The rest of the DVB-RCS network is collectively described via the handover 
requests towards the investigated portion of coverage. Of course, this approach is valid 
only for balanced networks with homogeneous traffic, where single-beam statistics are
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Figure 4.10: Cluster of Spot-Beams and Airborne Mobility Scenario
sufficient to extrapolate the global system behaviour. Conversely, in unbalanced traffic 
conditions, all spot-beams should be studied jointly.
A single class of terminals (i.e., aircraft) is implemented in the simulator, and RCSTs’ 
initial locations are uniformly distributed within square clusters of 5° x 5° around the 
spot-beam centres (Fig. 4.10). The mobility scenario for our experiments is straightfor­
ward. Once switched-on, each terminal moves at aeronautical speed (i.e., 1200 km/h) 
following a straight trajectory with equal probability towards one of the adjacent spot- 
beams. The actual final destination is uniformly distributed within the cluster area 
of the target spot-beam. For the sake of simplicity, RCSTs are allowed to establish 
only one connection at a time. In particular, each terminal occupies an individual TRF 
slot (i.e., CRA traffic) while transmitting over the return link. In our simulations, new 
connection arrivals form a Poisson process with average Anew, whereas the connection 
lifetime is exponentially distributed with mean value We consider the uplink con­
figuration as described in Table 3.4, with three carriers and a total capacity of 19 TRF 
slots (i.e., C — 19 TRFs). The main simulation assumptions are summarised in Table
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Figure 4.11: Reference Network Topology for Residence-Time Based CAC Strategy
4.2.
4 .3 .5  S im u lation  R esu lts  and  A n a lysis
This section is devoted to the performance analysis of the previously described predic­
tive admission control scheme for mobile DVB-RCS networks. In our discussion, we 
particularly refer to three connection-level QoS indicators:
• The new connection blocking rate (i.e., NBR).
• The handover failure rate (i.e., HFR).
• The average bandwidth utilisation (i.e., ABU).
NBR  is estimated as the ratio of the number of Logon-Denied TIM messages generated 
to the number of logon requests received by the NCC:
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Table 4.2: DVB-RCS Configuration and Simulation Assumptions
Anew (connections/ m inu te) jj.  ^ (m inutes)
0.45, 0.4, 0.33, 0.28 40
Thinbound Thontbound
0.33 0.66
B ro ad cast P erio d s (s) T im eou t V alues (s)
NCR (0.2651) NCR (3)
NIT (5) TBTP (10)
RMT (5) CSC Response (0.636)
PAT (1) SYNC Response (0.636)
PMT (0.5) CSC C hannel
SCT (0.02651) CSC Max Losses (3 times)
FCT (0.02651) CSC Max Retries (5 times)
TCT (0.02651) CSC Max Backoff (1 sec)
TBTP (0.02651) SY N C slots
CMT (1) SYNC Period (1.0604 s)
G u a rd  T im es (p:s) SYNC Max H ies (6)
CSC (15) Achieve Threshold (0.001 s)
TRF/SYNC (1) SYNC Max Losses (3)
N B R  = Number of Logon-Denied TIMs Number of Logon Requests (4.17)
HFR is calculated according to equation (3.3) as the ratio of the number of RCSTs 
which abandon the current spot-beam before successfully completing a handover to the 
number of handover requests. Finally, we estimate AB U as the time-averaged number 
of TRF slots occupied:
AB U  = ^ Tim e  (n) (4.18)
n=0
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where Time{n) is the portion of the entire simulation time in which n TRF slots are 
allocated. In order to provide fair terms for comparison, our simulation results are 
plotted with respect to three solutions proposed in the literature [19,35]:
1. T h e  s ta tic  g u a rd  channel s tra te g y  [35]. With this scheme, 5% of the overall 
available bandwidth (i.e., 1 TRF slot) is reserved for exclusive support of handover 
traffic.
2. T h e  m obility -based  adm ission  con tro l proposed by Hou and Fang in [19]. 
As exposed in section-4.3.1, the amount of reserved resources depends on the 
influence of mobile terminals in adjacent spot-beams.
3. T he  n o n -p rio ritisa tio n  s tra te g y  [35]. This scheme, in which new connec­
tions and handover traffic are treated equally, is a useful reference to assess the 
performance of other policies.
We emphasise that simulation results always depend on the particular choice of the 
thresholds for inbound and outbound traffic. Several different combinations are admis­
sible, thus representing a means for the network operator to tune the reservation aggres­
siveness and achieve their target performance. At tliis stage, we are mainly interested 
in proving the effectiveness of our admission control strategy as a flexible alternative 
to well known fixed and adaptive reservation schemes [19,35]. Thus, our analysis is 
confined to an intermediate couple of values { T h in b o u n d  — 0.33 and T h p u tb o u n d  = 0.66).
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the new connection blocking rate and the handover failure 
rate of the four schemes with respect to the new connection arrival rate. The dashed- 
line curve always refers to the non-prioritisation scheme which acts as a reference for a 
quantitative analysis. From the comparative analysis of the NBR  values in Figure 4,12, 
we can see that our solution lies slightly above the static guard channel policy for the 
entire range under analysis. Such behaviour can be explained in relation to the adaptive 
nature of the resource reservation mechanism that takes into account the congestion 
level and mobility in all spot-beams. This generally results in more resources being 
reserved. It is interesting to note the marked reduction in new connection blocking 
rates that are registered with respect to the approach proposed in [19]. In particular.
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while both solutions carry out inbound traffic projections from neighbouring spot-beams 
to determine the amount of guard channels for handover connections, we also make use 
of outbound estimations to minimise the impact on fresh traffic. Such an approach is 
particularly effective when increasing the offered load, because a sizeable amount of 
logon requests is now accepted despite the increase in handover traffic.
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Figure 4.12: New Connection Blocking Rate vs. Arrival Rate of Fresh Traffic for 
Various CAC Strategies (In-t-Out =  Inbound +  Outbound Traffic Estimations, H&F 
=  Hou&Fang (Inbound Traffic Only), 5% Guard =  5% Guard Channel Strategy, No 
Resv =  Non Reservation Strategy)
A similar trend is shown in Figure 4.13 by the handover failure rate. Here, our scheme 
produces an appreciable reduction in the number of connections that are forced to 
termination with respect to the 5% fixed guard channel strategy. This is achieved 
at the expense of a slight increase in new connection blocking rate. In particular, 
while both HFR curves show similar behaviours for medium load, the gap becomes 
more evident in congested scenarios. As one may expect, the aggressiveness of Hou’s 
strategy [19] achieves the best performance in terms of handover failure rate, but at the
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expense of the highest new connection blocking rate under the entire range of traffic 
conditions. On the contrary, our solution is particularly effective at jointly minimising 
NBR  and the QoS degradation of ongoing connections.
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Figure 4.13: Handover Failure Rate vs. Arrival Rate of Fresh Traffic for Various CAC 
Strategies (In+Out =  Inbound +  Outbound Traffic Estimations, H&F =  Hou&Fang 
(Inbound Traffic Only), 5% Guard =  5% Guard Channel Strategy, No Resv =  Non 
Reservation Strategy)
The results described above are of more general value when analysed from the operator 
point of view. For this reason. Figure 4.14 shows the average bandwidth utilisation 
with respect to the new connection arrival rate. As expected, the non-prioritisation 
scheme outperforms all other strategies due to its tendency to always admit connections 
into the network, regardless of the traffic nature (fresh or handover), as far as spare 
capacity is available. Such an approach acts on a first-come-first-served basis, thus 
resulting in unacceptable handover failure rates. The other extreme is Hou’s mobility- 
based scheme [19], which tries to maximise the perceived QoS of ongoing connections
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by reserving a variable number of TRF slots in each spot-beam, but does not consider 
valuable information regarding the intra-beam mobility. The main consequence is the 
minimal probability for a new connection to be admitted into the network, especially at 
high congestion levels, as clearly shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.14. Our CAC scheme and 
the static guard channel solution remain between these bounds, and the choice whether 
to adopt one or the other scheme depends on the trade-off between network utilisation 
(operator standpoint) and connection-level QoS (user standpoint). If the operator aims 
to preserve ongoing connections and guarantee low handover failure rates during periods 
of high congestion at the expense of moderate resource reservation, then our strategy is 
valid. Conversely, if the load level decreases, a fixed guard channel approach is sufBcient 
to guarantee a lower number of connection rejections, higher resource utilisation and 
similar performance in terms of handover failure rate.
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Figure 4.14: Average Bandwidth Utilisation vs. Arrival Rate of Fresh Traffic for Var­
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For the sake of completeness, the effects of different inbound and outbound thresholds 
on network performance statistics have also been analysed. Curves obtained in previous 
experiments {Thinbound — 0.33 and Thoutbaund = 0.66) are used as a reference. Our 
sensitivity analysis is carried out by maintaining one of the threshold parameters fixed 
to the reference value, and varying the other. The range of analysis is summarised in 
Table 4.3:
Table 4.3: Inbound and Outbound Threshold Values
T  h in b o u n d 0.25 0.33 0.50
T h o n tb o u n d 0.33 0.66 0.90
Figme 4.15 analyses the effect of different thresholds on new connection blocking rates. 
In particular, graphs on the left-hand side and right-hand side refer to Thinbound and 
T h o u tb o u n d  Variations, respectively. One may notice that when the inbound threshold 
decreases, the blocking rate increases. This is due to the fact that a larger number of 
TRF slots are reserved for handover from neighbouring spot-beams. Indeed, as shown 
in the block diagram in Figure 4.7, a low threshold means that connections that are 
less likely to require a handover are also protected by greater resource reservation. 
Conversely, Figure 4.8 shows that when the outbound threshold decreases, the number 
of terminals that are expected to leave the network increases. In this case, reserved 
resources decrease with the result that less connections are rejected.
As one might expect, the opposite trend is observed in Figure 4.16 with regard to the 
handover failure rate. As a final remark, results related to the average bandwidth util­
isation are presented in Figure 4.17. These are consistent with our analysis of blocking 
rates, and show that aggressive resource reservation strategies result in better QoS 
preservation of ongoing connections at the expense of a decrease in resource utilisation.
4 .3 .6  C onclusions
In section-4.3, we have described a novel resource reservation mechanism and admis­
sion control strategy for mobile DVB-RCS in airborne scenarios. In contrast to other
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Figure 4.17: Average Bandwidth Utilisation vs. Arrival Rate of Fresh Traffic for Various 
Traffic Thresholds
schemes in the literature [19,35], we have proposed to drive the admission phase accord­
ing to estimations of inbound and outbound traffic from the candidate spot-beam. For 
this to be possible, valuable mobility information such as the residual residence time 
within spot-beams is conveyed to the NCC via the reserved bits of CSC and SYNC 
bursts. We have developed ad-hoc extensions for the terminal objects and the NCC 
in the framework of our packet-level simulator to facilitate the exchange of mobility 
information and traffic estimations.
We have compared our simulation results with those obtained by implementing well 
known strategies such as the fixed guard channel approach [35], the mobility-based 
CAC scheme [19], and the non-prioritised admission control policy [35]. The compar­
ison has been made on the basis of the new connection blocking rate, the handover 
failure rate, and the average bandwidth utilisation. Simulation results have confirmed 
that our resource reservation and admission control strategy may be used by network 
operators as a means of meeting QoS targets. In particular, the resource reservation 
aggressiveness can be modified through careful tuning of the inbound and outbound 
traffic thresholds. We have shown that, if the network is sufficiently loaded, our pro­
posal outperforms the 5% static guard channel policy in terms of handover failure rates, 
at the expense of a slight increase in new connection blocking rates and decrease in
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resource utilisation. We have also demonstrated that, when inbound traffic estimations 
are complemented by statistics related to the outbound traffic, it is possible to preserve 
the connectivity of active terminals without prejudicing the access of new RCSTs and 
ultimately the network utilisation.
4.4 Sum m ary
This chapter has investigated issues related to connection admission control in DVB- 
RCS systems. The first part of the text has been devoted to the classification of several 
schemes in the literature according to the objective that the system aims to achieve. 
We have provided references for the reader interested in the main CAC techniques for 
QoS guarantee, revenue maximisation, service/class prioritisation, and fairness level.
A mathematical model to evaluate the performance of our threshold-based queuing 
mechanism for vehicular geostationary networks has been introduced. Using a recur­
sive approach, we have demonstrated the accuracy of our packet-level simulations in 
airborne and railway scenarios for a vast range of offered traffic. We have also shown 
that, at high congestion levels, our assumptions about traffic distribution affect the 
handover failure probability estimations, showing increased discrepancy between the­
ory and simulation.
In the last part of the chapter, we have proposed a novel connection admission con­
trol strategy based on predictive resource reservation. With respect to static or non­
prioritising schemes, we have opted for a probabilistic approach to estimate future 
amounts of handover traffic from neighbouring spot-beams as well as intra-beam load. 
Via packet-level simulations, we have demonstrated that when inbound traffic estima­
tion is complemented by similar outbound traffic prediction, it is possible to preserve 
the QoS of ongoing connections without incurring excessively aggressive resource reser­
vation policies. Via a system of inbound and outbound traffic thresholds, we have 
provided a flexible means to modify the aggressiveness of the reservation mechanism. 
As a result, the network operator can shift the reservation level to find the best trade-off 
between new connection blocking probability, handover failure probability, and overall 
bandwidth utilisation.
Chapter 5
Inter-Segm ent M obility
In the last two decades, wireless networks have undergone a fast growth. A large 
number of standards are now available for mobile communications and the current 
trend is to evolve towards network integration. It is therefore reasonable to expect 
tha t future terminals will host multi-mode radio interfaces for the support of multiple 
services using different access technologies [80]. In this scenario, mobile users will 
be able to communicate without service disruption via several access networks whilst 
roaming around multi-tier coverage regions.
In chapter 2, we have mentioned that the new DVB-RCS+M normative [15] will na­
tively support terminal mobility. As a consequence, integration with terrestrial systems 
becomes a primary concern to ensure network connectivity when the satellite view is 
obstructed (e.g., in a tunnel) or disturbed (e.g., in urban areas). Mobile collective vehi­
cles such as high-speed trains are expected to host one of the major user communities 
for broadband satellite services. Hence, terrestrial gap-fillers may represent an effective 
solution to ensure connectivity in discontinuous satellite coverage.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows:
• An overview of the main issues related to inter-segment radio resource man­
agement is presented, with particular emphasis on joint satellite-terrestrial con­
nection admission control strategies and inter-segment (vertical) handover. The
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main advantages of wireless network integration are described, with reference to 
popular schemes available in the literature.
• A novel connection admission control scheme for DVB-RCS systems comple­
mented by terrestrial gap-fillers is introduced that accounts for topology, mobility, 
and network congestion to improve the connection-level performance statistics. 
Our scheme relies on the analogies between the mobihty pattern of LEO con­
stellations and that of high-speed trains [54] to predict the trajectories of active 
terminals and their eligibility for vertical handover.
• A mathematical model describing the effects of our joint satellite-terrestrial re­
source management scheme is developed and its sensitivity to important parame­
ters such as the terrestrial network availability, the rejection probability, and the 
satellite-to-ground connection diversion aggressiveness is analysed.
• A packet-level description of our scheme is also provided. Particular attention 
is devoted to the RCST-side and NCC-side implementations. Om’ probabilistic 
CAC scheme is analysed in railway scenarios and compared with a static resource 
reservation scheme, whilst the accuracy of the analytical estimations is confirmed 
via simulation results.
• A cost-based optimisation of the vertical handover mechanism is finally proposed. 
A cumulative cost function is defined that combines the improvements in terms 
of satellite network statistics due to the presence of gap-fillers with the terrestrial 
roaming expense. This function is used as a means to derive the best vertical 
handover strategy in accordance with the network status.
5.1 Overlay N etw orks and Inter-Segm ent R esource M an­
agem ent
Recently, an increasing drive towards wireless network integration was observed. Nowa­
days, mobile phones already offer the opportunity to switch from GSM to UMTS net­
works or WiFi hot spots with the objective to maximise the user experience or minimise
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the battery consumption. A similar trend is expected to be followed in the near fu­
ture, with terminals hosting multi-mode radio interfaces that enable seamless vertical 
handover towards different access technologies according to a host of factors such as 
topology, mobility, and network congestion [80].
A typical example of overlay networks is presented in Figure 5.1, where three levels of 
coverage (global, suburban, and urban) coexist geographically. In this scenario, joint 
radio resource management in integrated satellite-terrestrial networks can be defined 
with the objective of improving the QoS perceived by mobile users. We have already 
discussed the importance of position information to counteract channel impairments in 
previous chapters. One should also note that in heterogeneous communication envi­
ronments, mobile terminals may cross multi-tier coverage regions where several access 
technologies can ensure network connectivity. Position information may therefore be 
exploited to drive the handover and the CAC decision makers, as shown in [30,81]. In 
these papers, the authors propose a handover initiation scheme for integrated CSM- 
satellite networks that is based on signal strength and distance from the base station. 
A mathematical model is also developed that shows some performance improvements 
with respect to signal strength-based strategies.
The concept of inter-segment handover was first introduced by M. Steinm in [82]. In 
his model, the author implicitly assumes tha t the capacity of each network is inversely 
proportional to the coverage region. In addition, mobile terminals tend to prioritise 
available access technologies according to the offered data rate. It results in vertical 
handover requests being generated every time terminals enter a region offering faster 
services with respect to the current network. It is interesting to note that rather than 
depending on network-specific channel measurements to predict handovers, this scheme 
requires no knowledge about channel characteristics and depends only on higher-order 
information such as the presence or absence of beacons.
A different vertical handover initiation scheme is proposed in [83], where the author 
defines a multi-dimensional cost function that takes into account several factors such as 
network conditions, systems performance, user preferences, and terminal status. Dif­
ferent priorities are assigned to each parameter so that the target network is identified
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Figure 5.1: Overlay Networks and Vertical Handover
as the one that minimises the overall cost. A similar technique is presented in [84] that 
aims to maximise the user data rate and minimise blocking probabilities. Such results 
are achieved by switching active connections among all available networks according to 
a profitability function. This is defined as the difference between cost and gain associ­
ated with handover, and is used to decide the optimal level of handover proactivity. In 
particular, the handover gain depends on the offered data rate, the network utilisation, 
and the QoS requirements. Conversely, the costs are related to the data volume lost 
during handover execution.
5.2 D V B -R C S S ystem s C om plem ented  by Terrestrial Gap- 
Fillers
The new DYB-RCS+M normative aims to provide mobility support not only in LOS 
scenarios, but also when the line of sight to the serving satellite is obstructed (e.g., in a 
tunnel) or disturbed (e.g., in urban areas). It is therefore necessary to identify effective 
solutions for ensuring the terminal connectivity in discontinuous satellite coverage. In
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[85], a description of currently available gap-filler technologies for DVB-RCS networks 
is provided. In particular, these systems can be classified as:
1. In teg ra l G ap-F illers. This solution is applicable when the satellite signal is no 
longer available for reception at the RCST. This may be the case of a train enter­
ing a tunnel (Fig. 5.2), when the line-of-sight is obstructed and the mobile RCST 
must necessarily connect to a local repeater in order to maintain the connectivity. 
In the simplest case, the gap-filler acts as a transparent repeater (or access point). 
The main consequence is that the NCC is unaware of the gap-filler taking over 
the communication. The entire procedure is transparent at DVB-RCS level and 
does not require any specific resource management procedure.
GEO
Satellite
/  Inter-Segm ent
r  handover
Fixed Sateilite StationMobiie
RCST Tunnel GW
Gap-Flllers
NCC
Figure 5.2: Integral Gap-Filler and Tunnel Coverage
2. T e rrestria l G ap-F illers. In this case, interaction with wireless terrestrial sys­
tems is envisaged (Fig. 5.3). Cellular networks such as GPRS or UMTS may 
temporarily host active connections when user-required QoS cannot be guaran­
teed by the satellite system. Such an approach is more sophisticated because 
vertical handover as well as integrated resource management may be required. In 
addition, the RCST must be compatible with different air interfaces and packet
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formats.
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Figure 5.3: DVB-RCS Network and Terrestrial Gap-Fillers
Recently, an increase in user expectations was observed both in terms of performance 
and connectivity. The availability of demanding applications (e.g., voice, real-time 
video and multimedia) is required at any time, regardless of the terminal location and 
mobility pattern. Because high-speed trains are likely to host one of the major user 
communities for broadband satellite services, we devote this section to the performance 
analysis of DVB-RCS systems complemented by terrestrial infrastructure. In our study, 
gap-fillers provide additional resources that can be used to extend the satellite cover­
age beyond the spot-beam edge. As shown in Figure 5.3, terrestrial cellular networks 
have a patchy nature with respect to the geostationary coverage. In addition, these 
are more likely to be located in urban areas, where the LOS condition cannot always 
be guaranteed and multipath phenomena may affect the quality of the received signal. 
Unlike aeronautical and maritime scenarios, high-speed trains may benefit from specific 
resource management algorithms that take into account the presence of terrestrial gap- 
fillers to improve the offered QoS. We have developed an analytical model for hybrid 
networks composed of a DVB-RCS-compliant satellite segment, and a generic wire­
less terrestrial segment. This is used as a framework for assessing the connection-level
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performance of existing CAC solutions and for validating a set of new radio resource 
management mechanisms that aim to increase the user satisfaction and the overall re­
source utilisation. Our model of vehicular CEO networks relies on the analogy between 
the mobility pattern predictability of LEO constellations and mobile users onboard 
high-speed trains. In particular, as the terminal velocity is commonly neglected in the 
literature with respect to LEO mobility (18,000-25,000 km/h), similarly CEO footprints 
can be considered fixed and the trajectory of high-speed trains highly predictable [54]. 
The consequence is that, despite the difference in terms of propagation delay, a similar 
approach can be followed to design a suitable resource management scheme for the 
scenario under analysis.
In the following sections, a predictive admission control strategy is introduced and the 
details of our analytical model for hybrid satellite-terrestrial networks are presented. 
The network performance statistics are derived iteratively using an approach based on 
the Erlang fixed-point approximation [86]. In addition, the accuracy of our estimations 
is validated via a comparison with packet-level simulation results.
5.2 .1  C A C  and  H andover M an agem en t in  R ailw ay  Scenarios
Several admission control and resource reservation strategies for LEO networks have 
already been proposed in the literature that address the maximisation of cost met­
rics [46,48,74]. These techniques tend to prioritise handover traffic by rejecting new 
connections whenever either sufficient resource are not available in the current spot- 
beam or cannot be reserved in one of the successive spot-beams along the terminal 
route. Queuing of handover requests is also proposed as a means to decrease the prob­
ability that an ongoing connection may be forced to termination and to increase the 
resource utilisation. In [74], the authors investigate the performance of the traditional 
FIFO discipline (First-In-First-Out) in comparison with a more sophisticated prioriti­
sation strategy based on the sojourn time within the overlapping area between adjacent 
spot-beams.
In accordance with the customary assumption that ongoing communications have a 
higher priority than new admission requests, our solution makes use of mobility and
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topological information to decide whether a connection should be granted access to 
the network. In particular, our admission control policy relies on the fractional guard 
channel scheme, which was first proposed by R. Ramjee in [64]. This involves a proba­
bilistic reservation mechanism that aims to attain low blocking rates at the expense of 
increased handover failures. Handover traffic is prioritised by randomly rejecting some 
new connections from the satellite network during congested intervals. Because of the 
limited size of terrestrial cells and their heterogeneous distribution within the satel­
lite footprint, it is reasonable to expect that only a small portion of active terminals 
will reside in a two-tier area at handover time. Such conditions are considered in our 
study by means of a specific probability term. In this scenario, terrestrial gap-fillers 
are seen as a temporary access technology that provides backup capacity whenever 
horizontal handover (i.e., between adjacent spot-beams) cannot be completed due to 
lack of available resources in the target spot-beam. Our objective is to demonstrate 
that a high handover success rate and channel utilisation can be attained via joint 
satellite-terrestrial resource management, without sacrificing much bandwidth in ag­
gressive resource reservations.
Of course, one cannot neglect the fact that our network architecture may require traffic 
re-routing between gateways and terrestrial base stations. As a result, layer 3 mo­
bility issues must be taken into account. These have been discussed in section-3.3. 
In particular, IP mobility mechanisms can be demanding in terms of processing and 
bandwidth due to tunnelling. Roaming costs should also be considered, thus making 
vertical handover the last resort to maintain the connections active when terminals are 
approaching the beam boundary and satellite resources are not immediately available.
In our study, we consider a mobile satellite interactive network (Fig. 5.4) that consists of 
a space and a ground segment [87]. The space segment comprises a geostationary bent- 
pipe satellite working at Ku or Ka band. The terrestrial segment consists of RCSTs 
installed onboard high-speed trains, one gateway (GW) and the NCC. As mentioned 
in section-2.2.1, the GW acts as a feeder for the forward link and as a traffic collector 
for the return link, while the NCC is responsible for network operations. In Figure 5.4, 
two terrestrial gap-fillers (i.e., TGF 1 and TGF 2) are also defined in adjacent spot- 
beams belonging to the same GEO satellite. The architecture is completed by a further
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element, the Network Operation Centre (NOC) that is used to coordinate resource 
negotiation in the eventuality that a handover towards the terrestrial infrastructure 
becomes necessary.
GEO Satellite
Tram
obile RCST
NOC
Service Providers
Figure 5.4: Reference Architecture for DVB-RCS-Terrestrial Hybrid Networks
Radio resource management in DVB-RCS is defined as a combination of static and 
dynamic (on-demand) allocations. In our work, we aim to improve the connection-level 
performance of real-time applications such as multimedia that are very demanding 
in terms of data rate and delay. Such requirements are mapped into CRA traffic. In 
accordance with the mechanisms presented in [51,53], we suggest that the joint satellite- 
terrestrial system implements a mobile-assisted handover scheme with distributed de­
tection. Conversely, an individual centralised entity (i.e., the NCC) is responsible for 
the decision phase in the satellite domain. This is also true in our joint satellite- 
terrestrial network when horizontal (i.e., spot-beam) handover is required. Conversely, 
a peer entity in the target system must be identified and contacted to negotiate a ver­
tical (i.e., inter-segment) connection transfer. The details of such signalling exchange
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are beyond the scope of this work tha t is focused on resource and QoS management.
In previous chapters, we have already argued that mobile RCSTs would benefit sig­
nificantly from a positioning system (e.g., GPS) and a map of the satellite interactive 
network for synchronisation purposes. An important consequence is that terminals such 
as high-speed trains that follow pre-determined routes can derive accurate estimations 
about their mobility pattern [53,54]. We have exploited this information to design a 
hybrid handover detection mechanism that uses:
1. P osition  in fo rm ation  for intra-satellite mobility.
2. P osition  in fo rm ation  complemented by rad io  channel qua lity  estim ations
for inter-segment mobility.
When a handover need is detected by the RCST, a new HO recommendation is gener­
ated and conveyed to the NCC via standard DVB-RCS signalling messages, as previ­
ously described in section-3.2.2. In response to the content of the handover recommen­
dation, the decision maker verifies the availability of capacity in the satellite domain 
(via the NCC) or in the terrestrial segment (via the NOC and the resource manager in 
the target wireless network). As one might notice, such an approach requires additional 
complexity on the network side since broad knowledge of the hybrid network topology 
is required. However, it might represent a viable solution for smooth handover and 
prompt traffic redirection.
5.2.1.1 A naly tica l M odel
An analytical model has been developed that describes the behaviour of our joint 
satellite-terrestrial system. By exploiting a recursive approach, we derive the usual 
network performance statistics such as new connection blocking probability, handover 
failure probability, and resource utilisation. As any other mathematical abstraction, our 
analysis relies on a certain number of assumptions. The system architecture envisages 
two adjacent GEO spot-beams (beams i and j )  and two terrestrial cells (T Q  and T C j )  
that are assumed to be located in urban centres in the proximity of the overlapping
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areas (Fig. 5.5). For the sake of simplicity, the coverage is always approximated by a 
rectangular area, regardless of the segment (satellite or terrestrial).
Mobile RCSTs follow a bidirectional mobility scenario. These are assumed to move 
along parallel linear trajectories [54] at the same speed. As a result, only a single spot- 
beam contributes to the handover traffic towards the adjacent spot-beam (or terrestrial 
system). One should note that the terminal velocity may assume different values if the 
RCST is connected to the GEO satellite segment (i.e., Vsat) or to the wireless terrestrial 
segment (i.e., vter) in accordance with the assumption that trains move slower in urban 
centres than in rural areas.
Regardless of their initial position, RCSTs are permitted to send logon requests only to 
the DVB-RCS system and cannot access the terrestrial infrastructure unless they are 
specifically instructed to do so during handover operations. As in standalone DVB-RCS 
networks, the NCC acts as the primary resource manager and is the only entity that 
can authorise a vertical handover towards the terrestrial segment. To this end, periodic 
updates about satellite resource availability are assumed to be exchanged between the 
NCC and its peer entity in the terrestrial network to facilitate inter-domain resource 
management.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic of Hybrid Satellite-Terrestrial Coverage 
The mobility factors characterising our study are summarised in Table 5.1. We use the
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dimensionless parameter a  [44] to describe the user mobility in each network segment 
(satellite-terrestrial). This is defined as the ratio of the cell diameter (2R) to the product 
between mean service duration (i.e., Tg) and the velocity of the terminal (vgat or vter)- 
In particular, a  represents a measure of the handover necessity and the smaller is this 
parameter, the higher is the likelihood that the connection will require a handover 
during its lifetime.
Table 5.1: ATobility Parameters
N etw ork
Segm ent
Cell 
R ad ius (R)
T erm inal
V elocity
M ean  Service 
D u ra tio n  (Tg)
a  = 
2R
’^ s a t i te r T g
Satellite 800 km Vsat — 345 km /h 2 hours 2.32
Terrestrial 200 km Vter = 60 km /h 2 hours 3.33
In our model, only real-time applications are supported that are mapped into the CRA 
traffic class (i.e., 1 TRF slot per superframe per RCST). In each spot-beam, new con­
nection arrivals are modelled as an independent Poisson process with average rate Xnew 
whereas the channel holding time for both new and handover traffic is exponentially 
distributed with mean value - .  This is calculated as the minimum between the cell 
residence time and the residual lifetime of new/handover connections [88]. In [73,74], 
the expectation of the channel holding time Thoiding hi a generic spot-beam for Poisson- 
distributed connection arrivals and exponential durations is derived as:
E  [Tholding] = T s { l -  P/^ q) (5.1)
where Tg is the mean service duration (exponentially-distributed) and Pho is the intra­
satellite handover probability between adjacent spot-beams. We assume that terminals 
are initially located within the interior rectangular area of each spot-beam at a distance 
from the beam boundary that is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2R, and that their 
routes are parallel to the equator. Let also H  and t /  be the random variables denoting 
the duration of a generic connection and the residence time within the spot-beam where 
the comiection was initiated, respectively. As a result, the expectation of the channel
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holding time in the originating spot-beam (i.e., Tnew) is:
/  1 f T m a x  \=  1 - —  / =\  J-msx. Jo  J (5,2)Lmax
a
where Tmax refers to the time interval necessary for the RCST to cover a distance 
that is equal to the spot-beam diameter (i.e, 2R). Similarly, let Tt denote the time 
interval necessary to cross the terrestrial coverage extension (i.e., 2d). Due to the 
memoriless nature of the exponential distribution, successive handover probabilities 
are independent of the position within the initial spot-beam, and only depend on the 
time necessary to cover the distance between two adjacent spot-beams or terrestrial 
cells, as shown in equations (4.3) and (4.6). As a result, with reference to Figure 5.5, 
the average channel holding times in transit spot-beams after a horizontal or a vertical 
handover (i.e., Thho and Tvho^ respectively) can be defined as [74]:
E  [T h Ho] = T g { l -  P r [ H  >  T m a x ] )  =
=  T , ( l  -  =  T» (1 -  e - “ )
E[Tvho] =  -  Pr[H > -  Tt]) =
— {I'maas—I't)  — ( a T g — T f J=  T^(l — e ) =  Ts{l — e )
(5.3)
(6.4)
We estimate the mean channel holding time for a generic connection in a satellite 
spot-beam as the sum of equations (5.2)-(5.4) weighted by the average arrival rates of 
handover traffic [89] :
T  ^n ew  T  H jiq T  V/io 
Hho
^new  “b E ] iq -j- Vfio ^new  T  P /io  “b F/io
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111 equation (5.5), Hho and Vho are the average arrival rates of horizontal and vertical 
handover traffic, respectively. In order to derive accurate estimations of these variables, 
let C  be the total capacity in a generic spot-beam, Tio^d a given load threshold for 
satellite resource reservation, and n  the number of channels occupied at a certain time. 
Then, we define the new connection admission probability for a system in state n  (i.e., 
as:
p a d m  _
1, for 0 < 71 <  C -  Tioad
1 — ^ P j i o i  for C — T io a d  <  7% < C (6-6)
0, for n  = C
In our scheme, handover requests are prioritised via the random rejection of some 
new connections. This depends on the degree of network congestion and the mobility 
scenario. In particular, as the handover probability increases, the admission probability 
decreases so that the QoS of ongoing connections is preserved. In accordance with the 
approach proposed in [64], upon reception of a new logon request, the NCC generates 
a random number R N  that is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. A comparison is 
then made between this number and the reference probability to determine whether the 
RCST can be granted access to the network. If R N  is smaller than the connection
is admitted, otherwise it is rejected.
The core of our inter-segment radio resource management scheme resides in the way 
handover traffic is handled. In general, the DVB-RCS system tends to exploit the 
backup capacity provided by terrestrial cellular networks as the last resort to avoid 
service disruption. Horizontal handover is always preferred and communications are 
transferred from one spot-beam to another as long as satellite resources are available. 
However, if the satellite segment experiences congestion while RCSTs are crossing a 
two-tier area, the temporary transfer of ongoing connections towards the terrestrial 
infrastructure is considered a viable solution to decrease the handover failure rate. 
Successively, when the RCSTs approach the end of the terrestrial coverage, a new 
attempt is made to transfer active connections to the target spot-beam. At this stage, 
the RCSTs that still cannot be accommodated in the satellite domain - due to lack of 
capacity, for instance - are forced to leave the system.
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We derive the blocking probabilities for our satellite-terrestrial network via a recursive 
approach known as reduced load (or Erlang fixed-point) approximation [86]. This re­
quires that the total traffic offered to each spot-beam is specified at each step. One 
might notice that such an iterative model can also be adopted to describe the collective 
behaviour of a belt of satellite spot-beams. However, due to the topology-related com­
plexity of packet level simulations, the scope of our analysis is confined to the scenario 
depicted in Figure 5.5. The offered traffic towards spot-beam i can be defined as the 
sum of three terms:
=  +  (5.7)
The first term of equation (5.7) refers to the new connection arrival rate in spot-beam 
i (i.e., Xnewi), while and V ^q  ^ represent the horizontal handover arrival rate
from adjacent spot-beam j  and the vertical handover arrival rate from the terrestrial 
network T Q , respectively. W ith reference to Figure 5.5, we can identify three different 
contributions for :
T j3 -^ i _ rrsingle , rrd u a l , rrd u a l /c o\
^ H O  ~  - ^ d ir e c t  +  - ^ d ir e c t  +  ^ r e j e c t e d
•^direct amouiit of traffic from adjacent spot-beam j  that is directly offered to
spot-beam i. This can be calculated as:
=  A.««, (1 -  N B P j ) P i ^  (1 -  R rct)  (5.9)
where N B P j  is the new connection blocking probability in spot-beam j, P j - ^ i  is the 
intra-satellite handover probability from spot-beam j  to spot-beam i, and RxCi is a 
factor describing the probability of residing in the two-tier area served by spot-beam i 
and the terrestrial network TC{.
The second contribution, represents the amount of traffic that, despite being
located in a two-tier coverage area, can be supported by the satellite segment:
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E ^ d i r i t  = ^newj (1 ~  E ~ B P j )  P j ^ i R T C i  (1 “  P n e e d )  (5.10)
In an effort to find the right trade-off between QoS preservation and roaming cost, we 
have decided to adapt the connection diversion rate towards the terrestrial infrastruc­
ture to the current handover failure rate. To this end, we assume that the DVB-RCS 
system has the capacity of estimating the intra-satellite handover failure probability 
(i.e., H F P )  over long observation windows. Let P n e e d  be a new probabilistic factor that 
determines the necessity for vertical handover:
P n e e d  = min (1, p  • H F P }  (5.11)
where /3 is a strictly positive integer that expresses the aggressiveness of our diversion
strategy.
The last variable in equation (5.8), H^ejected^ is defined as the traffic that is rejected by 
the terrestrial network despite being located in a dual coverage area:
(1 -  N B P j ) P j^iR TC ,P ne«lP lf (5.12)
In equation (5.12), P^S^ expresses the probability of being rejected by the terrestrial 
cellular network when vertical handover support is requested. In real systems, this value 
depends not only on the status of the terrestrial network at handover time, but also on 
several physical characteristics such as the power level that regulates the access to this 
system. However, due to the complexity of modelling the interaction amongst these 
variables, we have decided to describe all rejection events via an individual parameter.
In order to complete the characterisation of handover traffic, we define the last contri­
bution to equation (5.7) as:
V iio ' = (1 -  N B P j ) Pj^iRxCtPrteed ( l  ~ P ^ f )  (5.13)
where Ptci^ i is the inter-segment handover probability between the terrestrial wireless 
network TCi and spot-beam i. In particular, consistent with the assumption that
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terminals move at a lower velocity in urban areas, both the diameter of the terrestrial 
cell and the terminal velocity are reduced with respect to the values in the satellite 
network. The diagram in Figm'e 5.6 summarises the handover process across the seam 
of the satellite-terrestrial network.
Blocking o f  the new ^  connection attempt
N ew  Connection 
Attempt
Connection tenninated 
in the source spot-beam
l - N B P j
Handoverrequest to the p, ;  
adjacent spot-beam
Dual Coverage Area
\ - R ,
Need for tenestrial diversion
TeirestiiaJ network availability 
1- ^
Handover arrival 
rate contributions 
towards spot-beam i
rejected
l - P v
Connection tenninated in 
the teirestrial domain
Figure 5.6: Diagram of the Handover Arrival Rates for an Integrated Satellite - Ter­
restrial System
A symmetric approach can be followed to derive the connection arrival rates towards 
spot-beam j  when equilibrium is assumed in the mobility from i to j  and vice-versa.
Let be the probability that spot-beam i has n channels occupied. Then, we deter­
mine the balance equation for this spot-beam as:
for 0  <  „  < CAi + Ai (6.14)
From the standard solution for mono-dimensional Markov queues, the probability that 
the i-th spot-beam has n TRF slots occupied (i.e., P^) can be calculated as [64];
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P i = -------------- -^---- - ,  for 1 <  n < C
Pè = 1 +  E ---------------^— a ------------------- ^n = l
- 1 (5.15)
The new connection blocking probability and the handover failure probability in spot- 
beam %, { N B P i ,  and H F P i^  respectively) are easily obtained from equations (5.6) and
(5.15):
N B P i =  e '  P i (1 -  J T '”*) + Pb
n = 0  (5.16)
H F P i  =
while the average satellite resource utilisation for spot-beam i { A R U i )  is estimated as:
C
A m i = J ^ n x P i  (5.17)
n = 0
The initial setting for the iterative procedure considers N B P i  and H F P i  equal to 0. 
This permits us to calculate Aj by using equations (5.7)-(5.13). Once the arrival rates 
are known, new estimations for N B P i  and H F P i  are derived from equations (5.15) 
and (5.16). The algorithm terminates when the sum of differences between new and 
handover blocking probabilities calculated at two consecutive steps [k, is below a 
certain threshold (i.e., e =  10“®):
\ N B P i  {k) -  N B P i  {k -1 )1  +  \ H F P i  (k) -  H F P i  (&-l)| < 6  (5.18)
The mathematical model described in the previous equations refers to the general case of
limited fractional guard channel policy [64], in which Tioad is strictly positive. However, 
this can easily be expanded to carry out performance evaluations for several different 
admission control mechanisms. In particular, if equation (5.6) is modified such that 
Tioad =  C, a pure fractional guard channel policy can be derived. Conversely, if we 
set =  0 for C — Ti^ad ^  n  < C, we obtain a fixed guard channel strategy [35].
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Note also that the performance analysis of DVB-RCS systems without gap-fillers can 
be obtained by simply putting =  0 in equation (5.11).
5.2.1.2 Sensitiv ity  A nalysis
The objective of this section is to analyse the sensitivity of our mathematical model 
to important system parameters such as the aggressiveness of the diversion strategy 
(/3), the dual coverage probability {Rt c ): and the availability of the terrestrial network 
(Pyg). As shown in equations (5.10)-(5.13), the DVB-RCS system always makes an 
attem pt to handle mobility within the satelhte segment. The traffic in excess is diverted 
towards the terrestrial infrastructure only when the success of intra-satellite handover 
cannot be guaranteed. The aggressiveness of such behaviour is regulated by the j3 value 
that defines the portion of excess handover traffic destined for terrestrial diversion.
In the following, we assume that the total capacity C  shared amongst RCSTs in each 
spot-beam is equal to 19 TRF slots, while the average service duration Ts is equal to 2 
hours. Trains move at 345 km /h [90] whereas the spot-beam radii are assumed to be 
800 km at the equator. In order to isolate the effects of /5 on new connection blocking 
probability (NBP) and handover failure probability {HFP), we have kept fixed Rtc  
and Py^ at 0.5 and 0.1, respectively. Conversely, the value of /? spans the range [0, 25, 
50, 75] in order to account for several scenarios, including extreme cases {Pneed 0 
and Pneed 1). The main assumptions for our sensitivity analysis are summarised in 
Table 5.2.
New connection and handover blocking probabilities are depicted in Figme 5.7 with 
respect to the new connection arrival rate. The case in which the RCSTs crossing a 
two-tier region always initiate an inter-segment handover {Pneed =  1) is plotted as a 
dashed line and is used as a fair term of comparison for a qualitative analysis. As 
one might expect, both blocking probabilities show an increasing trend with respect to 
the offered load. However, while in standalone DVB-RCS systems both the logon and 
the handover success probabiUties sensibly decrease, our solution attains low values 
of NBP  and HFP also at medium-high load. In particular, one might notice that, 
in the considered traffic range, the blocking probabilities decrease with increasing (3.
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Table 5.2: System Assumptions for Sensitivity Analysis
T otal C apacity  (C ) Coverage R ad ius T erm inal V elocity M ean Service 
D u ra tio n  (T^)
19 TRF slots 800 km (R) 
200 km (d)
'^ sat =  345 km/h 
vter = 60 km /h
2 hours
R tc prej^TC (3 Tload
0.5 0.1 0 , 2 5 , 5 0 , 7 5 1
At this stage, a first analysis would suggest maximising the utilisation of gap-fillers. 
However, it will be shown later that the network operator must tune (3 carefully in 
order to achieve the best trade-off between satellite resource utilisation and terrestrial 
roaming expense. To this end, we have developed a cost-based optimisation tool that 
is described in section-5.2.2.
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0.015 0.006
c  0.004 I
0.005 0.002
0» e e-e4 6 8
New Connection Arrival R ate [cnx per hour]
4  6 8
New C onnection Arrival R ate  [cnx per hour]
-©—  N ever Diverted Beta=25 B eta=50 — A—  Beta=75 -  ^  -  Always Diverted
Figure 5.7: NBP  and HFP vs. Arrival Rate of Fresh Traffic for Different (3 Values
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As mentioned above, when the NCC fails to accommodate handover traffic in the target 
spot-beam, an attempt is made to  hand it over to an available terrestrial network. Of 
course, such traffic re-distribution depends on the terrestrial coverage location and 
extension as well as the backup capacity made available by gap-fillers.
The probability that the RCSTs reside in a two-tier region (i.e., R t c )  depends on the 
degree of overlap between the satellite and the terrestrial coverage and the mobility 
pattern followed by trains. In particular, one might assume that R t c  —» 1 in urban 
areas, while it is likely to be very low in rural regions. The effects of R t c  on network 
performance statistics are evaluated by fixing and P at 0.1 and 50, respectively. 
Conversely, the probability that a RCST crosses the spot-beam boundary in a two- 
tier region is variable between 0.25 and 1. Figure 5.8 shows the behaviour of the 
new connection blocking probability and the handover failure probability with respect 
to the arrival rate of fresh traffic. Again, the same assumptions hold as in Table
5.2, while the case of a standalone satellite network is plotted as a dashed line. We 
can see that HFP increases with the new connection arrival rate. This is due to the 
reduction in the number of available TRF slots and to the higher resource utilisation. 
Of interest is the fact that, when inter-segment handover takes place, the number of 
forced terminations is lower with respect to standalone systems. By assuming that 
RCSTs are always able to detect terrestrial carriers when these are available, we can 
also appreciate a performance improvement that depends on the terrestrial coverage 
extension. An important consequence of our traffic redistribution is the delay that is 
introduced between the spot-beam handover detection and its execution. This time 
interval can be quantified as the sojourn time within the terrestrial domain that can be 
seen as a virtual queuing effect. This mcreases the chances that some frequency-time 
slots are released in the target spot-beam and can be used to serve pending handover 
requests. In addition, when a vertical handover is executed, satellite resources are 
temporarily released that make it possible to accept new logon requests, as shown in 
Figure 5.8.
Another criterion influencing the effectiveness of our vertical handover scheme is the 
resource availability in the terrestrial domain. Without going into details of specific air 
interfaces and network technologies, we assume that gap-fillers are capacity-limited. As
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Figure 5.8: N B P  and H F P  vs. Arrival Rate of Fresh Traffic for Different R t c  Values 
(S =  Satellite Only, S+T =  Satellite +  Terrestrial Coverage)
a result, not all inter-segment handover requests are guaranteed to be accepted and the 
percentage of refused connections is modelled as In our analytical formulation, we
have accounted for rejected traffic in equation (5.12). Consistent with the hypothesis 
that gap-fillers may also experience overloading or that vertical handover requests may 
exceed the capacity reserved for roaming traffic, some connections are therefore offered 
back to the DVB-RCS system where are likely to be dropped before completing the 
handover process. In Figure 5.9, the sensitivity of N B P  and H F P  to is shown 
with respect to the new connection arrival rate. For this experiment, B^^ varies in 
the range [0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1]. The same assumptions hold as in Table 5.2, with the 
exception of P that has been set at 50. One might notice that the curves representing 
N B P  and H F P  always lie below the standalone system case (plotted as dashed line). 
In addition, results span a narrower range with respect to Figure 5.8, showing a lower 
sensitivity and suggesting that roaming agreements with terrestrial operators should 
be driven by cost-effectiveness rather than performance issues.
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5.2.1.3 Packet-Level Simulation Im plem entation
In previous sections, we have introduced the mathematical model describing our hybrid 
DVB-RCS-terrestrial network and provided an analysis of the sensitivity to each pa­
rameter. This section is devoted to the description of the simulation platform that has 
been employed to verify the results obtained analytically and to provide some details 
of the packet processing associated with the handover procedure at the NCC and the 
RCST. As in previous work, the NS-based packet level simulator described in Annex 
A .l has been used to implement the standard DVB-RCS logon and synchronisation 
procedures as well as the railway mobility scenario. However, all the simplifications 
introduced for the mathematical characterisation are now removed. We envisage a 
network scenario with two satellite spot-beams and two terrestrial cells for backup con­
nectivity as depicted in Figure 5.5. These are both assumed to be circular, equally 
dimensioned, and with radii specified in Table 5.1. The gap-fillers are dispersed along
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the overlapping area between adjacent spot-beams, while the RCST objects are ini­
tially created in uniformly-distributed locations within the satellite coverage. As in the 
analytical model, latitudes above the intersection points between adjacent spot-beams 
are excluded in order to ensure coverage continuity.
The admission control phase at the NCC is triggered by the correct reception of a 
CSC burst from one of the RCSTs. In order to enforce the admission policy defined 
in equation (5.6), the NCCAgent class must first calculate the current load in the 
candidate and adjacent spot-beams. A uniformly distributed number between 0 and 1 
is then extracted and compared with the reference admission probability. If the result 
of the decision phase is positive, the NCC transmits a Logon TIM message, otherwise 
a Logon Denied TIM is generated that instructs the RCST to abandon the system.
Our handover scheme can be classified as mobile-assisted. The detection mechanism 
relies on position information (i.e., GPS measurements) and channel quality assessment. 
RCSTs periodically scan a given range of frequencies to detect terrestrial beacons and 
monitor their own position within the network. To this end, a spot-beam coverage 
map is pre-loaded into the terminals and updated when needed via the forward link 
signalling service.
The details of the proposed handover detection scheme can be explained within the 
context of our NS-based simulator (Fig. 5.10). The HOManager class is responsible 
for identifying the closest beam centre to each RCST and for reporting any difference 
with respect to the current serving spot-beam (Fig. 5.10-a). Discrepancies between 
spot-beam IDs are interpreted as handover detections. Because the routes followed by 
fast trains are liighly predictable, an estimation of the handover time is also made that 
is used to derive a measure of the urgency associated with the procedure. If a handover 
has been detected, the MAC entity embedded into RCSTs must relay the first available 
SYNC burst to the HOManager that attaches the following set of information (Fig. 
5.10-b):
• The ta rg e t sp o t-b eam  ID  and the associated urgency  ind icato r.
• The list of available te r re s tr ia l  netw orks with an estimation of the received 
signal s tren g th s.
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Figure 5.10: HOManager process at RCST Supporting Vertical Handover
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The SYNC burst is then returned to the MAC class and finally transmitted over the 
wireless medium. In sections-3.2.2 and 3.2.3, we have already discussed the limited 
availability of reserved bits within SYNC bursts as well as the ad-hoc message intro­
duced in the DVB-RCS+M standard release for mobility support [15]. Here, we pro­
pose to use the 16-bit M_and_C subfield of the SAC field to convey the channel quality 
measurements and the HO urgency indicator, while the list of target spot-beams and 
networks is coded into the Mobility_ControlJMessage [15].
The NCCAgent class takes responsibility for handover decision and execution. In ac­
cordance with the standard synchronisation procedure, correct SYNC bursts are ac­
knowledged by a CMT table. In addition, these act as a trigger for the handover 
decision phase when carrying mobility information. As for RCSTs, the NCC-side im­
plementation of HO operations is described with respect to our DVB-RCS simulator 
(Fig. 5.11). The NCCAgent class maintains separate RCST registers for each spot- 
beam containing all terminal-related information. We have previously explained that 
the system always tries to handle handover requests within the satellite segment before 
resorting to terrestrial gap-fillers. To this end, the usual logical and physical resource 
assignment process takes place as described in section-3.2.2.1. However, it may happen 
that SYNC slots or Logon IDs are not available at the handover time, or that the target 
spot-beam cannot guarantee the requested capacity. Some possible solutions such as 
the prolongation of handover decisions via queuing mechanisms [53] or urgency-based 
prioritisation [51] have already been investigated. Here, we analyse a different scenario 
in which terrestrial cellular networks are used as temporary backup capacity providers. 
The NCCAgent class uses the channel quality estimations contained in SYNC bursts 
to decide what network must be contacted to start the transfer negotiation. Of course, 
the successful conclusion of this operation depends on several factors such as congestion 
levels or roaming agreements. However, for the sake of simplicity, we have modelled 
rejections as a probability factor. If the connection transfer is successful, a HO TIM 
message is sent to the awaiting RCST, otherwise the SYNC burst is silently discarded.
Upon reception of a unicast TIM message containing the handover command, the RCST 
node releases its current channels and initiates the procedure for physical-layer syn­
chronisation to the new communication links. These might be in the satellite or in
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Figure 5.11: HO operations at NCCAgent for Vertical Handover Support
the terrestrial domain. However, we do not expect a different air interface or access 
technology to severely impact packet-level simulations. Thus, we have modelled each 
gap-filler as an independent domain with the capacity of hosting satellite connections 
for the time spent by RCSTs within its service area. When the RCST approaches the 
border of the terrestrial coverage, a new attempt is made to transfer the connection 
back to the DVB-RCS network, whose success depends exclusively on the congestion 
level in the target spot-beam.
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5.2.1.4 S im ulation  R esu lts  an d  A nalysis
111 this section, two separate experiments are proposed and discussed. In the first set 
of simulations, we aim to validate our mathematical model of joint satellite-terrestrial 
networks via comparison with the results obtained from the DVB-RCS simulator de­
scribed in section-5.2.1.3 and Annex A.I. Successively, we use the flexibility of the 
analytical formulation to test the effectiveness of our inter-segment resource manage­
ment mechanisms with respect to different connection admission control schemes.
C om parison  betw een  T heo ry  an d  S im ulation  R esu lts
For this experiment, we refer to a simple two spot-beam topology as the one depicted 
in Figure 5.5. The nadir point of the GEO satellite is on 10° longitude, while the 
spot-beams are centred on 5° and 15° longitude and 0° latitude. These are also equally 
dimensioned with a 800 km radius.
The super-frame channel organisation on the uplink is compliant with the DVB-RCS 
standard [6]. We refer to the same configuration as in Table 3.4, with 3 carriers that 
accommodate 2 CSC slots for initial random access, 1 SYNC slot for periodic syn­
chronisation maintenance, and 19 TRF slots for data traffic. One should note that 
super-frames and frames have the same duration (i.e., 0.02651 seconds). The forward 
link signalhng service is compliant with the DVB-S2 standard [14]. As shown in Table
5.3, it contains 3 transport streams per spot-beam that are used for the forward link 
acquisition and the signalling service. The main simulator settings are summarised in 
Table 3.2.
Table 5.3: Forward Link Channel Configuration
S ta rt-u p  TS NIT
R M T  TS RMT PAT PMT
FLS Service PAT PMT SOT POT TOT TBTP Data Traffic
We assume that gap-fillers are located in the proximity of urban areas in the overlapping 
region between adjacent spot-beams. One should note that the exact position and
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extension of the terrestrial coverage is a simulation parameter tha t depends on the 
network topology. For this experiment, we have considered the configuration specified 
in Table 5.1. It is interesting to note that the handover arrival process is not under 
control of our simulator, but is the result of different random processes such as the 
initial location and the network congestion. RCSTs are initially created in uniformly- 
distributed locations within the interior rectangular area of each spot-beam (Fig. 5.5) 
and move at 345 km /h towards the opposite spot-beam following straight trajectories 
[90]. The arrival of new connections is modelled as a Poisson process with average Xnew^  
while the exponentially-distributed service duration has a mean value Ts of 2 hours.
In Figure 5.12, we show the comparison between analytical results and packet-level 
simulations for two different connection admission control schemes. In this experiment, 
the network topology is chosen such that the RCSTs have 50% probability {Rtc  = 0.5) 
of crossing the spot-beam edges in regions tha t are also served by terrestrial gap-fillers. 
In addition, a 10% probability of being rejected by the terrestrial system {P^^^ =  0.1) 
is considered. We have chosen a different number of guard channels for the two CAC 
schemes in an effort to test the reliability of our mathematical model under various 
conditions. In particular, we have set the threshold Tioad of the fractional guard channel 
scheme [64] at 3, while the number of static guard channels [35] has been assumed to be 
1 {GC = 1 TRF slot). The curves relative to the new connection blocking probability 
{NBP) and the handover failure probability {HFP) are plotted with respect to the 
arrival rate of new connections. Of interest is the small deviation of the simulation- 
based network statistics (plotted as dashed lines) from the values obtained via the 
mathematical model. This is the consequence of our assumptions regarding traffic 
distributions and is considered to be reasonable. In particular, while at high loading the 
arrival process of new connections can still be assumed to be Poissonian, the handover 
traffic shows a smoothed behaviour [76].
C onnection Adm ission Control Strategies
In the previous section, we have verified the accuracy of our mathematical model un­
der several network conditions. The objective is now to quantify the improvement in 
terms of blocking probabilities that can be achieved by our inter-segment handover
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Figure 5.12: Comparison between Simulation Results and Analytical Estimations of 
NBP  and HFP (Thr =  Threshold Value for the Fractional Guard Channel Scheme, 
GC =  Number of Static Guard Channels)
mechanism. This study is carried out by varying the threshold values that regulate 
the behaviour of the fractional guard channel [64] and the static guard channel strate­
gies [35]. In both cases, the curves associated with NBP  and HFP are plotted with 
respect to the new connection arrival rate. The same policies are also enforced in a 
standalone DVB-RCS system, and the results are plotted in dashed line to provide a 
fair term of comparison. The assumptions in Table 5.2 still hold, with the exception 
that (3 is now fixed at 50.
The two graphs in Figure 5.13 show the results obtained with the fractional guard 
channel scheme [64] for several values of the threshold Tioad- We have seen in equation 
(5.6) that this value defines the limit above which logon requests are randomly refused 
the initial access to the DVB-RCS network by the NCC due to the handover traffic
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prioritisation. As one might expect, both NBP  and HFP increase with the offered 
load. Conversely, the blocking probabilities show opposite trends with respect to the 
threshold value. This is due to the fact that ongoing connections have statistically fewer 
TRF slots reserved for handover traffic. It is of interest to analyse the improvement 
achieved with respect to the standalone DVB-RCS system in terms of blocking proba­
bilities when vertical handover is allowed. This confirms the effectiveness of terrestrial 
gap-fillers at increasing the satellite resource utilisation while preserving the QoS of 
ongoing connections. As we can see from Figure 5.13, the performance gap between 
standalone and hybrid networks is more evident at low Tioad values. The main reason 
is that with high thresholds logon requests start to become rejected at lower loading. 
This affects the satellite resource utilisation because it increases the TRF availability, 
thus reducing the necessity of terrestrial backup capacity.
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Figure 5.13: NBP  and HFP vs. Arrival Rate of Fresh Traffic for Fractional Guard 
Channel Strategy (Thr =  Threshold, S =  Satellite only, S-hT =  Satellite Terrestrial 
coverage)
One can observe a similar trend in Figure 5.14 which refers to the static guard channel
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scheme [35]. W ith respect to the previous case, the absence of a probabilistic approach 
and the resource discretisation make the performance improvement less visible. Indeed, 
one should remember that there is a 1:1 correspondence between TRF slots and guard 
channels and that capacities are always expressed in multiples of 1 TRF slot. This 
means that reserving 1, 2, or 3 TRF slots corresponds to putting aside 5%, 10%, or 15% 
of the total system capacity (C =  19 TRF slots), respectively. Such an approach is less 
flexible and the necessity for vertical handover is reduced when conservative policies 
are implemented that decrease the ratio between shared and reserved resources. As 
shown in Figure 5.14, the individual guard channel policy {GC =  1) shows the lowest 
NBP  and the highest HFP. However, this is also the case in which our inter-segment 
resource management mechanism performs better due to the shortage of TRF slots for 
handover traflic. As one might expect, more aggressive reservation strategies {GC — 2 
or GC = 3) allow us to obtain a sensibly lower handover failure rate, but inevitably 
decrease the effectiveness of vertical handover.
5 .2 .2  C ost-B ased  O p tim isa tion  o f  V ertica l H andover
The final part of our study is devoted to the design of a flexible tool for the comparison 
of different admission control strategies and to identify the best conditions for our 
vertical handover scheme. To this end, we define a performance-based cost function 
(i.e., COST) as follows [77]:
where NBP, HFP and UTIL are the new connection blocking probability, the handover 
failure probability and the average satellite resource utilisation calculated for a given 
admission control policy, respectively. Conversely, N B P q, H FP q and U T IL q represent 
normalisation factors that are obtained by implementing a satellite-standalone non­
reservation strategy, in which vertical handover towards the terrestrial infrastructure 
is not allowed and new connections and handover traffic are treated equally [35]. In 
equation (5.19), %, 7 , and (p are the weights associated with each dimensionless param-
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eter. Because handover failures are far more undesirable events than logon rejections, 
the following arbitrary configuration has been considered: [%, 7 , (p\ = [ |,  |] .
In Figure 5.15, the costs associated with the fractional guard channel {Tioad = 1) and the 
static guard channel (GC = 1 ) strategies are shown with respect to the new connection 
arrival rate. The results proposed have been obtained by assuming the same config­
uration as in section-5.2.1.4. The first observation is that the overall cost decreases 
when increasing the offered load as a consequence of the higher resource utilisation. 
Moreover, the benefits of terrestrial diversion become evident at high loading when it 
is possible to attain a lower cost with respect to the standalone case. The terrestrial 
gap-fillers result particularly effective when used in conjunction with the fractional 
guard channel scheme. This is due to the combination of the probabilistic CAC policy 
(that decreases the blocking probability of new connections), and the availability of ter­
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restrial backup capacity (that increases the handover success probability). As a result, 
the improvement with respect to standalone systems becomes evident. Different obser­
vations can be made with regard to the static guard channel strategy. This policy aims 
to minimise the handover failure probability by setting aside a given number of TRF 
slots and performs better when the handover traffic intensity increases. One should 
note that while the fractional guard channel scheme in general attains low NBP values 
at low-medium loading, its performance deteriorates in terms of HFP when congestion 
increases, thus resulting in higher costs than the static policy. Prom our results, we 
can therefore deduce that the probabilistic CAC scheme is more suited to low mobility 
scenarios, in which the high connection acceptance rate can be better exploited.
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Figure 5.15: COST vs. Arrival Rate of Fresh Traffic (Thr =  Threshold, GC =  Number 
of Static Guard Channels, S =  Satellite Only, S-hT =  Satellite -f Terrestrial Coverage)
In order to complete the characterisation of the hybrid satellite-terrestrial architecture, 
we have designed a cost-driven optimisation tool that identifies advantageous scenarios 
for our vertical handover mechanism. This accounts for the fact that real systems 
should always aim to achieve the best trade-off between network performance and
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roaming costs for terrestrial capacity. We define the cumulative cost function as:
^  +  i îO ^ I iV G , (5.20)
where N B P fs^  H F P ^ y  and U T I L ^  are analytical estimations of the new connection 
blocking probability, the handover failure probability, and the average satellite resource 
utilisation, respectively. The index [3 refers to the specific aggressiveness value (5.11) 
driving the vertical handover mechanism. For the sake of simplicity, this dependency 
is omitted in the following formulas. In this experiment, the probabilistic admission 
control policy defined in equation (5.6) is enforced, while iVBPo, H F P q, and U T IL q 
refer to the standalone satellite non-reservation strategy. The main difference between 
equations (5.19) and (5.20) is the introduction of the dimensionless factor R O A M I N G  
that accounts for the cost of diverting a connection from the satellite segment to the 
terrestrial infrastructure. This is defined as:
R O A M IN G  =  Price x Diverted (5 .2 1 )
where Diverted  is the amount of traffic (expressed in Erlang) that benefits from vertical 
handover, and Price is a measure of the cost associated with such a diversion (expressed 
in Erlang” ^). The possibility of prioritising some of the cost parameters still persists. 
However, we now refer to the un-biased case, in which all factors have the same weight 
(i.e., [x, 7 , ip] = [1 , 1 , 1]).
A Matlab script [91] has been developed identifying the optimal diversion strategy that 
minimises the cumulative cost function. Our tool accepts as input information about 
the network topology (i.e., Rt c )i the terrestrial rejection probability (P^^), and the 
user mobility model. APP, PPP, and UTIL are recursively estimated by tuning the 
value of /? until a minimum in the cost function is found. In formulas:
/?opi =  P\COST (p) =  mill {C O ST  (/?)} (5.22)
An indicative example of how the optimisation tool operates is shown in Figure 5.16. 
Here, we analyse the behaviour of the single cost factors with respect to the diversion
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aggressiveness (3. The system configuration defined in section-5.2.1.4 has been consid­
ered, with the exception that the offered load {XnewTs) and the terrestrial rejection 
probability [P j^ )  are equal to 15 Erlang and 0.2, respectively. Price has been set at 
0.25 Erlang"^. From the curves plotted on the left-hand side, we can see that all com­
ponents have monotonie trends with respect to the aggressiveness (3. As a result, the 
cumulative cost function has a unique minimum {(3 = 40) in the range of the analysis.
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Figure 5.16: Dependence of Individual Cost Terms on Aggressiveness
The behaviour of the cost function has also been investigated with respect to the offered 
load. Figure 5.17 shows the results obtained when Price equals 0.25 Erlang"^. These 
have been obtained by solving a set of minimisation problems as in equation (5.22), and 
successively substituting the values in equation (5.20) to show the variations in terms 
of cumulative cost. It should be noted that various congestion levels require different 
approaches and result in distinct optimal configurations. While one might consider 
constantly diverting the traffic in excess towards the terrestrial network, we can ac­
tually see that the minimum cost depends on the network topology, the loading, and 
the roaming cost. As a result, the operator should carefully tune the aggressiveness in
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order to attain the best trade-off between network performance and roaming expense. 
If the curves in Figure 5.17 are analysed collectively, we observe a shift in the (3 value 
corresponding to the minimum cost. In particular, if Price is fixed, the optimal aggres­
siveness decreases when increasing the offered load, while the cumulative cost grows. 
This is due to the fact that both the utilisation and the blocking probabilities tend 
to rise with the congestion level. A load threshold can therefore easily be identified 
beyond which the benefits in terms of connection-level QoS are insufficient to justify 
the costs associated with terrestrial diversion. In particular, we can see in Figure 5.18 
that the vertical handover is abandoned for loading in excess of 15 and 16 Erlang when 
Price equals 0.3 and 0.25 Erlang"^, respectively.
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Figure 5.17: Cumulative Cost vs. Load for Various /3 Values
Figure 5.18 also permits us to investigate the dependency of (3 on the offered load 
for different Price values. The curves have been obtained by solving the optimisation 
problem in equation (5.22) for different load levels. One can notice that the optimal ^  
decreases when increasing the Price value for a given congestion status. This is due to 
the fact that fewer connections are sufficient to compensate for the benefit of vertical 
handover when Price rises. Conversely, when the offered load is below 13 Erlang, the
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Figure 5.18: Optimal Aggressiveness vs. Traffic Load for Various Price Values
number of RCSTs crossing the two-tier region and blocking probabilities both decrease. 
This makes the system less sensitive to f3 with respect to medium-high loading, where 
the network performance can be more significantly impacted by our vertical handover 
mechanism.
5 .2 .3  C onclusions
The recently approved DVB-RCS-l-M standard [15] is expected to support terminal mo­
bility. In order to ensure service continuity both in LOS and NLOS scenarios, we have 
proposed an integrated architecture in which terrestrial gap-fillers provide temporary 
connectivity when direct spot-beam handover cannot be guaranteed. An analytical 
model has been developed that provides a complete performance characterisation of 
the hybrid network in terms of blocking probabilities, satellite resource utilisation, and 
implementation costs. Via a sensitivity analysis of the model, we have shown that the 
system performance depends on the extension of the gap-filler coverage as well as the 
terrestrial network availability. This information can be used as a means to achieve spe-
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cific target blocking probabilities and to show the conditions under which inter-segment 
handover improves the user-perceived QoS. Our vertical handover scheme has proved 
particularly effective at medium-high load and for several admission control policies, as 
confirmed by the simulation results obtained via our DVB-RCS packet-level simulator.
We have also evaluated the opportunity of transferring active connections towards the 
terrestrial infrastructure according to the cost associated with such a diversion. In 
particular, an optimisation tool has been developed that identifies the best trade-off 
between network performance and roaming cost and suggests the optimal terrestrial 
diversion strategy. We have shown that vertical handover is not always preferable, and 
network operators should define, on a case-by-case basis, the diversion aggressiveness 
according to the congestion level and the roaming cost. Indeed, the minimum cumula­
tive cost increases with increasing load, whereas the optimal aggressiveness decreases 
(for a given Price) due to the fact that roaming costs exceed the QoS-benefit of ter- j
restrial diversion. Our cost-based optimisation tool has therefore provided a flexible i
means of performance analysis for admission control strategies that can be further eus- !
tomised by assigning different weights to each factor so as to account for specific service 
requirements.
5.3 Sum m ary
In this chapter, we have investigated mobility issues related to inter-segment resource 
management and vertical handover in DVB-RCS networks complemented with terres­
trial gap-fillers.
In the first part, an introductory description of overlay network architectures has been 
provided together with a short literature survey that aims to give the reader an un­
derstanding of the key parameters associated with integrated systems as well as the 
main factors driving the admission control policies. Prior to introducing our hybrid 
architecture, we have also reviewed the main gap-filler technologies currently available 
for DVB-RCS systems.
A novel resource management mechanism has been proposed in section-5.2.1 that is 
based on the provision of backup connectivity by terrestrial cellular networks located
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in the proximity of overlapping areas between adjacent spot-beams. Our approach relies 
on a probabilistic connection admission control scheme that resorts to vertical handover 
towards the terrestrial infrastructure when successful satellite spot-beam handover can­
not be guaranteed. An analytical model has been developed that characterises the 
overall system performance in terms of blocking probabilities and resource utilisation. 
The sensitivity of the model has been analysed with respect to the free parameters 
and the performance has been evaluated for several scenarios and admission control 
policies. We have also provided a detailed description of the corresponding NCC-side 
and the RCST-side implementations as well as a comparison between analytical and 
simulation results that confirm the accuracy of our model.
The last part of this chapter is devoted to the description of a cost-based optimisation 
tool that permits us to identify the scenarios in which vertical handover contributes 
to improve the overall system performance. This is quantified as a cumulative cost 
function that sums the usual connection-level performance statistics with the cost as­
sociated with vertical handover in an effort to find the best trade-off between revenue 
optimisation and user expectations.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis presents the outcome of our research into various mobility management 
issues in future DVB-RCS networks with mobile terminals. In order to support mobil­
ity, the standard required modifications at layers 1-3 of the 081 protocol stack, that 
were investigated in several research programmes funded by European institutions. Our 
studies have focused on various mobility issues associated with a multi-spot-beam topol­
ogy with the objective to design extensions for the NCC and the RCSTs in passenger 
vehicles such as aircraft, ships, and high-speed trains.
All technical solutions described in this thesis aim to minimise the impact over existing 
DVB-RCS signalling mechanisms. The rationale behind such an approach is the com­
mercial viability required by the industry to produce cost-effective equipment that can 
coexist with deployed fixed systems and to maximise the reuse of existing broadband 
satellite infrastructure.
The results presented have been derived by mathematical analyses as well as packet- 
level simulations. The analytical approach has been followed with two objectives in 
mind: to confirm the accuracy of packet-level simulations and to provide immediate in­
sights into the relationships amongst system parameters, mobility models, and network 
performance statistics. Conversely, carrying out computer simulations has allowed us 
to analyse the duration of complex procedures such as link acquisition, packet-level 
synchronisation, logon and handover, and to assess the impact of different mobility and 
error models on network performance.
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6.1 R esearch C ontributions
Three main areas of contribution were identified that constitute the body of this the­
sis: handover management, connection admission control, and inter-segment resource 
management.
In 2000, when the first version of the DVB-RCS normative was released, its use in 
mobile satellite networks was not envisaged. Almost 10 years later, the enormous 
growth in the number of airline and train passengers has demanded a fast upgrade of 
existing systems to support connectivity on the move. Because of the capacity gain 
guaranteed by frequency reuse, intra-satellite mobility support is considered a pre­
requisite for next generation DVB-RCS networks, thus making spot-beam handovers 
frequent events. While reviewing the DVB-RCS normative and the related literature 
we have identified some reserved bits in the SAC field of periodic SYNC bursts as an 
efficient mechanism to convey valuable information for the handover execution. Such 
an approach ensures backward compatibility with fixed terminals and requires protocol 
modifications only at the system end-points corresponding to add-on extensions at the 
terminal and network sides.
In chapter 3, we have proposed two mobile-assisted handover schemes for intra-satellite 
mobility featuring distributed detection and centralised decision at the RCST and the 
NCC, respectively. GPS equipment is used to derive the terminal’s position within the 
satellite footprint and facilitate the initial access to the interactive network as well as for 
synchronisation maintenance. The same position measurements also provide valuable 
inputs for the handover mechanism. Such an approach has the advantage of preserving 
the handover detector from making decisions according to the received signal strength 
that may be affected by the environmental conditions.
In the first scheme, the handover manager in each RCST periodically identifies the 
closest spot-beam centre and determines a distance-based urgency indicator associated 
with the detection. This information is conveyed via SYNC bursts to the NCC which 
allocates new logical and physical resources in the target spot-beam and decides on 
handover execution. Two NCC implementations have been presented for the analysis \ 
of the effects of error modelling on the handover signalling exchange. Via extensive
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packet-level simulations in airborne scenarios, we have shown that our position-based 
handover scheme is sensitive to the channel conditions, and the NCC implementation 
with memory permits us to recover faster from packet losses. In addition, we have 
measured average shorter durations for handover execution when packet losses have 
occurred in bursts rather than being uniformly distributed. The simulation results 
have shown that, despite its simplicity, the memoriless implementation performs well 
in quasi-error free scenarios, whereas a lightweight memory upgrade can guarantee the 
necessary mobility support also during fading intervals.
The second handover scheme relies on residence time estimations as a means to prioritise 
handover requests. The objective of this study was to optimise the resource assignment 
in highly loaded networks. This can be seen as a refinement of the first strategy, in 
which the expected sojourn time is used to characterise the mobility of the terminals 
within spot-beams rather than the distance from the target spot-beam centre. The 
NCC has been provided with a threshold-based queuing mechanism that permits us to 
prioritise the handover recommendations according to the actual mobility pattern of 
RCSTs. Via an extensive campaign of computer simulations in airborne and railroad 
scenarios, we have shown that the combined use of the residence time estimations and 
the queuing mechanism allows the NCC to effectively discard the handover requests 
from terminals that are too far from the spot-beam boundary or too slow. This has 
produced a considerable decrease in the handover failure rate with respect to merely 
position-based strategies acting on a first-come-first-served basis. Moreover, it has 
contributed to increase the level of fairness when resources are shared amongst aircraft 
and high-speed trains. Some similarities between the two schemes have been identified 
regarding the sensitivity to the packet error rate and modelling. In particular, the 
handover failure rates have shown increasing trends with respect to the offered load and 
provided higher values for the same congestion level when packet errors have occurred 
in bursts rather than being uniformly distributed.
In the final part of chapter 3, several network architectures requiring IP mobility sup­
port have been identified, whilst the main issues associated with satellite and gateway 
handovers have been investigated. We have provided a brief review of popular layer- 
3 mobility solutions such as Mobile IP and BGP to highlight the benefits and the
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disadvantages of tunnelling and dynamic routing.
Chapter 4 has been devoted to the analysis of two comiection admission control strate­
gies for vehicular satellite networks. The first step has been to combine the benefits of 
a simple static guard channel policy for handover traffic prioritisation with a threshold- 
based queuing mechanism aimed to improve the system performance in joint airborne­
railway scenarios. We have developed a mathematical model that iteratively derives 
the connection blocking probabilities in multi-class mobility scenarios. The accuracy 
of such estimations has been confirmed by packet-level simulations showing good fit, 
especially at low-medium load, whereas the results at high loading have been more 
affected by the assumptions regarding the traffic distribution.
In the second part of chapter 4, we have presented a novel admission control policy in 
airborne scenarios. The main contribution in this area is in the resource reservation 
mechanism affecting the decision phase. W ith respect to other solutions available in the 
literature, we have developed two add-on modules for the NCC to predict the amount 
of traffic to and from each spot-beam. The inbound estimator uses the residence time 
information inserted into the reserved bits of CSC and SYNC bursts and some assump­
tions regarding the connection lifetime distribution to predict the amount of traffic 
from neighbouring spot-beams. Similarly, the number of RCSTs that are expected to 
leave the current spot-beam or to terminate their connections is calculated. This value 
is subtracted by the inbound traffic estimation to derive the actual number of TRF 
slots that need to be set aside to support handover connections and minimise the rate 
of logon rejections. This approach has been compared with several fixed and proba­
bilistic reservation and prioritisation schemes in terms of blocking rates and resource 
utilisation. Simulation results have shown that if the inbound and outbound traffic 
thresholds are carefully tuned, the network operator has the opportunity of modifying 
the resource reservation aggressiveness and shifting the QoS targets without greatly 
affecting the resource utilisation or the logon success rate.
In chapter 5 we have investigated the problem of how to preserve the connectivity 
when line of sight to the serving satellite is temporarily obstructed due to terminal 
mobility (e.g., in tunnels or urban areas). Because the DVB-RCS-bM normative aims
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to provide mobility support, we have considered analysing the interaction between 
satellite and terrestrial systems to ensure service continuity in railway scenarios. A 
review of the gap-filler technologies currently available for DVB-RCS networks has 
been provided to give the reader a general understanding of the problem. In particular, 
integral gap-fillers are designed to take over the communication transparently when the 
mobile RCST is out of reach. Conversely, cellular networks may act as terrestrial gap- 
fillers and ensure service continuity in urban areas, where satellite communications are 
generally disturbed due to severe multi-path effects. In consideration of the recent trend 
towards the integration of popular wireless networks, we have proposed a DVB-RCS 
architecture in which the satellite interactive system is complemented by terrestrial gap- 
fillers providing temporary connectivity when horizontal handover cannot be executed. 
To this end, the mobile terminals have been assumed to host multiple radio interfaces for 
vertical handover support. We have developed an analytical framework for the complete 
performance characterisation of the hybrid network. Because the coverage map of 
the terrestrial network is not available a-priori at the RCST, we have extended the 
position-based handover detection mechanism to include signal strength measurements 
of terrestrial beacons. Such information, which is conveyed to the NCC via the reserved 
bits in the M_and_C and the Mobility_Control_Message sub-fields of the SAC field, 
is used to drive the handover decision phase. In the proposed model, intra-satellite 
handover is always the preferred approach as it allows preserving the satellite resource 
utilisation. However, terrestrial diversion is considered when the number of available 
TRF slots is not sufficient to fulfil the service requirements. By analysing the sensitivity 
of the model to each variable, we have demonstrated that inter-segment handover is 
particularly effective at improving the user-perceived QoS at medium-high loading. 
Such results have been confirmed via packet-level simulations for several static and 
probabilistic admission control policies. In an effort to refine the resource management 
of the hybrid network, we have developed a cost-based optimisation tool for the vertical 
handover strategy. This has proved a flexible means of performance analysis that has 
allowed us to determine the optimal terrestrial diversion aggressiveness for different 
congestion levels by finding the best compromise between network performance and 
roaming costs.
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6.2 Future W ork
Some interesting future work could be carried out into the subject of the integration 
with terrestrial systems as well as network mobility management.
In terms of interaction between satellite and terrestrial systems, we have demonstrated 
the dependence of the network performance on the topology, the coverage extension, 
and the capacity offered by gap-fillers as well as the roaming costs. Some of these 
parameters have been described in a probabilistic way. In order to increase the accu­
racy of the simulation results, a detailed packet-level implementation of the terrestrial 
domain would be advantageous. In addition, the scenario may be further extended by 
considering the traffic originated in the terrestrial network requiring vertical handover 
towards the satellite segment. This, of course, would require some modifications in the 
equations describing the hybrid network.
Position information has constituted a fundamental hypothesis in our work. This acts 
as a trigger for the handover detection and as a means to estimate the mobility pat­
tern of terminals. However, it would be interesting to analyse how this information 
can be integrated into more complex multi-dimensional handover schemes. W ith ref­
erence to scenarios in which several overlay satellite networks coexist geographically, 
sophisticated resource management schemes may be designed aimed to balance the load 
amongst various systems and to minimise the blocldng probabilities. In particular, 
network-initiated handovers may take place not only in correspondence of the beam 
boundaries, but also when unbalanced traffic conditions are registered or frequency- 
selective fading affect the quality of the received signals.
In section-3.3, a qualitative analysis of the main issues associated with IP mobility has 
been provided. We have discussed the main advantages and disadvantages of popular 
protocols such as Mobile IP and BGP. However, no practical solutions have been pro­
posed for the support of layer-3 mobility in DVB-RCS. The main reason, as confirmed 
by the recent Call for Technologies for DVB-RCS NC [8 ], is the lack of a standard frame­
work for network and higher layers mechanisms. Despite the fact that gateway/satellite 
handovers are not likely to occur often due to the size of CEO spot-beams, we observe 
that the current normative does not account for interaction amongst network opera­
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tors. It would therefore be interesting to define shared solutions on the management 
and control plane aimed to facilitate the interoperability amongst different satellite op­
erators and between DVB-RCS systems and terrestrial networks. This might require 
defining new protocols for the network management or adapting popular signalling ex­
change mechanisms such as SNMP to accommodate mobility-related information and 
facilitate the execution of vertical handovers. One should also note that in devising 
the capabilities of the next generation DVB-RCS systems, the current normative might 
midergo a profound revision also at physical and MAC layers. This may affect the mech­
anisms defined in DVB-RCS-f-M aiming to guarantee backward compatibility with fixed 
systems. Hence, an upgrade of the proposed handover strategies may be required.
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A ppendix A
The Sim ulation Platform
In this Ph.D. work, two simulation platforms have been employed for algorithm eval­
uations. For its simplicity and manageability in processing complex data, we have 
chosen Matlab [91] to design the analytical models describing the admission control 
and handover strategies. Simple Matlab routines have also been elaborated to extract 
valuable information from long detailed trace files generated by our DVB-RCS simula­
tor. In particular, the generation of statistics about specific packet receptions such as 
Logon and Handover Requests, TIM messages, completion of synclironisation and han­
dover procedures as well as related timing information has been automated to derive 
performance measurements and plot all significant results disseminated in this thesis.
In the following of this annex, our DVB-RCS packet level simulator is described in 
detail.
A .l  D V B -R C S Packet Level Sim ulator
Network Simulator 2 (NS2) [92] is an open-source packet-level simulator that is highly 
popular in the networking research community for the possibility given to developers to 
modify and extend existing code without virtually any limitation. It relies on a C-f-t- 
core and an OTcl interpreter as front-end for system configuration and setup. We have 
used version 2.30 of NS2 that natively comes with a set of functionalities for the sim­
ulation of satellite networks. A variety of scenarios can be envisaged spanning from
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geostationary networks to complex constellations of low Earth orbiting satellites featur­
ing inter satellite links. NS2 is therefore a powerful tool for the analysis of transport, 
routing and MAC protocols in satellite environment. However, a first-order approxima­
tion based on the packet loss probability is the only means implemented that collectively 
models the channel performance. This decision is motivated by the assumption that an I
accurate interference and fading modelling as well as protocol interaction and orbital |
effects are not distinguishable from a networking standpoint. The satellite environment I
iis therefore characterised by this single configurable parameter. |
In order to simulate accurately the DVB-RCS communication mechanisms, a careful |
revision of the existing satellite network entities was midertaken (Fig. A.l). As one 
might note, in legacy versions of the platform both GWs and RCSTs are derived from 
the same class and share the wireless medium. This may cause unrealistic packet colli­
sions or resource contention amongst different classes of objects according to the access 
scheme implemented. In reality, GWs use separate dedicated carriers with respect to 
the population of users. Hence, multiple uplink/downlink objects were designed to 
enforce the correct resource assignment policies in each domain.
The result of our extensions is a mobile, geostationary, multi-satellite, multi-beam 
network simulator. As shown in Figure A.2 , the bent-pipe geostationary satellite class is 
enhanced to support multiple interfaces which decouple the forward and the interaction 
path of GWs and RCSTs.
A .1.1 A ccess S chem es
In compliance with the DVB-RCS standard, MF-TDMA access has been implemented 
as a resource sharing scheme for the user uplink. For the sake of simplicity, different fre­
quency bands are employed in adjacent spot-beams with the result that the interference 
process is negligible. The uplink is defined as a specific class, whose frame organisation 
is a combination of contention-based slots (i.e., CSC) and periodic dedicated slots (i.e.,
SYNC and TRF).
RCST objects are provided with an internal timer that is locked to the network clock 
and allows disciplined access to the shared resources. Padded segmentation and re-
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assembling (as dictated by AAL5) with 1 ATM/TRF profile is also implemented for 
transmissions over the user uplink.
On the other hand, GWs employ a TDM scheme to transmit over the user downlink. 
We assume a 1:1 correspondence between satellites and GW stations that implement an 
MPEG segmentation and reassembly mechanism. In accordance with the DVB-RCS 
normative document, the downlink comprises multiple carriers. As shown in Figure 
A.3, three transport streams are defined in our simulator. The start-up transport 
stream carries the NIT table whereas the RMT-TS carries the RMT, PAT, and PMT 
tables. Finally, the third transport stream is used as a means to convey the forward 
link signalling and the user data.
Return path:
beanrii beam2
all e llip ses  a re  NS C hannel GW
1  R C S T  \R C S T R C S T
Forward path:
beam
1 | R C S T  I 1 | R C S T  I GWR C S T R C ST
Figure A.3: Forward and Return Path of the DVB-RCS Simulator
A . 1.2 S ignalling  In form ation
The simulator was designed with the objective to model the DVB-RCS signalling, 
synchronisation, and resource management mechanisms as accurately as possible. Thus, 
it contains the complete logon and synchronisation sequence, NCR synchronisation, 
NIT, RMT, PAT, PMT, SCT, FCT, TCT, TBTP, TIM, CMT tables, contention-based 
CSC channel, periodic SYNC slot allocation, and dynamic traffic slot allocation in
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response to CRA+VBDC capacity requests. Figure A.4 shows the complete set of 
signalling information that is implemented in our DVB-RCS simulator.
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Figure A.4: Summary of Signalling Tables
Two main classes are defined that are the SignallingTable class and the Descriptor class. 
Both derive firom the primitive class TclObject, but differ in their scopes. Signalling 
tables are broadcast objects while descriptors are enclosed in unicast messages and 
contain information that is used by receiving terminals to change their status and 
undertake specific actions.
Figure A.5 shows an example of uplink configuration. As one might note, the number 
of carriers as well as the frame subdivision in frequency-time-slots is fully configurable. 
In this particular case, 15 subcarriers are defined. The first subcarrier accommodates 
2 CSC bursts whereas 10 TRF slots occupy the other 14 sub-carriers. It is interesting 
to note that the second sub-carrier also hosts a SYNC slot that is periodically assigned 
to active terminals for synchronisation purposes.
A. 1.3 Satellite Nodes
A careful analysis of the legacy satellite node objects was undertaken with the aim to 
identify areas of the core NS2 code that were either not compatible or necessitated spe­
cific extensions in order to support the DVB-RCS communication mechanisms. Since
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set upconf(nofjcarriers) 15; # number of carriers con^rising the uplink segment
set upconf <nof_slots) 10; # this is really the frame length in terms if TRF slots
set upconf <nof_CSC_carriers) 1; # carriers with CSC slots
set upconf(nof_ACQ_carriers) 0; # carriers with ACQ slots
set upconf <nof__SYNC__carriers) 1; S carriers with SYNC slots
set upconf{nof^miniSYNC^carriers) 0; # carriers with miniSYNC slots
set upconf(nof_CSC_slots) 2; # per carrier
set upconf (nof_ACQ__slots) 0; # per carrier
set upconf(nof^SYNC^slots) 1; # per carrier
set upconf(nof_miniSYKC_slots) 0; t per carrier (note half-slots actually)
set upconf(frame_length) 0.02651; # 26.51 msec frame length in time
set upconf(cscjourstjduration) 0.01324? # duration of a CSC burst
set upconf(acgjaurstjduration) 0.002636; # duration of a ACQ burst
set upconf(sync_burst_duration) 0.00265? # SYNC burst duration
set upconf(minisync_burstjduration) 0,0013245; # mini SYNC burst duration
set upconf(trf__burst_duration) 0.00265; # duration of a TRF burst
set upconf(csc_bw) 2000
set upconf(acq_bw) 160000
set upconf(sync_bw) 160000
set upconf(minisyncjow) 160000
set upconf(trf_bw) 160000
set upconf (csc_acq_guard_time) 0,000015; # guard time to be used in CSC and ACQ slots
set upconf (trf__sync guard__time) 0,000001; # guard time to be used in TRF and SYNC slots
set upconf(nof_TRF_slots) { 0 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 )? # nof TRF slots
Figure A.5: Example of Uplink Configuration
multiple carriers operate simultaneously, it was necessary to extend existing nodes with 
support of multiple transmitter/ receiver chains.
Most of C + +  code implementing the DVB-RCS signalling exchange is confined in MAC 
layer. To this end, a set of DVB classes were derived from the satellite MAC class to deal 
with positioning, tracing, and signalling issues. It might be instructive to go through 
the structure of RCSTs (Fig. A.6 ) and GWs (Fig. A.7) nodes. In both cases, a DVB 
class is defined that deals with the maintenance of positioning information, tracing files 
and references to the hosting object. Regardless whether the terminal is a RCST or a 
GW, satellite nodes have a reference to the position of the satellite which is currently 
in line-of-sight. Two important objects are also defined to capture the occurrence of 
specific events. A trace of corrupted packets is mamtained so that the effects of channel 
degradation can be evaluated. In addition, an event trace is defined to monitor the 
status of the terminals as well as system events like transmission/reception of DVB-RCS 
messages, network logons, handovers, disconnections, and channel re-tunings.
Below in the node hierarchy, the core of the MAC functions is defined. The block 
diagram in Figure A .6  shows the DVB-RCS features that are implemented in RCST 
nodes. Of particular interest is the RCSTMac class. Here, CSC, SYNC, ACQ, and TRF 
slots are generated according to the terminal status and the network clock. Thanks 
to a set of timers, burst transmissions are scheduled and synchronisation (or logon) 
procedures are initiated. The tables/messages processing also take place at this level 
that trigger the evolution of the terminal status. A HOManager class is defined for
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mobility management which is responsible for accessing GPS-based position informa­
tion and eventually initiating the handover procedure. RCSTs support MPEG packet 
reassembling on the receiving chain and ATM segmentation on the transmission chain. 
To this end, ATM cells are buffered in a specific packet queue whilst waiting for an 
available TRF slot. In the simulator, CRA and VBDG classes of traffic are supported 
by RCSTs. As a result, a capacity request object was defined that is responsible for 
populating the TRF slot header whenever low priority traffic is available.
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Figure A.6 : Extended NS-2  RCST type DVB Satellite Node 
Figure A.7 shows an analogous block diagram featuring the main CW functionalities.
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Despite deriving from the same DVB class, GW objects obviously differ in the way 
they act with respect to RGSTs. Gore functionalities of Earth stations reside in the 
NGCAgent class that is assumed to be attached to each GW object. This is where 
radio resource and mobility management policies are enforced. An exhaustive view 
of the network is available at the NGC tha t has references to the network topology 
and the database of active terminals. Acting as a central resource manager, the NCG 
assigns logical (e.g. Logon IDs) and physical resources (e.g. SYNC or TRF slots) to 
RCSTs according to their needs and the current status of the network. It also generates 
signalling tables and messages for broadcast and unicast transmission. With respect 
to user terminals, GWs are not equipped with a handover manager and implement a 
different segmentation and reassembling mechanism. The receiving chain is set with 
an ATM profile in order to re-construct packets sent by RGSTs while the transmission 
chain encapsulates packets into MPEG transport streams. In order to prioritise sig­
nalling information over data traffic, a set of parallel queues is defined that prioritise 
the transmission of DVB-RCS tables whenever these are generated. This does not hap­
pen in RGSTs, which implement a merely drop-tail queuing scheme to discard traffic 
in excess.
A . 1.4 N etw ork  T op ology  and P o s it io n  M an agem en t
As far as mobility and topology management are concerned, we have mostly used the 
satellite code that is already part of NS with slight extensions. As shown in Figure 
A.8 , the topology of the network has a hierarchical structm’e which is mirrored in the 
0Tcl/G4—I- domains.
As one might expect, the level of detail about topology information that is disclosed 
depends on the terminal type. Since there is a 1:1 correspondence between satellites 
and GW objects, the NGCAgent attached to the GW has a complete view of the satel­
lite footprint. As a result, the NCC can maintain an up-to-date database of connected 
terminals for each uplink/downlink object. This is used to collect a set of valuable pa­
rameters regarding allocated/ requested capacity, current position and mobility status 
that is employed by the system to enforce opportune radio resource management poli-
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Figure A.7: Extended NS-2 GW type DVB Satellite Node
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Figure A.8: Satellite Network Topology
cies. On the other hand, terminals’ knowledge is limited to their own position within 
the current spot-beam. In our simulator, we assume that RCSTs are equipped with a 
satellite coverage map and GPS equipment. They also have a reference to the position 
of the satellite and the Earth station so that transmission times are scheduled accord­
ing to the network clock. To this end, spherical coordinates are used to locate objects 
on the ground. As shown in Figure A.9, the position of satellite objects is expressed 
in terms of longitude and altitude as latitude is always 0° for geostationary orbits. 
Conversely, the position of the GW is identified by nsing latitude and longitude values. 
Since the same RCST class is nsed to define aircraft, high-speed trains and vessels, the 
class TermSatPosition necessitated a slight extension to include altitude information.
(only longtitude and 
latitude: used by GW)(only longitude 
and altitude 
used by satellite)
TclObiect
SatPosition
PolarSatPosition GeoSatPosition TermSatPosition
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Figure A.9: Position Management
Figure A. 10 summarises the existing hierarchy in topology management. One might 
notice that the object with the broadest knowledge of topology information is the
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HOManager. This is responsible for handover operations so it must have references to 
the entire satellite coverage that may be composed of several footprints.
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GWMac
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Spotbeam
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TermSatPosition
Figure A. 10: Topology Management
The HOManager can therefore always identify the target satellite/spot-beam ID the 
mobile RCSTs are heading to. The level below in the hierarchy is occupied by the 
Footprint class that provides GW objects with a reference to the spot-beams generated 
by a given satellite. Finally, at the bottom of the pyramid is defined the Spot-Beam class 
that is characterised by the coordinates of its centre and radius. This class periodically 
(with a configurable period) identifies the spot-beam centre that is closest to each 
terminal in order to facilitate logon operations and trigger the handover procedure 
when necessary.
